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When the doors of Baghdad College opened in 1932, the
first students met a young priest who was destined to play a
leading role in the development and progress of our school. During
this long period of time he has occupied many and varied po-
sitions of responsibility, but year after year has found him in the
classroom, laboring with indefatigable zeal in the ennobling task
of teaching. Nearly a generation of youthful scholars has profited
by his instruction, and learned with the passing years that his
beneficial influence extended far beyond the classroom. They have
found him to be a faithful friend, a trustworthy guide, an inspir-
ing example of all that is good in life. It has been his happy
privilege to watch the campus grow, to see the buildings multiply,
to observe the increase of teachers and students, to witness the
changes wrought by time. In this moving panorama of life his ideals
have remained constant, for they transcend the limits of a passing
world. In gratitude for his exemplification of those lofty ideals,
and in recognition of his twenty-five years as a teacher and
educator, the Class of 1954 affectionately dedicates this issue of
Al Iraqi to Father John A. Miff, S.J.
REVEREND JOHN A. MIFF, S.J.
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ABDUL-RAHMAN DHAHIRADDIN AL-GAILANI
A genuine sports enthusiast and loyal supporter of the varsity teams . . .
stayed with mathematical problems until he solved them . . a private library
with the best history books makes him well-versed in his favorite study . . .
travels to Lebanon for summer vacations . . . cheerful and friendly by na-
ture . . . plans to study political science.
Intramural Sports.
ABDUL-WAHID ABDUL-RAHMAN AHMAD
Class leader in studies. . . has a large collection of ribbons, medals and tes-
timonials . . . math and science classes were his favorites . . . excelled in
Arabic compositions ... a capable handball player . . . music and reading
of novels were his pastimes . . . studied French in his spare moments . . .
has chosen medicine for his future profession.
Debating Society 5 ; Al Iraqi Staff 5 ; Handball Finals 3 ; Intramural Sports.
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ADIL MUSTAFA AL-HASANI
A classmate with a pleasant sense of humor . . . excelled in chemistry, and
had a model laboratory in his home . . . played handball and football during
his school years . . . studied French during summer vacations . . . his interest
in meaning of words has enlarged his vocabulary . . . likes to discuss current
events . . . will enter Pharmacy School.
Intramural Sports.
ADNAN SHALTAGH CHEHALI
A boarding student from Diwaniyya . . . played guard on varsity basketball
team . . . Arabic literature was his favorite study ... a heavy hitter on his
class baseball teams . . . Lebanon is his favorite summer resort . . . looked
on the happy side of life, and had a wide circle of friends . . . has elected
political economy for future study.
Varsity Basketball Team 3, 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
AMIR RASHID SALBI
One of the many bicycle commuters to the school . . . preferred math and
physics to his other studies . . . played an occasional game of handball and
football . . . has a fine collection of stamps . . . enjoys a good cinema . .
,
spent many an interesting hour tinkering with machines . . . has chosen
engeneering as his profession.
Intramural Sports.
ANTWAN SALIM JAJJU
A calm and serious member of the class ... a discussion of philosophy was
much to his liking . . . follows athletic events with a lively interest . . . passed
his leisure moments with a good book . . . named English as his favorite
subject . . . joined the Debating and Scientific Societies . . . mechanical en-
gineering will be his future occupation.
Scientific Society 4, 5; Debating Society 5; Intramural Sports.
ARSHAM HARTIYUN MIRZIAN
A quiet classmate who takes all things in stride . . . classes in botany were
a pleasure for him . . . one of the first to sign for a class picnic . . . rides a
motorcycle around the city . . . worked in a pharmacy shop during the va-
cations . . . plans uncertain, but hopes to study electrical engineering.
Intramural Sports.
BAIJAR HAZIM SHEMDIN
Found time for studies and extracurricular activities . . . president of Debat-
ing Society . . . industrious worker for Al Iraqi . . . took part in all intra-
mural sports . . . spent hours solving Father Sheehan's math and physics
problems ... a delightful sense of humor ... a clever harmonica player . . .
regular patron of school library . . . native of Zakho . . . will continue scien-
tific studies abroad.
Debating Society 4, 5 (President); Scientific Society 4, 5; Al Iraqi Staf 4, 5;
Dramatic Society 4 ; Elocution Finals 1 ; Intramural Sports.
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BASIL MUHAMMAD KADHIM MAKIYYA
Generous with his time and talent . . . plays a good game of tennis . . . English
is his favotite study . . . has his own projector and often runs a cinema for
his friends . . . fascinated by laboratory work . . . spent his summers in
northern Iraq . . . plays the piano ... an energetic collector for the poor . . .
a future engineer.
Intramural Sports.
BEDROS DIKRAN DAGHILIAN
Often observed in serious conversation with his friends . . . showed a special
aptitude in math and physics . . . handball was his favorite sport . . . read
Arabic novels in his spare time
. .
. always enjoyed the class picnics . . .came
to school daily on his bicycle ... a good debater . . . will begin study of
medicine after graduation.
Debating Society 4, 5; Scientific Society 5; Intramural Sports.
BERJ KHACHIK HUWAKIMIAN
One of our star athletes . . . regular member of championship basketball
teams . . . winner of several medals in track events . . . has a serious outlook
on life
. . .
chemistry classes and laboratory experiments were easy for him. . •
an authority on sporting events in the city . . . popular with his classmates. . .
plans to make advanced studies in engineering.
Varsity Basketball Team 2, 3, 4, 5; Varsity Track Team 2, 3, 4, 5; Intramural
Sports.
COLIN ANWAR AZZU
Prominent member of Sodality Council . . . has read many books in school
library
. . . never missed the baseball games during noon recreations . . .
serious student of Arabic literature
. . . liked history classes . . . faithful
member of Sacred Heart League . . . one of the stamp collectors of the
class
. . . will begin medical studies after receiving his diploma.
Sacred Heart League 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Sodality 3, 4, 5; Debating Society 4, 5; Intra-
mural Sports.
EDMOND SHAKIR RUMAYA
His many activities testify to his commendable school spirit . . . held official
positions in the Sodality and the Scientific Society... a consistant winner of
scholarship testimonials . . . considered an authority on Persian history . . .
has read widely, and writes an essay with ease . . . found relaxation at the
cinema . . . will devote his talents to literary pursuits.
Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, 5; Sodality 3, 4, 5 (Vice-Prefect^) ; Scientific Society 4
(Vice-President), 5 (Recording Secretary); Debating Society 4, 5; Al Iraqi Staff 5;
Dramatic Society 4; Intramural Sports.
EDMOND WARTAN MINAS
A friendly classmate, with a variety of interests . . . leading member of the
Scientific Society . . . spent long hours on chemistry homework . . . relaxes
with his fine collection of records
. . . one of the best of our amateur photo-
graphers
. . .
always has room for one more in his car ... a neat dresser . . .
chemical engineering is his choice for the future.
Scientific Society 4, 5 (Executive Secretary); Debating Society 4 (Sergeant at Arms)
5 ; Al Iraqi Staff 5 ; Intramural Sports.
EMMANUEL BUDAGH MARUKIL
Has always shown a strong liking for scientific studies . . . one of the best artists
in the class . . . wrote compositions for Al Iraqi . . . found a place for football
and handball during his school days . . . entertained with the harmonica
on class picnics . . . worked during the summer holidays . . . hopes to make
advanced studies in astronomy.
Sodality 3 ; Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 5 ; Al Iraqi Staf 5 ; Intramural
Sports.
ERIC ANDERS LOFTMAN
The vicissitudes of school life never erased his smile . . . summer months
found him touring the resorts of northern Iraq . . . excelled in writing English
compositions . . . nominated football as his favorite sport . . . drives a mo-
torcycle around Baghdad ... a camera enthusiast and amateur photogra-
pher ... a career in mechanical engineering is his ambition for the future.
Intramural Sports.
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FARUQ. HABIB SHINA
His diligence in studies won for him many testimonials at the reading of
marks . . . has a special fondness for the study of botany . . . likes to talk over
current events . . . cheered his class team on the ball field . . . browsed through
the magazines in the library reading room . . . reads ghost stories
. . . plans
studies in atomic energy.
Sodality 3 ; Sacred Heart League 5 ; Intramural Sports.
FARUQ. NURI AL-UMARI
Grew to be one of the tallest boys in the class . . . never known to be perturbed
by the problems of life . . . has a genuine interest in study of electronics . . .
a philosopher with many worth-while ideas . . . chemistry was his number
one subject . . . has a deep appreciation of music . . . plans uncertain, but
will continue studies.
Debating Society 5.
GEORGE MIRZA AZIZ
A leading participant in school activities and sports . . . favored chemistry
and enjoyed every minute of the laboratory periods . . . outstanding tennis
player and swimmer . . . umpired the noon baseball games ... his hand-
writing script envied by all . . . served as secretary of the Sacred Heart
League . . . has selected mechanical engineering for future studies.
Sacred Heart League 5 {Secretary) ; Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 5
;
Tennis Finals 1, 3; Table Tennis Finals 1; Intramural Sports.
GHAZI AZIZ THOMAS
A durable member of the varsity basketball teams . . . starred in champion-
ship game last year . . . active member of the Sodality . . . partial to study
of physics and math .
.
. spent leisure moments reading Arabic novels . . .
generous and co-operative in all school activities . . . never in a hurry . . .
the class wishes him success in medical studies.
Sodality 4, 5 ; Sacred Heart League 3 ; Varsity Basketball Team 3, 4, 5 ; Intra-
mural Sports.
HAGOP WARTAN WARTKISIAN
Patronized the science library and kept informed on scientific subjects . . .
won many ribbons for class leadership in studies . . . preferred math and
physics to his other subjects . . . took an active part in the Debating Society. . .
works hard at his many tasks ... a bicycle rider . . . plans uncertain, but
hopes to study abroad.
Scientific Society 5; Debating Society 5; Intramural Sports.
HANI MUHAMMAD YUNIS AL-SABAWI
Established an enviable attendance record during his school years . . .has
a deep interest in world affairs . . . one of best writers of Arabic composi-
tions . . . gives top rating to the study of geometry . . . could be found among
the spectators at the baseball games . . . never known to be excited ... a
future mechanical engineer.
Intramural Sports.
HIKMAT DAUD DAWISHA
Exemplary prefect of the School Sodality ... his artistic posters on the bul-
letin boards were unsurpassed ... a leader in studies, with a preference for
math and chemistry . . . tennis and baseball were his favorite sports . . . gave
generously of his time and talents . . . read many books in his spare time . . .
will continue studies abroad.
Sodality 2, 3, 4, 5 (Prefect) ; Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, 5; Al Iraqi Staff 4, 5;
Intramural Sports.
HIKMAT ILIA JAZRAWI
A member of many of the school societies . . . always ready for a discussion
with his friends . . . solved mathematical problems with ease ... his native
city is Kirkuk . . . summer months found him hunting in northern Iraq . . .
energetic member of the Sodality Council . . . well-read in Arabic litera-
ture . . . looks forward to studies in electrical engineering.
Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, 5; Sodality 3, 4, 5; Sanctuary Society 1,2; Debating
Society 4, 5; Scientific Society 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
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HIKMAT PHILIP ILU
A boarding student from Basra . . . joined many of the school societies and
took an active part in athletic events . . . catcher on all-star baseball team
in senior year . . . played a fast game of volleyball . . . enjoys many a swim
during the summer holidays ... has a special liking for music and cinemas. . .
engineering is his chosen field.
Sanctuary Society 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Sodality 3, 4; Scientific Society 4, 5 {Treasurer);
Debating Society 5 (Secretary); Tennis Finals 1; All-Star Baseball Team 5; Intra-
mural Sports.
HIKMAT RAZZUQ. ATTISHA
Came to school each day in his small car . . . paid close attention in class . . .
ready to discuss physics problems at a moment's notice . . . reads novels when
the day's work is finished . . . interested member of the Scientific Society . . .
met his friends at the canteen during recreations . . . plans to continue his
studies abroad.
Sacred Heart League 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Scientific Society 4, 5; Debating Society 4;
Intramural Sports.
HUDHAIL ABDUL-RAZZAQ. AL-AMIR
Wore a cheerful smile at all times ... a boarding student for five years . . .
played a game of baseball now and then .
. .
biology .classes carried the
greatest appeal for him . . . always on hand for the class games . . went on
hunting expeditions during the holidays . . . likes modern music . . .will
study mechanical engineering.
Intramural Sports.
JALAL YAQUB MANSUR HABBU
Made the memorable pilgrimage to Bethlehem in third year . . .played
second base on his class baseball team . . . devotes his spare moments to his
excellent collection of musical records . . . English literature ranked at the
top of his studies . . . traveled to Lebanon for the summer holidays ... his
ambition is to be a doctor.
Sacred Heart League 3, 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
JAMIL ABDUL-JABBAR AL-CHALABI
A student who has really acquired the reading habit . . . studied French
during the long vacations . . . consistant winner of testimonials in geogra-
phy . . . class philosopher . . . tennis and swimming are his favorite sports . . .
vice-president of the Debating Society . . . tireless worker for the dramatic
productions . . . the class wishes him success in medical studies.
Debating Society 4, 5 {Vice-President); Scientific Society 5; Dramatic Society 5.
JIRAIR KRIKOR HOVSEPIAN
A veteran member of Father Quinn's football squad . . . scientific studies
are his favorites, with an emphasis on chemistry . . . has a great esteem for
classical music . . . preferred philosophy books for his reading matter . . .
found the Debating Society a profitable activity ... a regular spectator at
the intramural games . . . will enter medical school after graduation.
Debating Society 4, 5; Scientific Society 5; Varsity Football Team 1,2,4; Intra-
mural Sports.
JOHN EDWARD ROY
An artist and musician of renown
. . . his drawings are familiar to readers
of Al Iraqi . . . appeared in dramatic productions . . . English classes came
easy to him . . . plays the piano and accordian . . . spent leisure moments
at the radio ... a happy smile was his trademark ... a career in aviation
is in his plans for the future.
Sacred Heart League 4, 5; Sodality 2; Al Iraqi Staff 3, 4, 5; Debating Society 5;
Dramatic Society 3; Intramural Sports.
JOSEPH LANSELU CONWAY
Another versatile artist of the class ... his posters and Al Iraqi drawings
well-known to the student body
. . . liked nothing better than a fast game
of basketball ... a daily swim in the Tigris was part of his summer routine. . .
a leading member of the Dramatic Society . . . undecided as to future, but
hopes to continue studies.
Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, 5; Sodality 2, 3, 4; Al Iraqi Staff i, 4, 5; Dramatic
Society 4, 5; Debating Society 5; Intramural Sports.
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KAGHAM MARKAR MARKARIAN
Took an active part in the intramural sports program . . . played shortstop
position for his class baseball team ... his conversation enlivened by many
gestures . . . chief scholastic interest was scientific studies . . . hunting trips
during the holidays were a pleasure for him ... a happy disposition . . .
mechanical engineering will be his profession.
Intramural Sports.
KARNIK NICHOLA SADURIAN
Made a lasting mark in athletics ... a winning pitcher on his baseball
teams
. . . excelled in track, and won a place on the all-star baseball team . . .
the study of physics rates high with him . . . prominent member of Debating
Society . . . has a fondness for modern music ... to be an engineer is his
goal in life.
Debating Society 4, 5 ; Varsity Basketball Team 3, 4, 5 ; Varsity Track Team
1, 2, 3; All-Star Baseball Team 4, 5; Tennis Finals 1,2; Intramural Sports.
KHALID NURI FATTAH
A friendly manner won for him a wide circle of friends ... his car was filled
to capacity each day
. . . plays a brisk game of tennis . . . Al Iraqi worker . . .
forceful speaker of the Debating Society . . . preferred study of chemistry to
his other subjects . . . plans to go abroad to study engineering.
Debating Society 4, 5; Al Iraqi Staff 5; Intramural Sports.
LESLIE JOSEPH BURBY
A sincere and generous member of the class . . . faithful to the daily assign-
ments . . . fervent member of the Sodality and Sacred Heart League ... a
baseball fan who never missed the games . . . had a good time on the class
picnics
. . . detective stories stole away his leisure time . . . interested in study
of mechanical engineering.
Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, 5; Sodality 4, 5; Debating Society 4, 5.
MARUK KHACHIK TUMASIAN
An unassuming and modest classmate . . . had a kind word for everyone . . .
checked and rechecked his experiments in the physics laboratory . . . derived
real enjoyment from the baseball games ... his artistic talent affords him
a worth-while hobby . . . reads magazines to while away his free moments . .
,
plans to specialize in mechanical engineering.
Scientific Society 4.
MICHAEL LOUIS MANNI
A quiet and easy-going manner characterizes this student . . . unruffled by-
quizzes and exams ... of all his subjects, chemistry held the greatest attrac-
tion . . . collects stamps and has a very good assortment . . . the handball
courts and baseball field saw much of him ... an eminent conversationalist. . •
advanced studies in chemistry is his ambition.
Sodality 4; Sacred Heart League 5; Debating Society 4.
MIKHAIL ABDULAHAD JURJIS
The athletic program received full support from him ... a regular member
of the track teams . . . helped Father Quinn by umpiring the baseball
games . . . had many questions to ask in biology class . . . the first to propose
a class picnic ... his laugh was contagious . . . plans indefinite, but hopes
to continue studies.
Varsity Track Team 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Varsity Football Team 1, 2, 3; Varsity Bas-
ketball Team 1, 2, 3; All-Star Baseball Team 5; Intramural Sports.
MINAS KRIKOR NAZARIAN
A good listener in any conversation, but always ready to propose his ideas . . .
arrived at the school each morning on his bicycle
. . . paid close attention
in the English classes . . . frequently seen on the handball courts ... a large
correspondence occupied his spare time . . . hopes one day to be a military
doctor.
Debating Society 5.
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MUNIR KAITAN FERNANDEZ
The activities of the school offered an outlet for his many talents ... a leading
actor of the Dramatic Society . . . fluent speaker in Arabic or English . . .
recreation periods found him on the basketball courts . . . the study of litera-
ture appeals to him ... a happy companion on picnics ... a candidate for
the medical school.
Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, 5; Sodality 2, 3, 4, 5 (Secretary); Debating Society
4, 5; Dramatic Society 4, 5; Elocution Finals 1, 2; Intramural Sports.
NADHIM MIKHAIL HANNA SHAIKH
A popular member of the boarding house . . . took part in all Sodality af-
fairs . . . played center field on his class baseball teams . . . spent the summer
months in his native city of Basra . . . journeyed to Bethlehem in third year. .
.
read all the latest magazines . . . will devote the next few years to study of
business management.
Sanctuary .Society
Sports.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Sodality 2, 3, 4, 5; Scientific Society 4; Intramural
RIADH MUDHAFFAR AL-ZAHAWI
A smile is the index to his happy personality
. . . lives near the school, in
Sulaikh . . . spent many hours on his physics homework . . . usually had a
question in chemistry class . . . played handball and ping-pong with perfec-
tion . . . has gathered a large stamp collection . . . mechanical engineering
appeals to him as a profession.
Intramural Sports.
ROBERT PAULUS ABDULLAH OHANNESSIAN
Class actor . . . starred in most of the Dramatic Society productions ... no
stranger to the elocution contests . . . one of many artists in the class . . .
named botany as his favorite study . . . interested in music and enjoys lis-
tening to his records . . . occupied the first place in the lineups . . . his in-
terest lies in mechanical engineering.
Dramatic Society 3, 4, 5; Scientific Society 5; Elocution Finals 2.
RUFAIL MIKHAIL RUMAYA
One of the youngest members of the class . . . can tell you about many of the
books in the school library
. . . solved many a math problem for his friends. . .
active in the Sacred Heart League . . . always had the homework finished
on time ... a clever handball player . . . civil engineering is his chosen work.
Sacred Heart League 3, 4, 5; Sodality 2; Intramural Sports.
SABAH ABBOUD SHAIKH MAYYA
Known as a student who spent his time profitably . . . daily study prepared
him for all the quizzes
. . . walked to school from his home, in Sulaikh
. . .
claims mathematics as his favorite study ... a game of handball was much
to his liking
. . . has read many books ... his goal is the study of engineering.
Sacred Heart League 5 ; Scientific Society 5 ; Intramural Sports.
SABAH EDWARD EPHRAM
Sang the praises of his native city, Basra . . . enjoyed the life of the boarding
house . . . loyal member of Sodality and Sanctuary Society . . . owns a col-
lection of rare stamps
. . . chemistry classes and laboratory work appealed
to him .
. . played football with the boarders . . . appeared at the cinema
on holidays . .
.
will enter medical school.
Sanctuary Society 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Sodality 2, 3, 4, 5; Debating Society 4.
SABAH NAJIB SHAKKOURI
His wide circle of friends testifies to his popularity . . . gave generously of
his time to school activities
. . . served as treasurer of the Sodality in senior
year
. . .
English homework was no burden for him .
.
. regular visitor to
library reading room . . . ready to discuss class matter at any time . . .
teaching profession appeals to him.
Sacred Heart League 3,4, 5 ; Sodality 3, 4, 5 ( 7><
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SABAH NAUM BURAJI
Prominent member of Sodality and Sacred Heart League . . . worked after-
noons in the library . . . Arabic and English classes were a pleasure for him.
. .
took part in elocution contests and was a forceful debater
. . . daily news-
papers kept him informed on world events . . . rides his bicycle around
Karrada on holidays . . . plans to enter Pharmacy School.
Sacred Heart League, 2, 3, 5; Sodality 4, 5; Library Stiff 5; Debating Society
4, 5; Intramural Sports.
SABAH SHAWKAT ABBU
Could always find some task to keep him busy . . . proposed many a question
in the classes . . . newspapers and radio made him familiar with the affairs of
the day . . . loyal supporter of his class teams . . . the study of algebra was
easy for him . . . center of activity on school picnics . . . vice-prefect of Sacred
Heart League . . . mechanical engineering is his ambition.
Sodality 2, 3, 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 3 (Secretary), 4, 5 (Vice-Prefect); De-
bating Society 5.
SABAH ZIYYA SHINA
An industrious young student from Basra . . . never tired of the physics
classes . . . liked a game of football or baseball . . . brought along his har-
monica on class picnics . . . kept the boarders happy with his cheerful
disposition .
.
. followed the adventures of Doctor Watson and Sherlock
Holmes . . . took part in many activities . . . looks forward to medical studies.
Sanctuary Society 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Sodality 3, 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 2; Scientific
Society 4; Debating Society 5; Intramural Sports.
SADDIQ. NAMU SADIQ.
A busy young man with many and varied interests . . . one of the fastest
handball players in the school .
.
. named Arabic as the subject he pre-
ferred
.
. . entered boxing tournament in second year . . . interested in all
sports
. . . spent his holidays at the cinema . . . present plans call for a career
in medicine.
Sodality 5; Handball Finals 3, 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
SAIB MIKHAIL TAPPOUNI
An amiable classmate who comes from Mosul ... a home run hitter on his
class baseball team . . . named solid geometry as the subject he most pre-
ferred ... an industrious student in the boarding house . . . looked forward
to the biology laboratory periods . . . likes to work with machines . . . has
made definite plans to study agriculture.
Sanctuary Society 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 2, 5; Sodality 5; Scientific
Society 5; All-Star Baseball Team 5; Intramural Spoils.
SALIM ABDUL-MASIH HASSU
A serious young man who liked to talk over class matter with his friends . . .
often seen poring over a book in the garden . . . Arabic classes were most
interesting for him . . . lives near the school, in Sulaikh . . . spent recreation
periods at the handball courts . . . likes mystery stories . . . will continue his
studies abroad.
Sacred Heart League 5; Intramural Sports.
SALIM YAQUB MANSUR HABBU
A welcome member in any group of students . . . made the pilgrimage to
Bethlehem with his brother, Jalal . . . often seen driving around the city with
his friends
. . . tells us that physics and math were his favorite subjects . . .
won a medal for handball in third year . . . has selected mechanical engi-
neering for future, study.
Sacred Heart League 5 ; Handball Finals 3 ; Intramural Sports.
SALMAN DAUD DAWISHA
A versatile young man who displayed many talents . . . won testimonials in
his favorite subject, biology . . . drawing and painting were his pastimes . . .
a serious outlook on life
. . . joined many of the activities during his school
years . . . ran in several school track meets . . . fond of detective stories . . .
plans not definite, but will continue studies.
Sacred Heart League, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (Prefect) ; Sodality 2, 3, 4, 5; Dramatic Society
4; Scientific Society 5; Intramural Sports.
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SAMI AHMAD AL-BADIR
A popular and personable young man from Basra . . . established an enviable
record in studies . . . has a large collection of testimonials . . . starred in all
sports, but preferred baseball and basketball . . . one of the best speakers in
the class
. . . led the singing on picnics ... an authority on history and
math . . . architecture is his goal.
Scientific Society 4, 5 (President); Debating Society 4, 5; Dramatic Society 4, 5;
Al Iraqi Stafj 5; Elocution Finals 2, 5; Intramural Sports.
SAMI STEPHAN NAAMI
One of the outstanding track stars of the class . . played on the all-star base-
ball team in senior year . . . physics and math consumed much of his study
time . . . regular attendant at sporting events ... a lively companion on any
picnic
. . .
right at home in the boxing ring
. . . plans not definite, but hopes
to continue studies.
Varsity Track Team 3, 4, 5; Boxing Finals 1,
Intramural Sports.
2; All-Star Baseball Tea
SARKIS SAMUEL CHALABI
His calm and steady temperament made him a popular classmate ... a good
listener in any conversation . . . took part in many athletic events . . . val-
uable player for the football team . . . dependable fielder on his class base-
ball teams . . . solving math problems was easy for him . . . member of the
Debating Society ... a future engineer.
Debating Society 5; Varsity Football Team 4; Intramural Sports.
SHAWQAT JURJIS HANNA
Played basketball on the Intermediate Team . . . found math classes most
interesting . . . always on time for the bus on picnic days . . . seen occasion-
ally at the cinema . . . has read many detective stories .
.
. followed the
intramural games with great enthusiasm
. . . Arabic compositions flowed
easily from his pen . . . will enter business after graduation.
Varsity Basketball Team 3; Intramural Sports.
VRAJ SARKIS KUTUNIAN
A versatile athlete of the class . . . outstanding in basketball during his school
years . . . reached the tennis finals twice ... a steady pitcher for his class
teams . . . English and chemistry classes rated high with him . . . profited
by his membership in the Debating Society . . . made many lasting friend-
ships . . . will study engineering abroad.
Debating Society 5; Varsity Basketball Team 2, 3, 4, 5; All-Star Baseball Team 5;
Tennis Finals 1,2; Table Tennis Finals 1, 2, 3; Intramural Sports.
WARDA GEORGE MARUKIL
A happy sense of humor won for him many friends ... a talented lootball
player of the school
.
. . spent the long vacation days at Habbaniyya . . . his
chief scholastic pursuits were centered in chemistry classes and laboratory
work . . .joined the Debating and Scientific Societies ... a career in business
is his choice for the future.
Debating Society 5; Scientific Society 5; Varsity Foolabll Team 3; Intramural
Sports.
YAHYA ABDULLAH BARSUM
Gave his best effort to all his tasks . . . strong preference for mathematical
studies
. . . played in fast company on the handball courts ... an evening
by the radio was his favorite diversion . . . loyal follower of his class teams
in intramural games ... a winning personality
. . . the class wishes him
success in medical studies.
Intramural Sports.
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BOARDERS' RESIDENCE
4A (
First Row, left to right: Samuel Barsikian, Basim Salim, Jamal Fattuhi, John Basmaji, Father La Bran, S.J., Fawzi Habbosh, Najib Sham-
mam, Hisham Tawfiq, Hikmat Saddiq.
Second Row: Namir Kirdar, Basil Qalian, Walid Assaf, Richard Nabhan, Asad al-Khudhairi, Ohannes Tchobanian, William Paulus,
Mu karrim al-Umari. Ramzi Farahian, Sabah Kamil.
Third Row: Abdul-Wahid al-Pachachi, Armin Adawazd, Samir Hanna Shaikh, Hisham al-Windawi, Majid Rashid, Raymond Ishaq,
Salim Jazrawi, Thamir al-Gailani, Andrawis jibrail.
4B
First Row, left to right: Harith Loqa, Anushuvan Shahuwian, Najah Sittu, Ramzi Barnuti, Laith Ismail, Father Donohue, S.J., Hagop
Makardijian, Douglas Thomas, Salah Khayyat, Ferdinand Iskender, Husain Mursi.
Second Row: Haidar al-Haidari, Qaftan Kamal, Adnan Ghantus, Mufid al-Samarrai, Tariq Yusuf, Nuhad Majid. Ohannes Qabtanian,
Sarush Wahbi, Warush Zaghkuni.
Third Row: Ziyya Yoab, Habib Salim, Berj Martin, Namir Abbas, Ramzi Skender, Hamid al-Shaikh, Samir Nayyim, Sarmad Khunda,
Usama Abdullah.
First Row, left to right: Samir al-Farisi, Shawkat Jazrawi, Antranik Garoshian, Faruq Abdul-Latif, Father O'Connor, S.J., Yasar Yahya,
Murad Manashian, Fuad al-Khudhain, Sarmad Anwar.
Second Row: Nasir al-Saadun, Ramzi Naman, Amir Zara, Hafidh al-Usachi, Samir Khalaf, Hilal al-Azzawi, Shaiban Awni, Joseph Marukil,
Abdul-Latif Ashkuri.
Third Row: Nujyar Shemdin, Ala Abbosh, Ghazi Maghak, Tami Krikorian, Nubar Hawakimian, Gilbert Essayi, Sabah Khayyat, Ramzi
Dawisha, Raymond Karupian, Arshavir Yamayan.
4C
First Row, left to right: Baruir Hagopian, Samir Butros, Yusuf Hanna, Haidar Ismail, Ghassan al-Zahid, Father Madaras, S.J., Qais
al-Awqati, Khaldun Abdul-Baqi, Manuel Maizi, Korkis Shamuel, William Abdulahad.
Second Row: Rustum Aruwian, Qahtan al-Azzawi, Kamal Aris, Qasim al-Tuama, Utba al-Jadir, Dikran Takatlian, Antwan Dramirian,
Munaf al-Naqib, Sahak Sahakian, Basil Yaqub, Yusuf Baku.
Third Row: Warant Ohannessian, Ghazwan Nadhim, Faruq Kubba, Duraid al-Yawir, Shamshun Antar, Amin Husain, Paul Bahoshy,
Sabah Sattam, Hikmat Yusuf, Ghanim Tobia, Zuharab Kazanjian, Wilson Ishaq.
3A
First Row, left to right: Qusai al-Saidi, Hikmat Hindi, Basil Balian, Walid Nannis, Majid Shamami, Father Mulvehill, S.J., Munthar
Shaina, Zuhair Rabban, Zuhair Yusuf, Anwar Naji, Khalid al-Rashid.
Second Row: Usam Ismail, Sami Francis, Mumcaz Tawil, Sabah Tuminna, Sabah Jadun, Nuri Fattuhi, Naqi Tereza, Wayil al-Tai, Ghalib
Abdul-Mahdi, Nazar Rumani, Francis George.
Third Row : Ghassan Majid, Sarkis Rushanian, Nufal Jamil, Sawa Issa, Samir Shabandar, Aprim Shamuel, Samir George, Aram Thaddeus,
Barnuah Emmanuel, Suhai! al-Naqib, Sadiq AM, Ohannes Ghazarus, Albert Alexander.
3B
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First Row, left to right: Akram Shabah, Shakir Mursi, Nazad Ahmad, Saad Shaffu, Salim Yusuf, Father Cornellier, S.J., Nabil Yusuf,
Adnan al-Rashid, Thamir al-Takriti, Fawzi Khayyat, Abdui-llah Khafrl.
Second Row: Zuhair Faraj, Ihsan Ibrahim, Haik Awakian, Awakim Papazian, Korkis Daud, Tuma Ishu, Zuhair George, Pius Zusimas,
Najib Mansur, Nawwaf Nuri, Samir al-Churbachi, Stamatis Peter.
Third Row: Antwan Awadissian, Sinan Abdul-Fattah, Muhammad Said, Sabah Killu, Surin Alexander, Noel Emmanuel, Mukhtar
Hashim, Charles Yuhanna, Tahsin Awji, Hagop Ghazarian, Wadhah Jamil.
first Row, left to right: Nadhmi Awji, Samir Lawrence, Walid Yunis, Nabil Hikari, Johnson Mirza, Father Paquet, S.J., Miqdad al-Ani,
Anwar Wujdi, Usam Abdullah, Adnan Jihad, Tariq Makiyya.
Second Row: Ramzi Sequeira, Adil Randquist, Farid Yusuf Mikha, Frederick Yonathan, Faruq al-Wazir, Faruq al-Rawi, Joseph Abbosh,
Kivork Markarian, Ismat Antun, Surin Azizian.
Third Row: Qusai Akram, Husam al-Hadi, Hamid al-Naqashli, Najdat Nafi, Abdul-Wahab Makiyya, Haik Lajinian, Sitrak Kuyumjian,
Mudhaffar Jalil, Vartan Yasayan, Tatul Papazian, Faiz Tappouni, Fadhil al-Azzawi,
3D
3E
First Row, left to right: Jack Asalian, Samir Philip, Ibrahim Manukian, Sahal al-Sanawi, Ismail Awad, Father E. Kelly. S.J., Amir Sittu,
Kamran al-Qaradaghi, Ghanim George, Tariq al-Hammami, Naman al-Rawi.
Second Row: Sabah Busha, Yaqub Yusuf, Faruq Abdul-Baqi, Kalam Aziz, Misak Mamarian, Hraj Jaburian, Sirop Ohannessian, Ibrahim
Maluf, Yashar Shemdin, Faruq Ziada, Jamal al-Wattar, Aram Wartanian.
Third Row: Said al-Charmukli, Samir Zainal, Falar Ishu, Tariq al-Haimus, Abdul-Aziz Kamil, Khalid Antwan, Antranik Thaddeus,
Awadis Kurbikian, Adil Said, Ninus Ishu, Bahnam Qasirat, Akram al-Hilah.
First Row, left to right: Anis Ruman, Ahmad Rahmatallah, Samir Shaffu, John Malcon, Father Mahan, S.J., Rabi Faiq, Nasrat George,
Voltaire Ivan, Firas Awad.
Second Row: Umar Shemdin, Eddie Muqhar, Salim al-Ani, Ibrahim Tamraz, Sudad al-Jaibaji, Ghanim Saisi, Nuzad Uthman, Sabah
Khayyat, Daud Ishaya, Zaki Bahoda, Munthar al-Fattal, Qais al-Samarrai.
Third Row: Popkin Sadurian, Ghanim Habib, Abdul-Rahman al-Shaikh, George Ziyya, Fakhir Kirdar, Najib Jurjis, Jamal Shallal, Amir
Awji, Muayyid al-Amiri, Numan Nadhim, Raja Subhiyya.
2A
2B
First Row, left to right: Paulus John, Muhammad al-Jawhar, Basil Bahnam, Hassan al-Shahwani, Walid al-Qupi, Father Miff, S.J., Yuil
Yuhanna, Mawlud Ilia, Faiz Ghazzul, Fuad Abdul-Latif, Massis Alexanderian.
Second Row: Hadi al-Qazwini, Kamal Boukather, Basil Jazmi, Adnan Habbu, Qais Ali Ghalib, Varujan Makardijian, Ghanim al-Shibli,
KhaMd Naami, Fawzi Najib.
Third Row: Haidar al-Attar, Usam Ibrahim, Ghassan Musa, Sami jurjis, Manuel Daghilian, Edward Hakhwardian, Sabah Bashuri,
Jamil al-Umarai, Faiz al-Naman, Alfred de Lima, John Malconian.
First Row, left to right: Nazih Muhammad, Sami Hanna, Adhid Dawisha, Usam Elias, Father Carty, S.j., Murad Muradian, Fuad Tawfiq,
Shamuel Elisha, Harith Rassam.
Second Row: Namir Zainal, Hafidh al-Attar, Falih Akram, Dhia al-Tawil, Badi Abbu, Ishkhan Khajdarian, Safa Qirma, Leon Kivorkian,
Vartan jamkujian, Jamil Zilkha, Riadh al-Takarli.
Third Row : Ghassan Atiyya. Qusai Shanshal, Muwaffaq Aziz, Suhail al-Chalabi, Kamil Killu, Hartiyun Hagop, Laith al-Astrabadi, Albert
Nasir, Charles Ganja, Munir Qambar Agha, Sughuman Sarkisian.
2C
2D
first Row, left to right: Sami Kasbarian, Basil al-Zuhair, Daud Sliwa, Timatius Baijan, Qais Karim, Father Larkin, S.J., Khalid Antwan,
Basil Qirma, Zuhair Tuqacli, George Tobia, Edmond al-Khuri.
Second Row: Mutaz Shunasi, Ramzi Razzuqi, Asad Taima, Walid Ghantus, Muzhir Hasan, Warujan Karamian, Faruq Faraj, Najdat
al-Chalabi, Yusuf Tuqatli, I raj Ishaq.
Third Row: Asim al-Basir, Shawqi Talia, Ibrahim Hikmat, Haithan al-Turaihi, Faruq al-Sarraf, Mumtaz Attisha, Varujan Manasikian,
Zuhair Shaul, Adnan al-Shalji, Nasir al-Gailani, Munthar al-Shawka.
First Row, left to right: Ara Kuyumjian, Yunis Ilia, Misfir al-Mudhaifi, Dhia Azzu, Father Regan, S.J., Hanna Barish, Adnan Hamdani,
Eugene Raubitshek, Nabil Marrar.
Second Row: Faris Lutfi, Abdul-Ridha al-Jasim, Lutuf Ghantus, Tariq Hindu, Malik Mansur, Saad Zara, Zuhair al-Saffar, Muhib al-Amiri,
Wilson Aprim, Haik Kakafian.
Third Row: Husam Ashkuri, Nazar al-Khudhairi, Misak Kalghatian, Bahnam Sliwa, Ramzi Victor, Walid al-Askari, Fraidum Ishaq,
Mumtaz Qasirat, Edward Abdulahad, Ashraf Karrumi.
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First Row, left to right: Usama Rassam, Mazin Abdul-Latif, Sarmad Baban, Hadi Atiyya, Father Ferrick, S.J., Nabil Bachir, Abdul-
Munim Chaucha, Nail Basmaji, Dhari Khamis.
Second Row: Yaqub Yusuf, Johnny Hamilton, Nuhad Skender, lyad al-Qas Elias, Artin Markassian, Mervyn Goodsir, Mawlud Shamami,
Jirair Takessian, Falah Qambar Agha, Zuhair al-Dhahir, Salman Kuhaila.
Third Row: Leon Kasbarian, Stephan Ovanessoff, Wamidh Nadhmi, Abdul-Sattar Tawfiq, Munir Alali, Tuma Zusimas, Jamal Nuri,
Tawzer Korkis, Faris al-Hadi, Walid Hindu, Yuil Sarkis.
First Row, left to right: Shaul Ishu, Walid Khaddouri, Nabil Abbosh, Zuhair Manju, Yahya Dhia, Father Quinn, S.J., Albert Badran,
Luay al-Jawad, Samir Busha, Yusuf Zakaria, Wilson Paulus.
Second Row: Walid Salim, George Khouri, Libaret Bedrossian. Hraj Azadian, Nail Marrar, Petros Ishu, Samir Vincent, Basil Mar-
marchi, Vahe Ashijian, Malcon Leon, Sabah al-Rumani.
Third Row: Nabil Adil, Dikran Sarkisian, Vikin Terminassian, Ibrahim al-Mumaiz, Wayil Kubba, Emmanuel Ishaq, Usmat Fawzi,
Sabah Guria, Ghassan Jihad, Shihab al-Qaisi, Qais Fattah.
1A
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First Row, left to right: Yusuf Calotti, Nabil Obaji, Harith Abdul-Majid, Ramzi al-Saigh, Jalal Tuma, Mr. Cabac, Amir Abdulahad,
Marwan Ayyash, Khalid Elias, Luay al-Khalil, Hikmat Jamil.
Second Row: Muhannad al-Durrah, Nazar Khayyat, Samir Abdul-Wahab, Hikmat Shamun, Amir Ahmad, Krikor Muradian, Zuhair
Humadi, Basil Abdul-Majid, Sabah Yusuf, David Antar, Shamun Awdishu.
Third Row: Sati Maghzal, Munthar al-Qaisi, Faruq Gizi, Zuhair Dabish, Sami Joseph, Ghassan Nairn, Yusuf al-Dhaif, Abdul-Jabbar
al-Habib, Nishan Oskanian, Vahe Iskender, Najib Yuhanna, Abdul-Muhsin Mahdi.
First Row, left to right: Zaki Jamil, Nabil al-Khurdachi, Munib George, Jafar Dhia, Ghassan Andrus, Father Bennett, S.J., Zavin Ou-
zanian, Sabah Qasirat, Shibib Halabu, Matti Ibrahim, Adil Abdul-Mahdi.
Second Row: Raj ih Ibrahim, Munqith Jamil, Ronald Yoab, Sabah Jazrawi, Ramadhan Hamu, Dikran Wartkissian, Hisham Rawdha,
Banuel Sarkis, Fawzi Shaba, Allen Svoboda.
Third Row: Ala al~Rafaqani, Husamaddin al-Farjo, Qais al-Qaisi, Parsekh Rushanian, Malcon Abil, Wahe Kerkoyan, Vartan Garabetian,
Sabah Shunia, Salah al-Rawi, Muwaffaq Alexander, Basil Banny.
1C
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First Row, left to right: Baba Enwia, Nabil Luqa, Fawzi Habib, Husam Shina, Samir Faraj, Father Egan, S.J., Adnan Mahmud, Qais Amin,
Sabah Jihad, Wahe Jamkujian, Manuel Jurjis.
Second Row: Aqil Hallawi, Faiq Bahir, Muwaffaq al-Chalabi, Hagop Garabet, Awishalim Emmanuel, Vahan Zaghkuni, Sahak Sahakian,
Shakir Amin, Badi George, Salman Daud, Wartan Nazarian.
Third Row: Haikaz Sarkissian, Ahmad Mawlud, Dikran Dikranian, AH Jamil, Basil Arif, Namir al-Mufti, Mudhaffar Mammu, Chaldun
Mikhail, Khalid Jamil, Usama Rumayyah, Riadh Abdul-Karim, Faruq Jawad,
First Row, left to right: Simon Malcom, Abdul-Salam al-Maidani, Amir Khayyat, Munthar Naman, Fakhri Burachi, Father Ibach, S.J.,
Muwaffaq Baghdadi, Ali Hussain, lyad al-Ghazali, Najdat al-Kutani, Francis John.
Second Row: Wartkis Siropian, Munthar Francis, Nadhim Karakchi, Faris Maqdisi, Muhanna al-Yawir, Hagop Kutukchian, Sabah Abid,
Ismail Mahmud, Janab Shakir. Muayyad a l-Jafari , Ghassan Frangul, Subhi al-Zuhairi.
Third Row . Haqqi Ismail, Zuhair Tuma, Arshak Tchobanian, Sadun al-Faiadh. Rauf Jambaz, Mahdi Salih, William Shaushu, Izzat Hanna,
Barjuwan Manulian, Maan al-Ubaidi, Husam al-Zuhair.
IE
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First Row, left to right: Mazin al-Zahawi, Suhail al-Askari, Ali Mursi, Wayil Hafidh, Zuhair Sajda, Father Loeffler, S.J., Liwa Awni,
Usam Rassam, Sabah Kamil, George Yaldu, Basil al-Fakhri.
Second Row: Dhafir al-Khayyat, Joseph Elias, Umar Hamu, Sami Ali, Jamil al-Windawi, Kama) Dazai, Victor Hayes, Daud Leon, John
Nakkashian, Ali al-Chalabi.
Third Row: Munir Zainal, Awishalim Joseph, Zuhair Elias, Usam George, Daud Salim, Khairi Kurial, Behnam Aggula, Mushtaq al-
Jabouri, Samir Yaqub, Adil Elias, Jafar al-Sadir, Isa al-Khudhairi.
First Row, left to right: Talal Katchachi, Mudhaffar Hassu, Adnan Tahsin, Sabah Muhammad, Zuhair Qashat, Father Jolson, S.J., Usam
Attisha, Basim Abdul-AI, Hussam Rassam, Hawar Ziad, Natiq Yusuf.
Second Row: Yunis Dazai, Abdullah al-Ani, Sami Boghos, Ahmad Majid, Yusuf Khammu, Salah al-Qazwini, Umar Dazai, Izzadin Dazai,
Muhammad Hamu, Yasir Kubba, Muhannad al-Gailani.
Third Row: Adil Hanna Shaikh, Samir Juma, Mustafa Mahmud, Amad Daddy, Thamir al-Askari, Suhail al-Suhail, Adnan Jazrawi, Hatif
Hdaib. Najib Arabu, Sami Askar, Anmar Yusuf, Ahmad al-lmami.
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REGIS COMMITTEE
Sodality of
The Marian Year has been a year of joy to all
Socialists, especially to those of the Baghdad College
Sodality. We have not only accelerated our program
of previous years ; we have added new features that
will increase our devotion and the better enable us
to attain our ideals.
The Sodality Year really began last summer
when we all made a closed retreat at the College,
under the direction of Father Loeffler. As soon as
school opened Father La Bran announced the Offi-
cers of the year and Hikmat Dawisha was appointed
Prefect of the Sodality. Then began the many acti-
vities that were to be an essential part of our program.
Each Sodalist was assigned to a committee and re-
reived directions from one of the Fathers placed in
charge. These committees met periodically and re-
ported on the progress of their work; the general
meeting was held in the Fathers' chapel during the
noon recreation on Tuesday. Daily Mass was cele-
brated each morning by Father Merrick, and marked
the beginning of the day for the Sodalists. The
collection for the Poor, sponsored annually by the
Sodality during the Christmas season, was an over-
whelming success this year, due to the generosity of
all the boys in the school. A stamp collection was
started this year, with the proceeds to be used for
scholarships for needy boys of Baghdad. The Knights
of the Blessed Sacrament, affiliated with the Sodality,
was organized this year under the direction of Father
Fennell and Father Carty.
During the Christmas holidays Father La Bran
led a pilgrimage to the ten Christmas Cribs in the
APOSTOLIC COMMITTEE
Our Lady
city. Many of these were in churches where our
monthly Sodality Mass was held. In January the
Church Unity Octave was conducted and the So-
dality Mass was celebrated during the octave by the
priests of the different rites. Our busy program then
led us to the Novena of Grace. Each year the attend-
ance at this popular devotion increases. The Rosary
was recited each day in the chapel and on stated days
the school Rosary was said at the new shrine of Our
Lady, in the garden near the chapel. A member of the
Senior Class gave a short talk, following the Rosary.
World Sodality Day in May will mark the climax
of our Marian Year. On that day the new Sodalists
will be received, to carry on the work of their worthy
predecessors. There is another attraction for many
of us which, at the present writing, is only in the
planning stage. It is a pilgrimage to Rome and
Lourdes, to be held during the first week in Sep-
tember. There we shall be able to fulfill the dream
of a Sodalist, when we see the Holy Father and visit
the shrine of Our Lady. These activities merely
present an outline of the many aspects of the Baghdad
College Sodality. One would have to read the So-
dality Bulletin Board each day to realize the scope
of our organization. During the year we have not
been unmindful of our many benefactors, and have
prayed for them each day. We owe a lasting debt of
gratitude to Father La Bran and all the Fathers who
have directed us during the school year. We hope
that our devotion to the ideals of the Sodality will
inspire them to continue their unceasing labors for
the spiritual welfare of the boys of the school.
EUCHARISTIG COMMITTEE
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CATECHETICAL COMMITTEE
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Ghrysostom
Debating Society
OFFICERS
Seated : Baijar Shemdin, President ; Father Madaras,
Moderator
; Jamil al-Chalabi, Vice-President.
Standing : Hikmat Ilu, Secretary ; Ohannes Tchoban-
ian, Sergeant at Arms.
The many elocution contests and debates we
have witnessed during our school years have inspired
each one of us with the desire to excel in public
speaking. This gift, like many others, can be devel-
oped only by practice, and the Debating Society
offers to each student the means to attain that end.
At the beginning of the year we welcomed our new
Moderator, Father Madaras, who explained to us
the value and importance of our organization. The
Officers for the year were announced shortly after
the opening of school. Baijar Shemdin was chosen
as President; Jamil al-Chalabi occupied the Vice-
President's chair; Hikmat Ilu was our efficient Sec-
retary; and Ohannes Tchobanian served as Sergeant
at Arms.
The meetings were held on Friday afternoons,
and we looked forward with pleasure to those days
when we could watch our colleagues in action.
Students from the Senior Class were chosen for the
initial debates, and each meeting provided a spir-
ited discussion on the topic of the day. The real test
of the debater's ability came in the rebuttal, when
he had to speak extemperaneously and answer the
arguments of his opponent. Many of the speakers
displayed a marked talent in this aspect of the
debates.
For the most part, the topics chosen for debates
concerned our school life and subjects of general
interest to all of us. We voted on the subject before
each debate, and then before the meeting closed we
once again cast our ballots. The fact that many of
us changed our opinion proves the efficacy of the
arguments presented and the skill of the orators.
The talks from the floor, at the end of each debate,
gave each one an opportunity to express his opinion
and practice the art of self-expression. The Prize
Debate is conducted at the end of the school year,
too late to be included in this report. Each year the
event is anticipated with keen enthusiasm by the
Faculty and Students, because it affords to all the
opportunity of evaluating the great progress that
has been accomplished during the year. To Father
Madaras we offer our heartfelt thanks for his direc-
tion and guidance along the road to eloquence.
OFFICERS OF THE
SACRED HEART LEAGUE
Seated : Salman Dawisha, Prefect ; Father MacNeil, Mod-
erator
; Sabah Abbu, Vice-Prefect.
Standing : John Roy, Organist ; George Mirza, Secretary.
A group of students recite the Rosary
before the shrine of Our Lady.
The Christmas Crib in the Fathers' Chapel,
designed and constructed by Brother Parnoff.
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COLLECTORS FOR THE MISSIONS
The generosity of the students of the school
was proven this year beyond all doubt, when the
collections for the Poor and the Missions reached
their highest totals in the history of the school.
Father Kelly appointed an energetic boy from each
class to take charge of the collections, and each
Tuesday and Saturday the offerings were made by
all the students. Then we watched the bulletin board
for the leading class of the week. Several classes
established an enviable record, but the honors for
the year really belong to Class IB, which appeared
at the top of the list more often than any other class
in the school. The entire student body is worthy of
all praise because week after week the school average
was ten fils or more for each boy. During the month
of December the competition reached its highest
point, and as the year ended the money was distrib-
uted, bringing happiness to many, and reflecting
the charity and generosity of the boys of Baghdad
College.
COLLECTORS LOR THE POOR
Library Staff
Seated : Sabah Buraji, Mr. Clarence Burby,
Father Miff, Ramzi Barnuti.
Standing : Father Bennett, Albert Alexander,
Father Banks.
Above : The Library Reading Room.
Left : Mr. Clarence Burby, assitant
librarian, at his desk in the stack room.
The Dramatic Society
presents
TEN LITTLE INDIANS
Rev. Joseph F. Fallon, S. J., Moderator.
Rev. John J Donohue, S. J., Assistant Moderator.
The guests look with suspicion on Ferdinand Iskender.
Nubar Hawakimian provides
the humorous touch.
Munir Fernandez reflects upon the
mysterious events.
Joseph Conway, in the part
of Justice Wargrave.
The cast takes a bow. Mr. George Cabac, with members of the cast.
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ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Seated: Edmond Wartan, Father Mulvehill, Baijar Shemdin.
Standing : Edmond Rumaya, Ramzi Farahian, Sami al-Badir.
The Al Iraqi Staff began work for the annual
publication shortly after the opening of school.
Members of the Senior Class were photographed
early in October, and the undergraduate classes in
November. Father Larkin took pictures of the ac-
tivities groups and athletic teams, and most of the
informal snapshots in the book were taken by him
during the school year. The Al Iraqi contest was
conducted in December and the winning essays and
stories, in Arabic and English, were selected for
publication. Father Walter Shea was in charge of
the Business Managers this year and prepared the
advertising section.
By the end of March the manuscript was com-
plete, and during the Easter holidays Father Mul-
vehill and Father Shea journeyed to Beirut to com-
plete the arrangements for the printing of the book.
In June, when Al Iraqi is distributed, it is welcomed
by one and all as a lasting souvenir of the school
year. The Staff is grateful to all who contributed
in any way to the success of the publication. Worthy
of our special thanks are the Patrons of the book
and the business and professional men of Baghdad
who advertised in Al Iraqi. Their generous assistance
helped immeasurably in the production of the
yearbook.
Al Iraqi
Staff
BUSINESS MANAGERS
Sealed: Khalid Fattah, Father W. Shea, Hikmat Dawisha.
Standing : Emmanuel Marukil, Abdul - Wahid Abdul-Rah-
man, Samir al-Farisi.
STAFF ARTISTS
Seated : John Roy, Father Mulvehill, Joseph Conway.
Standing : Frederick Yonathan, Sabah Khayyat.
Scientific
Society
Under the direction of Father Guay, the Scien-
tific Society presented a program of interest to many
students concerned with the wonders of science.
Meetings were held on Wednesday and several in-
structive talks were delivered on such subjects as
astronomy and surveying. We were fortunate this
year to have cinemas during our meetings which
dealt with atomic energy, biological subjects, general
science, and similar topics.
The use of the science library was appreciated
by all of the members, and during office hours Father
McCarthy and Usama Abdullah, librarians, were on
hand to render their assistance. A wide selection of
books on all branches of scientific subjects could be
OFFICERS
Seated: Sami al-Badir, President; Father Guay, Moderator;
Edmond Wartan, Executive Secretary.
Standing: Edmond Rumaya, Recording Secretary; Hikmat
llu. Treasurer.
Father McCarthy, director of the science library,
with Namir Kirdar and Usama Abdullah.
obtained, and those interested in any particular phase
of science could find an ample supply of books and
pamphlets. Several essays were written on scientific
subjects, and new members were required to write
such essays as a requirement for admission to the
society.
The extraordinary facilities for scientific studies
which are placed at our disposal in the Bishop Rice
Memorial Building have aroused an interest and
curiosity in all of us, but the Scientific Society affords
further advantages for those who plan to specialize
in such work. Our activities came to a close in May
when all the members participated in the annual
picnic, which was followed by our observations of
the moon and planets through the telescope. For
the opportunity of adavancing our knowledge in
science we are grateful to our Moderator and Officers,
and thank them for their successful efforts on our
behalf.
Sanctuary
Society
The Sanctuary Society has had a very busy and
successful year, and one that was made memorable
in a special way by the opening of the new chapel.
The boarding students who belong to the society
were directed by Father Carty. Each week he assigned
those who would serve the Masses of the Fathers,
and in the early hours of the morning we found our
way to the chapels and assisted at the Masses. Among
the first year boarders there were several new can-
didates, and Father Carty instructed them during
the year on the meaning and importance of their
work. When they were sufficiently instructed one
of the older members was chosen to assist them in
their first assignments, and then they became active
members of the society.
The day students taking part in this activity
were members of the Sodality, and they were in-
structed by Father Paquet. Each morning two of the
boys served the daily Sodality Mass and during the
year we played an important role in the the other
ceremonies that took place in the school. Besides
serving Mass we assisted at Benediction, the Novena
of Grace exercises and the Lenten devotions. The
picture of the procession on this page shows the
members leaving the new chapel where most of the
services were held, following the dedication ceremo-
nies in March. Many of those who have been faithful
to this work will graduate this year but there are
always many new students who are eager and willing
to fill their places. The patron of the Sanctuary
Society is Saint John Berchmans, a young Jesuit
who realized well the honor of serving Mass, but
who was called back to God before he was ordained
a priest. We have tried during the year to imitate
his way of life. To Father Carty and Father
Paquet we are indebted for their kindness and in-
spiration during the year.
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SEJVIOR FINALISTS
Seated: Ferdinand Iskender, Wilson Ishaq,
Sami al-Badir, Sabah Kamil.
Standing : Mufid al-Samarrai, Najdat al-
Farisi, Father Loeffler, Nufal Jamil, Qaftan
Kamal.
ELOCUTION CONTEST
The more promising speakers of the school had
the opportunity to display their talents this year in
the Elocution Contests. Father Loeffler was moder-
ator of the Senior Contest and the Junior Orators
were directed by Father Cornellier. Eight finalists
appeared on these programs, with four speaking in
Arabic and four in English. The long hours of pre-
paration were amply rewarded as the participants
entertained with word and gesture, and received
the plaudits of an attentive audience. Sami al-Badir
won the medal for excellence in English, and Wilson
Ishaq was awarded the prize for the best Arabic
selection. Among the Juniors, Qais Karim, making
his second appearance in two years, captured the
medal for his rendition in English, while Nihsan
Oskanian of first year took first honors and the
medal for his discourse in Arabic. The inspiring
talks, the skillful interpretations, and the musical
interludes all combined to make these events both
instructive and entertaining, and placed them
among the most popular attractions of the academic
year.
JUNIOR FINALISTS
Seated : Ala al-Rafaqani, Nihsan Oskanian,
Qais Karim, Nabil Bachir.
Standing : Abdul-Ridha al-Jasim, Nail Bas-
maji, Father Cornellier, Sughuman Sarkisian,
Zuhair Shaul.
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The silence of death had settled upon the vast, open desert, as I dragged my tired feet accross the
scorching sands. It was like a hot vacuum, with not even the breath of wind that comforts men else-
where upon this earth. Nature had abandoned this dry expanse and not a blade of grass could be seen.
Wherever I looked there was only the horizon, an endless meeting of earth and sky that only emphasized
the boundless limits of my prison. If only I could see a path, a tree. If only a bird would fly above my
head and vary the monotony. Then suddenly I stepped on something hard, kicked it oul of the sand,
and looked with chagrin upon a bleached bone, a cursed landmark that once again reminded me of my
probable fate. I was alone, hungry, thirsty, fatigued, marching towards a destiny that was hidden from
my knowledge. But in order that you may better understand the adventure that I am about to relate,
let me start from the beginning.
A few days before I found myself in this fearful situation I had set out on a hunting expedition
with my friends and had looked forward to a week of uninterrupted happiness. We had pitched our
tents on the desert and by the light of the evening fire we sang the songs of yesterday, and told stories
of the desert that had been handed down for generations. Late in the evening we retired, but I was up
before dawn. The cool morning air of the desert refreshed me and on the spur of the moment I took my
gun, started my jeep, and was away on my own adventure. Perhaps I would return before breakfast with
the prize catch of the expedition ! I was familiar with the desert, and while I drove out of sight of our
encampment, I made sure to keep my directions straight in my mind. How long I had been driving
I do not know, for time has little meaning on the desert. Perhaps it was an hour or more when my
trained eye caught sight of a pair of fleeting gazelles. With one hand on the driving wheel and the other
on my gun, I sped across the hard sands. Bu the speed and the cleverness of these animals is one of
the wonders of nature. Seeing that I had no chance of catching them I stopped the jeep, stood up, and
fired. But the only reaction was a cloud of dust as the two gazelles melted away in the desert air.
I sat back on the seat, drank a glass of water from a bottle that had been left in the jeep, and
smoked a cigarette, all the while scanning the open spaces for another gazelle. But it was all in vain.
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The heat was oppressive by this time, and I decided to return to camp. I turned the key of the ignition
and pressed on the starter. The motor turned over and stopped. After three or four attempts to start
the motor, cold sweat came upon my brow. Panic gripped my heart. My first impulse was to look at
the petrol tank. It was nearly half full. I examined the engine with an inexperienced eye, and could
discern nothing wrong. That day was one of the most terrifying of my life. Time and again I tried to
start the jeep, but failure met my every attempt. I was without food, there was only a small supply of
water, and already I was suffering from thirst. It was too hot to retrace my journey and so I spent most
of the day in the shadow of the jeep, escaping the rays of the sun but not the heat of the desert sands.
When the sun finally began to sink in the west I started to walk towards the camp. By this time
I had calmed myself and hoped for the best. If my spirits were strong, my body was weak. It was more
than twenty hours since my last meal; in my hand I carried the precious water and my rifle. I walked,
and walked, and walked, hoping for a flickering light to pierce the darkness, and wondering if the dawn
would bring me to an oasis. Late in the night I stopped to rest, and sat on the cool desert sands. Some-
how I would escape from this fearful situation, for I could not be too far from the c?mp. How foolish
to become alarmed. Surely the morning would bring me some relief.
Calmed by these peaceful thoughts I once again set out upon my journey. The first signs of dawn
brought me little comfort. There was nothing to be seen in this vast open desert. Nothing? As I looked
around my heart sank. There in the distance was a wolf, stalking me as I made my way across the track-
less sands. This was something one read about in books, and my imagination ran wild as I thought
of this savage beast attacking me in my last moments. The rising sun added to my difficulties, and
soon the heat of the day was upon me. My water supply was meagre; I had no food and my body
throbbed with pain. Fear gripped my heart and the memory of that terrible day is still fresh in my
mind. I would walk for almost an hour. Then I would rest, and all the while the wolf kept a respectable
distance behind me. He was waiting for me to collapse. The heat became unbearable. I moistened my
lips with water, not daring to drink it yet. As the sun set once again I turned to see if the wolf was still
on my trail. In the twilight I could just make out his form. I knew he would never give up; he would
follow me until I fell helpless on the desert. Then he would come and feast upon my flesh.
The sun disappeared beyond the horizon and the twilight was all too short. Night marked the end
of one vigil and the beginning of another. Then did I realize my helplessness, for I could no longer
know if my enemy was near or far, or even if he was still on my trail. Perhaps if he attacked me in the
darkness he would at least shorten my hours of torture. And if by chance I killed him, then I would
have one less worry to burden my troubled soul. In my calmer moments I feared not death; neither
did I despise life. It is only the miser who fears the loss of his possessions, and I was determined to
face reality with a peaceful mind and with the heroism that other men have faced the inevitable prospect
of death. I lay down on the sand that was my bed and, with my rifle by my side, I sought rest for my
body while at the same time I tried not to fall asleep.
But I did fall asleep and when the grey dawn appeared I must have given every evidence of being
a corpse, one more victim of the desert. I awoke to see a few yards distant a pair of shining emeralds,
a huge grey body made grotesque by its protruding limbs and bushy tail, and the back of the creature
was bent in the shape of a bow. As he stood there motionless I perceived a more clear picture of this
frightful animal. Hunger had worked on him, and every bone of his body was marked in vivid outline.
He was a starved wolf and, though weakened in body, I knew that his hunger would make him even
more vicious. Yet I felt we were equally matched for the combat. We had met in a place where living
is difficult, and where life is scarce. He was weakened by hunger and I was in a similar condition. His
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wild instinct to survive and his long, pointed teeth were his weapons. I had my rifle by my side, and
the indomitable will to live. He must have sensed a victory as he surveyed me in the early dawn; I too
had a foretaste of conquest.
I lay motionless on the sand, my hand by my rifle. My unwelcome companion sat down, raised
his head and sent forth a shrill howl. I shuddered at this eerie sound. Then he rose and stood on all
fours, grunted and rubbed his forefeet in the sand and cautiously prepared to spring upon me. Sum-
moning every ounce of my strength I grasped my rifle and, with little time to aim, shot him as he left
the ground. That bullet carried a message of death; death for the wolf if it hit him, death for me if it
missed. He uttered a terrible cry that was almost simultaneous with the shot of the gun, and fell to the
ground. He struggled to get up but his strength was ebbing fast and he dragged himself away, leaving
behind a crimson trail of blood upon the yellow sands of the desert. Life was leaving his emaciated
body and after a few moments he stopped, lay on his side and breathed heavily. Death soon relieved
him of his struggle, a fight for life that began at his birth and ended only after his vain effort to survive
this last conflict.
My mind was at rest but for some strange reason I felt more exhausted than ever. I had overcome
a mortal enemy, but in a few short hours one more merciless would be upon me, the sun with its
burning heat. How could I ever face another day like yesterday? Perhaps another dawn would find
me by the side of the wolf, relieved of the troubles of life. But I would make every effort to survive;
I would not give up hope. And with that wholesome thought I once again closed my eyes in sleep.
Soon I heard the chime of camel bells and the notes of a Bedouin song. I heard the voices of men
and women, and the happy shouts of children. Surely I was in a dream. But suddenly the singing
stopped; the silence was broken only by the thud of camels' hoofs. My face was hot; I opened my eyes
and was blinded by the sunlight. I tried to raise myself buf my strength had gone. Then a pair of strong
arms were about my waist, a water bag was at my lips, and the cool liquid moistened my parched throat.
When I was able to look around I beheld a group of Bedouins of the desert, standing around and watch-
ing the life return to my weakened body. These were men more hardy than I, men who had con-
quered the desert and who for centuries had worked out their existence with the little that nature had
provided for them. I tried to speak my gratitude, but no sound would come from my lips. I had been
snatched from the very jaws of death, and only those who have knocked at its door can understand the
joy that was mine as my rescuers placed me on one of the camels and led me to their homes.
With traditional hospitality they gave me their best tent, made me comfortable and nursed me
back to health. Three of their men set out at once for the nearest village, and news of my safety event-
ually reached the city and my friends. A few days later, while I sat drinking coffee in my tent, a cloud
of dust on the distant horizon attracted my attention. Within minutes two automobiles had reached
the encampment, and ihey presented an incongruous picture as they blended the new with an ancient
way of life. As I bade farewell to those who had saved may life my heart was filled with joy and sadness;
I was happy to be alive but more than sad to leave my devoted friends.
This is my story, as it happened to me a few years ago. Many times since that eventful day I have
found myself pondering that vast expanse of desert. I have thought of the many who have perished on
its wasted land; the many who, like myself, have hovered between life and death on its burning sands;
and I have thought of the Bedouin, those valiant men who have overcome its almost impossible hard-
ships. They have conquered the desert and for centuries have made it their home. The proverb tells
us that we should not build a house upon the sand, but one can always build a home, and the Bedouin
have proved this beyond all doubt.
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Have you ever thought how many different ways there are today of sending messages to people?
We can send them in a variety of ways, depending on whether the person to whom we send them is
near or far away. The closer the person, the easier it is to send the message, but great distances do not
present difficulties to modern science. When you are wih people face to face, you can speak words they
can hear. If they understand your language, they can understand what you are saying. We call this
method of sending messages "communication by spoken language". You can send messages without
speaking. You can shake your head instead of saying "No", or nod in place of saying "Yes". We call
this kind of message "communication by gesture".
Gesture and language are the chief ways that people use to communicate or send messages to one
another when they are together, but the modern world has developed new methods for communicating
at a distance. Every part of the world can communicate with any other part. Messages are sent across
continents by telephone, telegraph, or post office. Messages cross the oceans by submarine telegraph,
telephone or radiogram. They can be sent up into the air, by radio, to someone in an airplane or airship.
Some of these inventions were unknown forty years ago. Let us now relate briefly the history of com-
munications.
One of the first methods of sending messages was by sight signals, that is, by puffs of smoke and
flashes of light. The Indians of North America used smoke signals to send messages. They built fires
that sent up clouds of smoke into the air. By covering and uncovering the fires certain messages could
be given. Each tribe had its own smoke language, or code of signals. A message of danger, for example,
was given by sending up short puffs of smoke. Long puffs meant that everything was calm. As time
passed, clever codes were invented, certain kinds of clouds stood for certain ideas. At night they signaled
through the darkness by waving burning torches or by burning fires on the tops of hills.
The Persians and Greeks of 2500 years ago had a clever way of giving signals on sunny days. They
held up brighdy polished shields which reflected the rays of the sun. A soldier standing on a hilltop
could send flashes of sunlight to a point far away, thus sending a message by moving the shield in
certain ways. Of course, such signals were not always dependable. If the weather were cloudy, the
sun's rays could not be used. If it were foggy or windy, the smoke and fire were useless. Another weak-
ness of such signals was that they could be understood by enemies. Perhaps the most precise of these
"long distance" conversations was by wigwagging, that is, by moving two flags in certain ways. Whist-
ling was one of the ways of sending messages. Even today, shepherds in the Canary Islands carry on
long conversation by whistling across the hills for a distance of three or four miles, according to the
whistling code agreed on.
In other parts of the world many other kinds of sound signals have been developed. Such signals
are used among primitive peoples. Drums are used in the Fiji Islands to send messages by beating on
them. Gunshots and bells were used to send messages. These ways of communication, however, were
neither very precise nor very swift. Signs and sounds were likely to be misunderstood. Better ways
simply had to be found.
When men learned to read and write, written messages took the place of sight and sound signals.
The Greeks trained runners to deliver messages 2500 years ago. The records of ancient peoples tell
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us that runners carried messages written on a kind of paper called papyrus, or on flat bricks of sun-
baked clay. These men were fast runners, but you can see what a long time it took to carry these mes-
sages for more than a few miles. One of the most famous of ancient runners was Pheidippides, who is
reported to have run from Athens to Sparta, a distance of 140 miles, in two days and nights. These
runners stopped at certain stations where they handed the letters to the next runner.
We do not know exactly when the postal system, a way of sending messages over regular routes,
was begun. An early record shows that the Chinese had such a postal system in 1200 A.D. They had
stations on a postal route about twenty-five or thirty miles from each other. Between these stations
there were villages at a distance of every three miles. The postmen wore belts around the waist to
which several small bells were attached, in order that their coming could be heard at a distance. As
they ran only three miles, the noise of the bells could be heard for some distance, and a fresh messenger
was ready to take the packet on its arrival. This packet was handed to horsemen to carry it on to its
destination. In the beginning, this postal system of the Chinese was used only by the rulers. In later
times, trade within and between countries grew and merchants used the post.
Gradually transportation made advances. The Pony Express of Buffalo Bill Cody began to carry
massages in 1860 in the United States. The routes were very dangerous, for Redskins attacked the
riders or they sometimes lost their way through the deserts.
On September 27, 1825, George Stephenson invented the train, which began to deliver letters
from one section of the country to another very swiftly. Mail could be carried from the Mississippi
River to San Francisco in a few hours, but the Pony Express took two weeks to carry a letter between
these two places.
At last, on May 15, 1915, the United States air mail service was started with the opening of the
first route between Washington and New York City. This great invention is the swiftest of all for
carrying messages. We should be very grateful to the two brothers, Oliver and Wilbur Wright for the
invention of the airplane. Messages have come a long way from smoke messages to the modern tele-
phone, and from runners to air mail service.
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Many years ago there lived in a remote village a prosperous man who had made his fortune by
hard work and perseverance. As a young boy he had been a laborer, but he was shrewd enough to
save his money and soon was able to buy a small farm. Night and day he toiled and turned his farm
into one of the best in that locality. As the money came in from his produce he bought more land. Then
he hired laborers to help him and eventually became one of the richest men in that section.
His pride and joy was his son, Walid, and the father looked forward to the day when his boy would
be old enough to carry on the work, and allow him to retire. Walid was one of those youths who had a
happy childhood, and his kind father showered upon him gifts and money far beyond his needs. Soon
the time came for Walid to enter school, and much to the joy of his father the boy was an excellent
scholar. Strangely enough this success in studies was destined to be a source of sorrow to the aging
father. The day came when when Walid finished his studies in the village and asked his father to allow
him to go to the city and continue his education. For the first time the father said no to his son. The
boy argued that his education was necessary if he were to take the place of his father in the village. He
pointed out many examples of wealthy men who had sent their sons to school. But the father feared
for his son, away from home, and exposed to the temptations of the city. Secretly, he was so fond of
Walid that he did not want to lose him, and he felt he would lose him if the boy went to the city. When
Walid realized that his father was unyielding he sought allies. He persuaded his mother and older
members of the family to speak to the father and to convince him that it was necessary to allow the
son to continue his studies. After weeks of pleading the father reluctantly consented, but he insisted
upon one condition—that Walid was to marry Salwa. The fathers of these two children had been
friends for many years, and while Salwa was one of the fairest girls in the village, yet Walid was not
interested in romance at this time. The boy did not want to make this promise but he knew his father
well enough to understand that this was one point on which he would not be changed. So he made the
promise, and hoped that he would never have to fulfill it.
The city opened up a new world for Walid. The many stores, cinemas and enetrtainments were
entirely new to this boy who had never left his mountain home. The customs and traditions of the
people were strange but as the days passed he gradually became accustomed to his new mode of life.
In school he found many new friends and continued his success in studies. He visited the homes of his
new friends and met their families, and before long he met Ferial, the sister of one of his classmates.
He did not know it then, but this girl was to play an important part in his life.
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There was no great change in Walid's routine for the next few years. He spent his summers with
his family and his father watched with pride as his son grew and developed into a promising young
man. His friends noted minor changes in him but attributed these changes to his new environment.
The wise old men of the village, however, suspected the truth. Walid's friendship for Ferial had blos-
somed into love and he was tortured by the thought of telling his father. His father had now been ill
for some time and Walid feared that if he told him his plans the news would make him worse. And so
he kept putting off the discussion.
When he returned to the city for his final year of school he was filled with sadness. This was to
be his last year, and after that he would return to take his father's place in the village. It meant leaving
forever the girl he loved, or telling his father and bringing unspeakable sadness to him. It was inevitable
that he must make a choice and that prospect filled him with gloom. A few months after school started
he received an urgent message from his family, telling him to return, as his father was very sick. Walid
left the city that night, and the following morning he was at the bedside of his parent. The doctor
warned Walid that his father would die soon and two days later, with all the family by the bedside,
the good man passed away. Great was the sorrow of the household, and of all the people in the village.
Walid inherited his father's lands and fortune, and after spending a week with his family he returned
to the city to finish the school year.
He had long ago made his decision ; the events of the past few weeks made it easier to carry out
his plans. After graduating from school Walid and Ferial were married, and returned to his village to
establish their home. There the people welcomed the couple with a gala celebration and they then
settled down to the peaceful life of a prosperous farmer. But thay had faded to reckon with Salwa.
For a long time she had feared that something like this would happen, but until the end she nurtured
the hope that Walid would return and keep his promise. In this he failed, and the girl burned with
jealousy as she saw the happiness and popularity of the woman who had taken her place. Jealousy is
a wound that is seldom healed by time, and unfortunately for Walid and his wife this fact was to be
proved to them by Salwa.
There came a day when Walid and Ferial became the parents of a baby boy. The joy of the father
and mother knew no limits, and Walid ordered a celebration and feast for all the people of the village.
There was only one who did not join in the festivities, Salwa. Her jealousy was only increased by the
birth of the child. A special servant, Laila, was hired to take care of the baby, and night and day she
tended the needs of the child. At first she never left the house and garden, but then as the boy grew
older she would take him for a walk in the village.
One day she came home from such a walk and was obviously in great distress. The child had been
sick and now he seemed worse than ever. She called Ferial and the mother became alarmed as she saw
the condition of her son. Immediately she sent one of the servants for the doctor, but before he could
arrive the child had died in his mother's arms. When Walid returned he was beside himself with ang-
uish. Ferial became hysterical and even the servants were rushing about, overwhelmed by the death
of the baby. Only the doctor remained calm, and as soon as he could do it conveniently he sent a mes-
sage to another doctor in the village, and asked him to hurry to the house. When he arrived the two
men examined the child thoroughly, and agreed in their conclusion—the child had been poisoned!
Walid could not believe this. But the doctors were sure. A small amount of poison had been given
to the baby, but it was enough to kill him. When the police arrived everyone was questioned. Laila
was the first, and her explanation was simple.
"I took the child for a walk, and when I saw that he was sick I immediately returned home".
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"Did you leave him alone at any time?" asked the police inspector.
"No", replied Laila, "I was with him every minute".
"Did you visit any place?" asked the inspector.
"No", she answered. "I walked along the streets of the village, but I did not visit with anyone".
Ferial then spoke up and said that she had fed the child just before Laila took him for a walk. She
noted nothing unsual, nor any signs of sickness at that time. The police then questioned the servants
in the kitchen but they loudly disclaimed any knowledge of the crime. All the other servants proved
their innocence, and there the police found themselves baffled. They left the saddened household,
saying they would continue their investigations.
At the police station the inspector and his two assistants discussed the case from every angle. It
was definitely a case of poison, as the doctors said. No one in the household could be suspected, for
the servants were trusted, and they all liked the child.
"We have no motive for this murder", said the inspector, "and until we find a motive we shall
not solve the crime. Since the maid, Laila, was the last one to be with the child, I want her every action
checked, from the moment she left the house until she returned with the baby".
His investigations provided the first clue for the crime because it was found that Laila's best friend
was a woman named Najat, who lived on the outskirts of the village. Lalia was often seen visiting this
house, even on days when she was taking care of the baby. The police questioned the neighbors of this
woman and discovered that Laila had been seen there the day of the crime. The inspector then went
to Walid and asked him if he were aware of this friendship. Walid replied that he knew about it and
had forbidden the servant to go there because Najat was the cousin of Salwa, and he suspected that
Salwa was still angry with him. Laila was then summoned to the diwan. The inspector spoke slowly
and sternly.
'Yesterday you told us that you had not made any visits on your afternoon walk, but we have
found out that you were in Najat's house for nearly an hour. Have you anything to say about this?"
Laila broke down and wept bitterly . She had made the visit but she was afraid to mention it since
she had been forbidden to go to that house.
"Did the baby eat anything in that house?" asked the inspector.
"Yes", replied Laila. "Najat gave some milk to her daughter and when the baby began to cry she
went out to the kitchen and brought back more milk. But that was all. He ate no food".
"Our case is nearly solved", said the inspector to Walid. "I shall visit Najat and have a talk with
her".
When he arrived at the house of Najat she was visibly frightened. The inspector told her of the
information he had and warned her to tell the truth. Najat spoke with a quivering voice.
"Salwa asked me a few months ago to help her commit this crime, but I refused. We are very poor
here and when Salwa offered me money I agreed to carry out her wish when Laila brought the child
for a visit. A few days ago that opportunity came, and when I returned to the kitchen for milk for the
baby, I placed a small amount of poison in it. Now I see my mistake, but it is too late. I have not slept
for two days and nights, and the moment I saw you at the door, I knew that I had been discovered.
That is the truth".
So ended another "perfect crime", and once again justice triumphed. Salwa and Najat were
punished for their misdeed, and for long days afterwards the crime was discussed by the people of the
village, who had learned once again the timeless lesson that the evildoer must pay for his evil actions.
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SAMI AL-BADIR
I lay there in a cold sweat, like a condemned man awaiting his executioners. Dusk was settling
upon the valley and my three adversaries, somewhere in the hills, were plotting my death. Two of their
friends had attacked me last evening and, alone in the valley, I had killed them in self-defense. The
daylight had offered me some protection, for I knew they would not come seeking revenge in the open
light of the day. They worked at mght, like all killers, and tonight they would be out to avenge the
death of their comrades.
There would be three of them; this I knew. As I watched the setting sun disappear over ihe
mountain I thought of the odds against me—three to one. I recalled having read a story with that
tide, "Three To One". But the hero of that story, unlike me, had been an experienced adventurer.
He had fought in self-defense on many occasions. That was his job. He had more than experience in
his favor. He was shrewd, clever, careful to size up his opponent. And I? I had no previous experience
in warfare; neither was I clever in the art of self-defense. Furthermore, my enemies would come under
cover of darkness, and I knew not the hour. Suppose I should fall asleep before their arrival? The
thought terrified me!
I tried not to be melodramatic about this whole matter. After all, I did kill their comrades, and
they knew it. I could not beg for sympathy nor mercy, for they knew not the meanings of those words.
To escape was impossible. I was trapped in this valley, and here I had to make my last stand for life.
Would it be worth while for me to fight? With a little luck I could overpower them, but then those
odds kept coming to my mind—three to one. Many a life has been lost in such a struggle. I have read
many accounts similar to my own predicament, but now my own life was endangered. I wanted to
save it at all costs. What a feeling of lonesomeness came upon me ! My family, my friends, even my
casual acquaintances in the outside world would rally to my aid, if only they knew. Yet, how foolish
it would be to shout for help in this forsaken valley.
Why can't these killers meet me man to man and settle this dispute? Ah, bravery and honesty
are not the virtues of killers. That is why they remained in hiding all day and now, with the datkness
as their ally, they come forth to do battle. What a cowardly way to act! But I had to admit that it was
shrewd on their part to revert to this strategy. It was almost datrk. At any moment the enemy might
attack. My eyes were fixed upon the window.
I did not have long to wait. Soon a hissing whisper came to my ears. They were in the room.
Closer and closer they came. One reached for my neck, and I felt the steel of his knife. I attacked with
all my strength. My hand was moist with sweat and blood. The second had seized my arm, and a sharp
pain above the elbow warned me of his position. With my other hand I swung, and once again there
was moisture on my hand. The third had found my face, and with both hands I crushed him. The
brazen enemy had fought their Waterloo. With not so much as a groan, they passed to the great beyond.
I listened attentively, but not a sound could be heard in the still room. If there were any more, they
had fled the scene of battle, overcome by my power and prowess.
The first light of dawn crept into my room, and roused me from my slumber. It took some time
to gather my senses, but when I did my first thought was the battle of the preceding night. I rose from
my bed and looked for the victims. There they were, three dead mosquitoes, who had come in the
quiet of the mght, and found death in the valley of vengeance.
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There lived many years ago a tribal Chief who was famous for his collection of stories. Very often,
in the evening, he would invite his friends to his tent and there they would sit around in a circle, drink
coffee, and listen to the tales of the Chief. One night a visitor was among them, for he had arrived late
in the afternoon and asked for hospitality for the evening. This, of course, was readily gramed to him.
That evening several stories were told, and the last to speak was the Chief. All listened in silence,
partly out of respect to their leader, but also because they found the story very interesting. When he
had finished, one after the other praised the Chief and all presem gave full credence to his every word.
Suddenly the visitor, Salim, spoke. "Is that story completely true?" he asked. There was no sign
of arrogance in his voice ; he were merely asking for information.
"Most of it is true", replied the Chief. "But you must remember that the events in the story took
place many years ago, and perhaps there have been some minor changes during those years. At least
you must admit that the events in the story could have taken place".
"I agree with you", said Salim, with a smile upon his countenance, "but I would like to tell you
a story that is strange and wonderful, and it took place before my eyes".
"We would all be very happy to hear it", answered the old Chief. And with that the men became
silent once again and heard from the lips of their guest a story that filled them with wonder.
"Several years ago", began Salim, "I met a man named Omar who lived in a big city. He had a
hobby of training hawks, and had turned this hobby into a profitable business. When the birds were
trained he would sell them to the tribesmen who periodically visited his city. Often enough he travelled
to the tribes and spent long intervals with them. He soon became very friendly with the men of my
own tribe, and we respected him for his honesty and cleverness. He would suddenly appear one day
with many of his birds, and the hunters would gather around to buy them. Omar would remain with
us for a few days and then return to his city, carrying messages and gifts to our friends and relatives.
"I liked this man very much because he was a peaceful individual and a trusted friend. In the city
and among the tribes he had not one enemy. His most prized possession was a favorite hawk, whom
he called Wathab, and all the money in the world could not purchase this beautiful bird. Wherever the
master went, the hawk went also, and whether you saw Omar by night or by day, in the city or on the
desert, his faithful friend was by his side.
"All went well for a long time", continued Salim, as his audience listened attentively, "but soon
the weakness of men brought troubles to his peaceful life. There was another man engaged in the same
occupation, Ali by name, and he envied Omar because of his success. Ali trained many hawks, but
not as well as Omar, and when he went to sell them people would refuse to buy the birds. He never
showed any outward resentment to his rival, but inwardly he was disturbed, and plotted some way of
eliminating this strong competitor.
"One day I heard that Omar was visiting our tribe but when I looked for him he could not be
found. Later I learned that he had stayed only a short time, and had then departed for his city. To my
surprise I discovered that Ali had left with him as a companion, for the two men had met while visiting
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my people. I thought nothing of this at the time because I did not know of the plan of Ali. They had
been gone for two days when a party of horsemen appeared on the desert, and one of our men came
riding in advance to tell us that they were carrying AH upon a camel. When they finally reached us we
found that he had been seriously wounded, and the horsemen told us they had found him nearly dead,
about ten kilometers from our encampment.
"We cared for his wounds, fed him and gradually restored him to health. For two days he was
unable to speak, and when he was able to tell his story we were all saddened. He informed us that a
band of thieves had attacked him and Omar in the desert and they had been forced to fight for their
lives. In the struggle, Omar was killed and the thieves, after taking all their belongings, went away
thinking that both men were dead. Ali had lain there for a few hours and as soon as the sun went down
he started back to our tribe. He had only gone a short distance from the scene of the crime when he
collapsed from exhaustion and the effects of his wounds. There he had been found by our men, and
to them he owed his life. We were filled with sorrow at the news of this terrible fate, and we showered
our sympathy on Ali and begged him to help us find the criminals".
The Chief and all the men were overwhelmed by the tragedy that had been narrated. Before Salim
could continue, the leader spoke up and expressed a thought that was in the minds of all.
"Such a crime should not have passed unpunished. I hope that you were able to avenge the death
of your friend".
"We did find the murderer", said Salim, "but the manner in which he was discovered was deeply
mysterious, and this is how it happened. As soon as Ali told his story we asked him to lead us to the
scene of the crime. He replied, naturally enough, that he never wanted to see that place again. But we
insisted that he show us the location and so that very afternoon we set out on our unhappy mission.
AH rode in front of us, and when he had travelled about three hours he suddenly pointed to a huge
rock and told us that there we would find the remains of Omar. We expected to find that the vultures had
eaten our unfortunate friend, but to our surprise his body was untouched by birds or animals. We exam-
ined his body and found that he had died of a bullet wound in the back. There was no sign of a struggle.
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Ali explained that his friend had been shot soon after the thieves had appeared, while he had
engaged in a longer struggle with the men. We then decided that Omar should be buried here, and
were just about to begin our sorrowful preparations. All of a sudden we heard a noise above, like the
swish of the wind, and looking up at the sky we were startled to see Wathab, the favorite hawk of our
dead companion. He was flying around in circles and eventually descended to the rock, near the grave
we were about to dig. There he perched for a few moments and gazed intentiy at all of us. Then he
soared skyward again and dived with all his power—upon Ali. He pecked at the man and clawed him
viciously, and before we could take him away from his victim, Ali was severely wounded and bleeding.
We finally subdued the bird and tied him, and then turned our attention to Ali, but it was too late. He
had been mortally wounded".
Salim paused in his narrative. An unearthly silence pervaded the tent. The embers of the evening
fire burned brighdy, and Salim could see the eyes of every man fixed intently upon him. Never before
had he addressed so attentive an audience. He looked at the Chief, waiting to see if he had a question.
But the great man was speechless. He merely motioned with his hand, as if to ask Salim to continue
his story.
"The solution of the mystery was near at hand. We then began to understand why the body of
Omar had been untouched by the birds of prey. His faithful hawk had stood guard over his master's
body, day and night, and had driven away the vultures and the animals. We were about to question Ali,
but this unfortunate man spoke first and told us that he wanted to speak the truth before he died.
There had been no fight. No robbers had attacked them. By chance he and Omar had set out on that
fateful journey. Both men had planned to return to the city, but not until just before the departure
were thay aware of the other's plans. Omar was only too glad to have a friend for the desert trip. As
they rode along the desert Ah realized that here was his opportunity to kill Omar, and then all the
business of selling birds would be his. As they approached the rock he slowed up his horse and remained
a few paces behind Omar. He drew forth his rifle, took careful aim, and shot. Without so much as a
murmur, Omar slid from his horse and fell dead to the ground. He then took all items of value from
his victim, placed them in a bag with his own belongings, and buried them in the sand on the other
side of the rock. Now he would start back to the encampment and tell a story of robbery. He had only
covered a short distance, however, when the horsemen appeared in the distance. Terrified at this new
twist in fate, he decided that he would cut himself with stones and appear to be seriously wounded as
the men came near him. This he did, and his plan would have been crowned with success had it not
been for Wathab, the faithful friend of his master. The words of Ali came more slowly, his breathing
became more difficult and soon, with a gasp, he died on the desert sands. The loyal hawk, who followed
his master in life had avenged him in death. And so we buried the two men in the desert, beneath the
shade of the rock, and we placed a stone upon each grave to identify their final resting places. There
you will find them today, if you wish to see them. I took Wathab, and kept him for the remaining days
of his life. A few months later he died, probably overcome by grief at the death of his beloved
master".
As Salim ended his narrative an unnatural calm enveloped the tent. For the space of a few moments
there was not a stir, as the men pondered the lessons of this extraordinary tale. The air outside was
cool ; the night was dark. The desert itself was wrapped in silence, broken only by the yelping of a
desert coyote, far, far away. The Chief rose from his place of honor, looked benignly upon his guest,
and spoke for all of his men.
"You have told your story, my friend, and you have told it well".
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SECONDARY TRACK TEAM
First Row, left to right : Jirair Hovsepian, Husain Mursi, Ziyya Yoab, Sami al-Badir, Najah Sittu,
Mikhail Abdulahad, Majid Rashid.
Second Row ; Baijar Shemdin, Mufid al-Samarrai, Saib Tappouni, Hraj Jaburian, Richard Nabhan,
Shaiban Awni, Amir Salbi, Father jolson.
Third Row: Berj Huwakimian, Raymond Ishaq, Asad al-Khudhairi, Vraj Kutunian.
TRACK
This year the weather man favored us with an
ideal day for our annual School Track Meet. With
a large crowd of students, teachers and guests lining
both sides of the field the gun went off for the first
event of the day, the 100 meters hurdles. For the
next three hours we were to witness one thrilling
event after another as the track talent of the school
went through their paces. The running events were
dominated by such proven stars as Husain Mursi,
Dikran Takatlian, Asad al-Khudhairi, Raymond
Ishaq, Majid Rashid and Najah Sittu.
In the field events Faruq al-Wazir was the real
standout. He won the broad jump in class A, and
in the high jump he established a new school record
of 1 meter, 66 centimeters. Misak Khalghatian, Sadiq
Ali and Hraj Azadian led the classes in the broad
jump, while the winners in the high jump were
Zuharab Kazanjian, Ninus Ishu and Umar Dazai.
The hop-step-jump was taken by Berj Huwakimian,
and a special race of 50 meters, for class D, was
captured by Hraj Azadian.
Three open events had been held the day before
the meet. Shaiban Awni was the top man in the
javelin throw and the shot put, and Sabah Tuminna
won the discus event. Honors for the pole vault
went to Zuharab Kazanjian. The 1500 meters race
opened with a good number of hopefuls, but Jamal
al-Wattar had this race under control all the way.
Setting a steady pace he stayed with the crowd until
the last lap, and then he put on a spurt that thrilled
the spectators as he crossed the line for one of the
greatest victories of the day. The 800 meters race,
another open event, was won by the durable star
of the day, Husain Mursi. The relay races, coming
at the end of the meet, were won by 4A, 2B and IF.
Husain Mursi was the high scorer of the day,
gathering 23 points to lead all competitors. Fourth
Year, with a total of 129 points, turned out to be the
champion class of the school. Third Year was close
behind with 128 points, just one point short of vic-
tory. At the conclusion of the events the entire school
gathered for the presentation of cups and medals to
the victorious trackmen. Father Quinn organized
and directed the school meet, and was ably assisted
by several of the Fathers who acted as judges, time-
keepers and scorers. The meet proved conclusively
that there was no dearth of track material in the
school. In every department we had outstanding
Secondary Relay Team Intermediate Relay Team
Fourth Year Track Champions 4A Senior Relay Champions
2 b Second Year Relay Champions 1 F First Year Relay Champions
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performers who would wear the colors of gold and
maroon in the Government Track Meets, in March.
The Intermediate Government Track Meet was
held at Scouts' Field on March 12. In the trials, held
before the meet, we placed in six events and entered
in several of the open contests. Sabah Tuminna took
second prize in the discus and placed third in the
shot put, thus adding 9 points to our score. Misak
Khalghatian won the broad jump and Faruq al-Wazir
tied for third place in the high jump. Zuharab Ka-
zanjian, our star pole-vaulter, faced strong compe-
tition but managed to place third. Jamal al-Wattar
ran in the 800 meters, Dikran Takatlian in the 400
meters, Hraj Jaburian in the 200 meters and 100
meters, and Suhail al-Naqib in the 110 hurdles. All
these tracksters contributed to the score, and we
finished with a total of 42 points. Although we were
fourth in the meet, we were only 6 points behind the
winning Tuffayidh School, which captured the first
honors with 48 points. Our Intermediate Relay Team
was composed of Basil Jazmi, Wadhah Jamil, Misak
Khalghatian and Hraj Jaburian. They got off to a
good start in the colorful race, but eventually were
overtaken by superior teams.
In the Secondary Meet several of our athletes
placed in the trials and on March 18, the day of the
big meet, they carried the hopes of the Gold and
Maroon. Berj Huwakimian, entered in three events,
was our high scorer. He won points in the hop-step-
jump, the broad jump and the 110 hurdles. Shaiban
Awni placed in the shot put and the javelin events,
Husain Mursi in the 400 meters, Sami al-Badir in
the high jump and 800 meters, Asad al-Khudhairi
in the 1 10 hurdles, and Amir Salbi in the 1500 meters.
Running on the Secondary Relay Team were Mikhail
Abdulahad, Majid Rashid, Najah Sittu and Husain
Mursi. Markazia School won the meet this year and
was awarded the Cup at the conclusion of the events.
The track season was one of the best in recent
years. A large number of boys in the school took an
active part in the sport, and the enthusiasm was
always high. Father Quinn, who directed all the track
programs and coached the varsity teams, was more
than happy with the results shown. Although we did
not win any laurels in competition with the other
schools, we did make a good showing, and we hope
that the veterans who return next year will lead us
on to greater triumphs in the track world.
INTERMEDIATE TRACK TEAM
First Row, left to right : Wadhah Jamil, Basil Jazmi, Nabil Hikari, Petros Ishu, Ninus Ishu,
Zuharab Kazanjian.
Second Row. Jamal al-Wattar, Suhail al-Naqib, Nawwaf Nuri, Dikran Takatlian, Faruq al-Wazir,
Father Quinn.
Third Row: Asad Taima, Sabah Tuminna.
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SECONDARY BASKETBALL TEAM
First Row, left to right : Adnan Shaltagh, Karnik Sadurian, Vraj Kutunian, Berj Huwakimian, Ghazi Aziz.
Second Row : Raymond Ishaq, Asad al-Khudhairi, Father Regan, Shaiban Awni, Husain Mursi.
SECONDARY BASKETBALL
Five players from last year's championship team
answered the opening call and greeted Father Regan
as the season started this year. These five, plus the
experienced players coming up from the Intermed-
iate Team, gave promise of another good year for
the Eagles. It took us a few weeks to get into condi-
tion, after the long summer holidays, but when the
opening whistle blew we were ready to go. Karkh
School was our first opponent and in a fast and
exciting game we registered our first win by a score
of 44-33. Our second victory came from a game with
Technical School and we maintained our top position
in the league by winning 35-24. The third game
went to us by a forfeit, but we kept up the daily
practice after school, knowing that stronger teams
were still to be met on our schedule.
We reached our top form in the game against
Primary Teachers School. They fielded one of the
strongest teams in the league and we were forced
to work for every point, winning by the close tally
of 47-43. Both teams were outstanding in every
department and the spectators applauded enthu-
siastically as the players sank one basket after the
other. Then followed the important game with Mar-
kaziya School, our opponents of last year in the
championship finals. In past years these two teams
have usually been evenly matched, and this year was
no exception. The win could have gone to either
team, but when the contest was over we were on
the losing end of a 31-30 score. This turned out to
be a costly defeat, and eliminated us from the finals.
When one considers that we lost five players
of last year's team through graduation, our season
this year can surely be called a success, and much
of the credit goes to our new coach, Father Regan.
Ghazi Aziz was the defensive star of the team this
year, and honors for the high scorer went to Vraj
Kutunian. The experience of Berj Huwakimian,
Adnan Shaltagh and Karnik Sadurian helped to
keep us in the competition. Nor can we omit the
valuable contributions of Asad al-Khudhairi, Ray-
mond Ishaq, Shaiban Awni and Husain Mursi.
These latter four hoopsters will be on hand next
year and the experience they have gained this year
should be a big factor in forming another champion-
ship team for the Maroon and Gold.
INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL TEAM
First Row, left to right : Shakir Mursi, Sawa Issa, Nawwaf Nuri, Saad Shaffu, Jamal al-Wattar
Second Row : Sabah Jadun, Dikran Takaclian, Antwan Dramirian, Father Egan,
INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL
When the Intermediate players reported for the
firsi practice this year they were greeted by their
new coach, Father Egan. Practice sessions began
immediately and gradually the team took shape.
Playing forward positions were Sawa Issa, Shakir
Mursi and Saad Shaffu. Jamal al-Wattar, Sabah
Jadun and Antwan Dramirian stood out among the
candidates for guards, and the center position was
taken over by Dikran Takatlian and Nawwaf Nuri.
Our first tilt was with the Secondary Team, and
naturally we lost this friendly game, but the team
looked strong as it battled its more experienced
opponent. After a month of drill and practice ses-
sions we were ready for the stiff competition that
faced us in the Government Intermediate League.
Our opening game was played with the Adha-
miya I quintet. We got off to a good start and held
a comfortable lead all the way, and chalked up our
first victory by an impressive score. After this contest
we spent long practice sessions trying to overcome
the weak spots detected by the experienced eye of
our coach. We met the Adhamiya II squad in our
next league game, and played as an improved team.
Once again we took the offensive early and sailed
through easily for another win for the Maroon and
Gold. Although we were by no means overconfident,
we felt that a successful season was to be our lot.
When we met our next opponent, the Jaffariya
School, we knew that we were facing a strong and
proven team. The game was one of the best we
played and the outcome was in doubt until the last
few minutes of play. We were leading by three points
when our opponents put on a sudden spurt which
we were unable to check. As the final whistle blew,
we had suffered our first defeat in the league. Un-
daunted by this we prepared faithfully for the next
scheduled game with the Mansur School. In order
to stay in the league competition we had to win, but
victory was not to be ours. Mansur fielded a strong
team and while we played a good brand of basketball
we lost this contest by ten points. This second defeat
removed us from the league competition and we
closed the season with a 2-2 standing. The entire
squad this year was composed of players from third
high and there will be no veterans available next
year. But the increased interest in basketball should
provide Father Egan with good material from which
he can mold a winning team.
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SCHOOL BASEBALL CHAMPIONS
F»rst Row, left to right : Suhail al-Naqib, Sadiq AM, Sawa Issa, Albert Alexander.
Second Row : Mumtaz Tawil, Nuri Fattuhi, Nazar Rumani, Father Mulvehill, Aram Thaddeus.
Samir George, Wayil al-Tai.
BASEBALL
When we reported for class on the first day of
the school year we read on the bulletin board a notice
from Father Quinn, telling us that practice games
would begin that day. One week later the Senior
League, composed of third, fourth and fifth year
teams, opened with a flourish. Two defeats elimin-
ated a team and the competition was keen all the
way. To an experienced eye it looked as though the
race would narrow down to the two fifth year teams,
veterans of five years play on the diamond. But there
was a team of destiny in the league this year, Father
Mulvehill's 3B nine. A loss during a practice session
and a defeat in the first league game caused the
experts to look the other way. But the team possessed
a remarkable spirit, and after the initial defeat it
went ahead and won every other game, usually by
a comfortable margin. When the league closed in
November there were two contenders for the school
championship cup, an undefeated 5A aggregation
and the 3B squad, with one loss to mar its record.
The play-off was held on November 12 before
a record-breaking crowd of teachers and students.
5A entered the game a heavy favorite, with Vraj
Kutunian in the pitcher's box and with a long list
of heavy hitters, including Saib Tappouni, Sami
al-Badir, Mikhail Abdulahad and George Mirza.
Pitching for 3B was Sawa Issa, whose change of pace
had baffled the opposition for two months. In the
outfield were Sadiq Ali, Mumtaz Tawil, Wayil al-Tai
and Samir George, classy fielders and steady hitters.
Nuri Fattuhi, Albert Alexander, Aram Thaddeus
and Nazar Rumani made up the infield, and behind
the bat was Ghassan Majid. 5A opened the game by
chalking up six runs and it looked as if an easy victory
was in the making. But Sawa settled down after that
inning and held them scoreless, while his teammates
proceeded to drive in six runs to tie the game. Then,
near the end of the contest, Sadiq Ah stepped up to
the plate with two men on base, and brought them
home with a ringing blow to center field. 3B had
won the game, 8-6, but not the Cup. Since 5A had
been undefeated in the league play, it had one more
chance for victory.
The second game was played a week later and
turned out to be one of the most thrilling games in
years. The two teams went on a scoring spree, with
nearly everyone getting a hit. When the final out was
registered the score was 12-12, and the game went
into an extra inning. 3B was first at bat and just
managed to squeeze across one run. But it was the
margin of victory, for the dependable Sawa then
retired the 5A hitters in fast order. Father Quinn
presented the winning Cup to Sawa and the team,
and for the rest of the year it occupied a conspicuous
12%-j* fb r? n © & e%
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position in the 3B classroom.
The baseball season was by no means finished,
and now the Second Year League, improving every
year, was ready for the opening pitch. The team to
beat was Father Mahan's 2A nine. With Ghanim
Saisi in the box, an experienced infield and some of
the strongest batters in second year, this team went
through the season without a blemish on its record.
The runner-up was Father Regan's 2E squad, which
suffered only one loss during the league games. The
play-off took place early in December and the win-
ner, by a very comfortable margin, was 2E. This
was the first defeat for 2A, but the players resolved
to annex the Cup in the next game. The contest,
played before the Christmas holidays, resulted in a
decisive victory for 2E, 17-6. After the game Father
Quinn presented the Cup to Misak Khalghatian,
whose pitching and hitting had been one of the
deciding factors of the victory.
The First Year League is always sparked by
the unknown factor. Although the new boys have
been studying the game and practicing with their
teachers, the real test comes with the league games.
Seven teams played this year and after the first round
1A, IB and IF were the league leaders. In the semi-
finals Father Loeffler's IF team eliminated the form-
idable IB outfit, coached by Mr. Cabac. Father
Quinn's 1A team, captained by Samir Vincent, went
through the season undefeated, and in the final game
with IF won a brilliant victory by coming from
behind in the last inning to win the laurels by a score
of 7-6.
The game between the Fathers and the All-Star
Team was once again the highlight of the baseball
season. The annual classic was played on November
26 and the Students, coached by Father Sheehan,
were out to repeat their victorious performance of
last year. Sawa Issa pitched for the Students and the
heavy bats of Asad al-Khudhairi, Hikmat Ilu, and
Saib Tappouni nearly brought them victory. The
Fathers, with an airtight infield, timely hitting, and
the steady performance of Father Loeffler were too
much for the Students and the Fathers won the
game by a 7-4 score. A double play by Father Egan
was the feature of the game. The increased number
of students and classes, and improved brand of
baseball, and a splendid manifestation of class spirit
and support of the teams have all combined to make
baseball the most popular game on the campus,
while at the same time it has provided relaxation
and entertaintment to the entire school during the
noon recreation periods.
ALL-STAR BASEBALL TEAM
First Row, left to right : Sawa Issa, Ramzi Sequeira, Habib Salim, Mikhail Abdulahad, Hikmat Ilu,
Mufid al-Samarrai.
Second Row : Father Sheehan, Wayil al-Tai, Hraj Jaburian, Asad al-Khudhairi, Dikran Takatlian,
Saib Tappouni, Mervyn Goodsir, Amir Zara, Vraj Kutunian, Karnik Sadurian.
INTERMEDIATE FOOTBALL TEAM
First Row, left to right: Sitrak Kuyumjian, Suhail al-Naqib, Ibrahim Tamraz, Hraj Jaburian, Ramzi
Sequeira, Albert Alexander, Petros Ishu.
Second Row: Father Quinn, Nuri Fattuhi, Mervyn Goodsir, Adil Randquist, Misak Khalghatian.
FOOTBALL
Five veterans reported to Father Quinn when
he called out candidates for the Intermediate Foot-
ball Team this year. With the opening of our new
football field there was an added interest in the sport,
and before the opening game a strong team was
built around the veterans of last year. During the
month of October practice drills were held every
day and we had an opportunity to play a few games
in preparation for our busy schedule.
Our first challenge came from the Khadhamiya
Team and in this opening test we worked with pre-
cision and teamwork to win our first victory. During
most of the game we were on the offensive and the
result was never in doubt. The second game was
won by a forfeit, and with the league well under way
we had the enviable record of two wins and no losses.
Knowing that the competition would become more
keen we practiced strenuously in preparation for
our next opponent, Garbiya School. The two teams
proved to be evenly matched and for the greater part
of the game neither side could score a point. It was
one of those games in which victory could come to
either team. Late in the game Garbiya School was
given a penalty shot and scored the first goal of the
contest. This proved to be the deciding point and
cost us our first defeat of the season. We then met
Adhamiya School in a crucial game, because another
loss would exclude us from further competition.
With high hopes we entered the game at Scouts'
Field, but soon found that the Adhamiya School
had a superior squad and we lost to a better team.
Since two defeats eliminated a team from the league
this proved to be our last game of the season.
Albert Alexander played his usual steady game
for the Maroon and Gold, Mervyn Goodsir baffled
the opposition more than once with his educated toe,
and the tireless Misak Khalghatian was always as
fresh at the end of a game as he was at the beginning.
Hraj Jaburian, our versatile goalie, saved many a
point by his quick thinking and fast play, and Ramzi
Sequeira was one of the fastest players on the field.
All in all, it was a good season, the spirit of the team
was commendable at all times, and we gained a lot
of valuable experience that will pay dividends when
we play for the Secondary Team next year.
«•*»
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INTERMEDIATE CLASSROOMS
First glance into a breath-taking world
THERE may never be a satisfactory reply to the question:
which came first, the egg or the hen. Fortunately,
there is no practical importance attached to the solution.
Of far greater importance is the question: how many eggs,
on an average, can we expect from a hen?
This question is often referred to in the Philips labora-
tories, because scientists there are able to prove that
hens can lay many more eggs than had previously been
thought. It has been discovered that the irradiation of
certain substances with ultraviolet light produces vita-
min D3- When this vitamin is mixed with poultry food,
a considerable increase of the egg- production will be the
result. Moreover, it has been established that vitamin D3
is excellent for the prevention of rachitis in poultry and
cattle. It is obvious that this discovery may bring about
a real revolution in the field of food-research. It is only
reasonable to think at once of the enormous influence
this discovery may have upon the present world food po-
sition, still suffering from the disastrous period behind us.
The quiet and untiring research work in the large Philips
laboratories finds a glorious expression in important
future benefits for man and beast.
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SHAPES THE WORLD OF TOMORROW
ELECTRONICS - LAMPS - RADIO RECEIVERS . RADIO VALVES - MEASURING APPARATUS - X-RAY APPARATUS
H.F. GENERATORS- TRANSMITTERS -WELDING MACHINES- FLUORESCENT LAMPS - AMPLIFIERS CINEMA EQUIPMENT
AFRICAN & EASTERN (NEAR EAST) LTD.
BASRAH - BAGHDAD - BAHRAIN - DUBAI
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UNDERWOOD
CHAMPION
the MASTERPIECE in portable typewriters
Co JOIHIN MAILMHAS
Rashid Street
BAGHDAD
Town Office 84177
INING & WEAVIN
Manufacturers of High Quality
Cotton Yarns and Piece Goods Factory Office : 2041
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L. FORSTER & SABBAGH COMPANY DRUG STORE
I 7a 93 Mustansir Street — BAGHDAD
Telegraphic address : RETSROF Baghdad
Sole Agents for :
MAY & BAKER LIMITED
Pharmaceutical Specialities (MAY & BAKER) LTD.
THE CROOKES LABORATORIES LTD.
HERTS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
ROBERT YOUNG & CO., LTD. (Disinfectants 1 Sheep Dips)
SCOTT & TURNER LTD., (Andrews Liver Salt & Rose Hip Syrup)
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS, LTD., (O-SYL-antiseptic)
MATTHEWS & WILSON, LTD.
VERNON & CO., LTD.
THOMAS KERFOOT & CO , LTD.
P. BEIERSDORF & CO., A-G, Hamburg (NIVEA Products)
CHAS. F. THACKRAY, LTD., Leeds
WILSON PHARMACY, Cairo (Protective Products)
LABORATOIRES VIFOR S. A., Geneva
Tel. 6247
c. JOHN HALKIAS
4 6 R A SHID STREET
BAGHDAD
LEONARD (NASH KELVINATOR) REFRIGERATORS
UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITERS
FASCO OSCILLATING f:ANS
SPORTINGS ARMS AND AMMUNITION
ZENITH RADIOS
UNIVERSAL MOTOR ELECTRIC PARTS
MARCONIPHONE RADIOS
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IRAQ MERCANTILE LIMITED
BAGHDAD & BASRAH
Tel. BAGHDAD : 85168, 85169, 85170 Telegrams : MERCANIRAQ, BAGHDAD
Tel. BASRAH
: 2371
REPRI
MERCANIRAQ, BASRAH
1SENTING
A. P. V. Co. Ltd., London Heat Exchange Equipment, Dairy & Brewery
Plant, etc.
Associated Clay Industries Ltd. Sanitary Ware
Aston Construction Co. Ltd. London Fabricated Steel Work, Structural Steel
Austin Motor Export Corporation Ltd. Cars & Trucks
Geo. Banham & Co. Ltd. Belting
British Reinforced Concrete Engineering Co Ltd. Steel Reinforcement
British Tyre & Rubber Co. Ltd. Tyres, Transmission & Conveyor Belting
Cement Marketing Co. Ltd. Special Cements — Snowcem, Impermo
Chamberlain & Hookham Ltd. Electricity Meters
Cochran & Co. (Annan) Ltd. Multitubular Boilers
Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co. Ltd. Compressors, Pneumatic & Electric Tools
Crittall Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Metal Windows & Doors
Crossley Brothers Ltd. Oil Engines
W. B. Dick & Co. Ltd. Lubricants
Fenner & Alder Ltd. Paints
Fibreglass, Ltd. Thermal & Accoustic Insulating Materials &
other Glass Fibre Products
General Electric Co. Ltd. Everything Electrical
Gilbert, Gilkes & Gordon, Ltd. Hydro-Electric Plants & Water Turbines
Hanovia Ltd. Lamps for Medical, Scientific & Industrial
Applications
Hoffmann Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Bearings
Imperial Typewriter Co. Ltd. Typewriters
Lodge Plugs Ltd. Sparking Plugs
Pulsometer Engineering Co. Ltd. Pumps
Quasi-Arc Co. Ltd. Welding Rod & Equipment
Railway Mines & Plantation Equipment Co. Ltd. Railway Equipment
Ransomes & Rapier Ltd. Sluices, Excavators, Cranes & Contractors' Plant
S. A. F. T. Alkaline Batteries
Sanderson Brothers & Newbould Ltd. Files, Tools, etc.
Staveley Iron & Chemical Co. Ltd. Spun Iron Pipes
Stewarts & Lloyds Ltd. Steel Pipes & Tubes
J. Stone & Co. Ltd. Non-Ferrous Metals
E. R. & F. Turner Ltd. Flour Milling Equipment
Vaughan Crane Co. Cranes & Pulley Blocks
Watson & Sons (Electro-Medical) Ltd. X-Ray Equipment
Woods of Colchester Ltd. Exhaust Fans
Yorkshire Copper Works Ltd. Copper Tubes, etc.
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MUHAMMAD ISMAIL
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CHURCH STREET
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KHANAQIN OIL COMPANY, LIMITED
( Incorporated in Great Britain )
DISTRIBUTORS OF LUBRICATING OILS AND OIL SPECIALITIES
THROUGHOUT IRAQ
I M S H I
Insecticide and Sprayers
COMPROX "A"
LIQUID PARAFFIN
YELLOW AND WHITE
PETROLEUM JELLY
E N E R G O L
ALL GRADES OF GREASES
INDUSTRIAL AND AUTOMOTIVE
ALL GRADES OF BITUMEN
CUTBACK AND SOLID
HIGH MELTING POINT
PARAFFIN WAX
ENERGREASE
FULL RANGE OF LUBRICATING OILS FOR ALL PURPOSES
ALL GRADES OF AVIATION FUELS AND LUBRICANTS
SUPPLIED BY
AVIATION BP SERVICE
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on,
CAte r]ddness
all uoun n£avdfiem,eifcks
ETABLISSEMENTS
OROSDI BACK
REASONAblE PRJCES
ExceIIent OuAliiy
Best Servjce
BAG H D AD
Tel. : 5037
BASRAH
Tel. : 2669
LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT S. A.
Est a b l i s h Ed 1 950
TRANSPORTERS, SHIPPING AGENTS, FORWARDERS, PACKERS, CUSTOMS BROKERS
Head Office : BEYROUTH Also Offices at : Damascus, Aleppo, Tripoli'
Baghdad, Kadhimain, Basrah, Khanaqin-
Teheran, Tabriz, Khorramshahr, Ahwaz,
Bandar-Shahpour, Arak, Kermanshah
General Agents for
Iraq & Persian Gulf : Concordia Line NORWAY
Direct regular sailings between L). S.
Atlantic Ports and Persian Gulf Ports.
General Agents for
Iraq & Persian Gulf : Ernesto Audoly, TRIESTE
Direct regular sailing becween Adriatic
Ports and Persian Gulf Ports.
General Freight Agents : Trans-European & Eastern
Transport Ltd., LONDON
Express Freight Service U. K./
Baghdad via Beyrouth
Shipping Correspondents : The American Express Co. Inc.
NEW YORK
World Wide Shipping Service
Appointed Surveyors : Central Committee of the
French Marine Insurance
Companies
Survey Reports Issued for Goods
Insured with any French
Insurance Company
Approved Agents : 1. A. T. A. Booking of Freight and Passengers with
all Airlines
Passenger Service Between Baghdad/Teheran Frequent Service by Saloon
Cars and by Buses
THROUGH BILLS OF LADING ISSUED TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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HERE'S THE A/£W
HILLMANrange
The new
HILLMAN
MINX
Saloon
The New Minx Saloon, with added luggage space
to match its 5-seater comfort . . . The international elegance
of the Californian . . . The sleek grace of the weatherwise
Minx Convertible . . . The all-purpose smartness and style of
the Estate Car.
Hillman Californian Looked at, or looked out of,
the view is superb, Windows drop down clear
into the body panels, and up or down, for all-
round vision the sky's the limit. Dual colour
schemes.
Hillman Minx Convertible Triple success—as
an open car with fold-away hood, a town coupe,
or the comfort of a closed saloon. Three cars in
one, to match any mood, any occasion, any weather.
Hillman Estate Car Room to move—fast.
Here's strength for all-purpose, all-weather work,
style and comfort for touring or town. Wide rear
doors for easy loading and a fold-flat rear seat for
added space.
White-wall tyres, over-nders and chromium rimfmishers optional extras on all modetl
P R O Q U CIS. OF THE ROOTES GROUP
« THE AUTOWORKS LTD. "
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ZEKJHTIHI
TDMES
C—jj J C-»]^tl
Tough Tires to Meet Rough Roads
Ijaulj iSij^l) oljli^N! *j>-\ tf
Vitac Fortified Backed by a Name
ajjUxJI Ol>-ljjJlj OljLJlj Oljj^.U
SOLE AGENT :
SKENDER SADIQ
: Jlj*!l J Xs-jJl ?- jjll
Shaikh Maroof Street vM.* >^X-i
Baghdad — West
&
Al Rashid Street
J 1 J. Jm — i—9 j ,x,a ^Jj 1 _o -U-i ,! 1 p j Li
Branch V • \ o : jjiJb
BAGHDAD
Tel. : 3015
&£~J~ — ^y> — Sj.a> • ^jjill
WESTERN BATTERIES CJjn~*j c~>\y\
Automotive Diesel Radio
AMERICA'S FASTEST SELLING BATTERY
III
uf".j^ tSj\ ^J^J J^ 1
IN IRAQ
Sold Throughout Iraq
BAGHDAD, BASRAH, MOSUL, KIRKUK
'Sffir ' M
1
Sole Agent
SKENDER SADIQ
gSS53fflBB§3H
Shaikh Maroof Street & Al-Rashid Street
III r « \ o : jjii:
Baghdad - West Baghdad
Tel. 3015 £j?~J~ ' ^_y ' Sj«at : £jy!l
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EGYPT OPTICAL COMPANY
BAGHDAD
It's the lenses
that correct.
Use the best
CROOKS,
RAYBAN & BIFOCALS
available only at
EGYPT OPTICAL CO.
: xs- Jals «jj>-^ll
STEPHAN
LYNCH & CO. LTD.
BAGHDAD
GENERAL MERCHANTS
ENGINEERS
LLOYD'S AGENTS
STEAMSHIP AGENTS
ANDREA'S PHARMACY
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CHEMISTS
BAGHDAD TEL. 4452
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ANDREW WEIR (IRAQ) LIMITED
(INCORPORATED IN IRAQ)
BASRAH BAGHDAD
EXPORTERS
GRAINS — COTTON — COTTONSEED
WOOL — SKINS — HIDES
IMPORTERS
THE A. C. V. SALES LTD. Motor Vehicles and Buses
ASSOCIATED BRITISH OIL ENGINES (EXPORT) LTD. Complete Range of
Oil Engines
THE AVON INDIA RUBBER CO., LTD. Tyres and Tubes
BRITISH STEEL PILING LTD. Vibro Pile Equipment
MERRYWEATHER & SONS LTD. Fire Engines and Extinguishers
THE ROVER CO. Landrovers and saloons
SHELL CHEMICALS LTD. Industrial and Agricultural Insecticides
STANTON IRON WORKS CO., LTD. Cast and Spun Iron Pipes
THERMO TANK LTD. Air Conditioning installation
AGENTS FOR :
THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH INSURANCE CO. LTD.
THE LONDON ASSURANCE
THE UNION ASSURANCE SOCIETY LTD.
TO FIFTY-ONE COUNTRIES ON ALL SIX CONTINENTS
Four-engined B.O.A.C. aircraft are pressurised
tor smooth, above the weather flying. Services
are frequent and you can break your journey
where you wish.
Students, up to the age of 26 years, pay only
the single fare for the return journey. They
may also go one way and return another — an
ideal way of seeing more of the world's interes-
ting cities — and at no extra fare !
Information & Bookings: Iraqi Airways, 443/l/9d Al Rashid Street, Baghdad,
Tel. 4891, 7057 — B.O.A.C, Margil Airport, Basra, Tel. Margil 7286 — B.O.A.C.
Manama, Bahrain, Tel. 306/7; or from any recognised Travel Agent.
BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION : GEN ERAL AGENTS FOR QANTAS, S.A.A., & TEAL.
"
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W. J. COKER & CO., LTD.
Sole Distributors for :
STANDARD Vanguard Motor Cars
R. A. LISTER Diesel Engines, Generating Sets
GARDNER Marine& Vehicular Diesel Engines
C.C. WAKEFIELD «CASTROL» Lubricating
Oils and Greases
B. I. CALLENDER Electric Cables
INDIA Rubber Tyres & Tubes
BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON Turbine
Plant, Electric Motors, Dynamos &
Alternators, Transformers, Electric
Domestic Appliances
REVO Electric Ceiling & Desk Fans
FIRTH BROWN Steels & Tools
PYRENE Fire Extinguishers
CRYPTON Battery Charging & Motor
Testing Equipment
IRAQ CEMENT CO., LTD.
BAGHDAD
We have pleasure in announcing that
our product is now available for every
need. We are proud to say that our cement
has been analysed by independent author-
ities in England, and its physical test has
proved well in line with British Standard
Specification.
RETAIL PRICE is now
ID 7 1/2 per ton delivered
at factory
Tel : Office 85 1 19
851 10
Managing Director 7574
FASGO FANS
STYLE, QUALITY
and
PERFECTION
THEY LEAD
THE
MARKET
Get your Fans now to be sure of a cool summer
Sole Distributor in Iraq : C. JOHN HALKIAS — Rashid Street, Baghdad
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IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES (EXPORT) Ltd.
< Incorporated in England >
A SUBSIDIARY COMPANY OF IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
IRAQ BRANCH — BAGHDAD
Die, Pigments and Indigo
Fertilizers
Acids and Alkalies
Refrigerants
Pharmaceutical and Medical Products
Paints, Enamels and Varnishes
Water Treatment Chemicals
Insecticides and Veterinary Products
Plant Protection Products
Explosives of all descriptions
Sporting Gun Cartridges and Ammunitions
Leathercloth, Oils
Fine and Heavy Chemicals
Copper, Brass and Aluminium Alloys
Plastics Including «Perspex»
Lime Solvent Soap, Detergents
Marine Insurance
t><!
P. O. Box 44 No. 278 A/ 1 Rashid Street Tel. No. 86131
86132
BAGHDAD
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F. A. KETTANEH & CO., LTD.
BACHDAD
Agents for :
Chrysler, Dodge and Plymouth Cars
International General Electric Co.
GE Medical and Surgical Apparatus
Michelin Tyres and Tubes
Winthrop Pharmaceutical Products
Schering Pharmaceutical Products
S. S. White Dental Equipment and Products
Sankey Sheldon Steel Furniture and Partitions
Blaw-Knox Co., Machinery, N. Y.
Cen-tennial Cotton Gin Co. Columbus
Turner, Tractors and Agricultural Machinery
Fahr, Tractors and Agricultural Machinery
AMICO Agricultural Machinery
W. A. Riddell WARCO Graders
Volkwagenwerk Automobiles
Fargo and Dodge Trucks
Champion Spark Plugs
Willard Batteries
DuPont Paints and Chemicals
Silten Pharmaceutical Products
Remington Sporting Firearms and Ammunition
«Apric» Air Compressors
Jenbach, Engines, Pumps : Austria
Fairbanks, Morse, New York
Platypus Tractors
Perkins Diesel Engines
ZIA HOTEL
MICHAEL ZIA
ESTABLISHED IN 1911
<S>
AiR-CoolEd BecIrooms,
LouiMqE, Bar ancJ
Dii\iii\q ROOM.
All ROOMS U/iTrl pRJVATE
bATh ROOM OVERlookiNq TrIE
TiqRis rjver
<>
Telegram
. AL ZIA Telephones : 7462
4808
AL-SUHAIL TRADING CO., LTD.
Rashid Street — Baghdad
Tel. Manager : 5265
Tel. Office : 3213 Tel. Garage : 5875
Sole Distributors in Iraq for :
HUDSON CARS
WHITE TRUCKS
THE OLIVER CORP. — Agricultural Machines
& Implements
FISHER HUMPHERIES PLOUGHS
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION
GOODRICH TYRES & ACCESSORIES
EDISON BATTERIES & SPARK PLUGS
CITIES SERVICE OIL & GREASE
etc. etc. etc.
A L I R A Q I ] 05
Finest Iraq Date Products
MANUFACTURED BY PIONEERS IN THE IRAQ DATE INDUSTRY
ORIGINATOR OF THE FAMOUS
«ASFAR'S DATE CUBES))
AND OWNERS OF THE WORLD KNOWN
((BLACK SWAN BRAND))
Some of our Numerous Products Include :
A WALNUT AND ALMOND DATE CUBES
WALNUT AND GINGER DATE CAKES
WALNUT AND ALMOND DATE PUDDING
p CHOCOLATE DATES
CARAMEL DATES
CHOICE DATES and ASSORTED NUTS
DATE SYRUP
SPICED DATES IN SYRUP
DATE CHUTNEY
S DATE CANDIES
ASFAR & CO., BASRAH, IRAQ
s
A
R
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((CATERPILLAR))
(REGISTERED TRADE MARK)
TRACTORS
EARTH MOVING MACHINERY
DIESEL ENGINES ROAD GRADERS
A comprehensive range of spare parts and extensive service facilities are
available under the supervision of factory trained personnel.
All repairs are carried out in our workshops which are fully equipped
with modern tools.
JOHN BIRCH & CO., (IRAQ) LTD.
ENGINEERS
INCORPORATED IN ENGLAND
Salhiyah Avenue, BAGHDAD
P. O. Box 43 Telegrams : BIRCHIRAQ Tel. : 4916 & 5270
LONDON OFFICE : 153, MOORGATE, London, E. C. 2
Telegrams : ENDEAVOUR, Tel. : LONDON WALL 4075
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S. M. GARIBIAN & CO. LTD.
BAGHDAD - BASRAH - MOSUL
Agents for ;
UCOMETAL - BELGIUM
(Union Commerciale Beige de Metallurgie, S. A.)
Steel Works — Ste. Ame. JOHN COCKERILL
Ste. Ame. FORGES DE LA PROVIDENCE
Ste. Ame. METALLURGIQUE DE SAMBRE & MOSELLE
Enterprises Industrielles et de Travaux Publics — France
Dans, Barrages, etc.
Baume & Marpent, S. A. — Belgium
Metallic Bridges, Prefabricated Steel Structures
Soc. Gen. des Minerals, S. A. — Belgium
Tin, Copper, Lead
Cobelmetal — Phenix Works — Belgium
Galvanized Steel Sheets, Tinplates
Ferblatil — Belgium
Cold Rolled Steel Sheets, Tinplates
Laminoirs de I'Escaut — Belgium
Aluminium
Ciments Portland Artificiels Beiges d'Harmignies — Belgium
White Cement
Chamebel — Belgium
Steel Windows & Doors
Photo — Produits Gevaert, S. A. — Belgium
Photographic Goods
Voiglander — Germany
Precision & Amateur Cameras
The East Asiatic Co. Ltd. — Denmark
Dairy Products
Ste. Ame. de Magenta Epernay — France
Champagne
Chas. Mackinlay & Co. Ltd. — England
Whisky
Associated Paint Manufacturers Ltd. — England
Paints
Carreras Ltd. — England. The famous Craven «A» Cigarettes
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Eastern Distillery & Products Co., Ltd.
Telegraphic Adress :
«GARESCO» Baghdad
Successors to J. D. MESSAYEH DISTILLERY)
12 40 Ras el Qurya Street, Baghdad (Iraq)
Telephones :
Office 6569
Factory 9304
AIR CONDITIONER
THE VERY BEST
F. A. KETTANEH & Co. Ltd.
BAGH DAD
GENERALA kLECTRiC
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THE IRAQ BUILDING MATERIALS Co., Ltd.
Beside THE DEVELOPMENT BOARD.
BAGHDAD
Telephones :
Office : 6837
Works ; 3915
Tel. Adress :
Mewadco — Baghdad
Facing Bricks. Hollow Bricks & Blocks. Roofing &
Partition Tiles.
Sjj_a!I j\ sjIj^I J*j V '^J-1 ^ij* o_j:^ Centrifugally Spun Concrete Pipes. Precast Concrete
Paving Slabs & Kerb Stones.
ALL PRODUCED AT THE COMPANY'S
MODERN WORKS TN BAGHDAD
OU-UI JV>wl
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CRESCENT PHOTO STORES
354/1 RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
PHOTOGRAPHERS
By Special Appointment to
H. M. THE KING OF IRAQ
AGFA Record III
AGFA Billy I
Cameras of "World
Renown
FILMS
PAPERS
V
CHEMICALS
and All Photographic
Requirements
V
Shot Guns and
Ammunition Dealers
AGFA Rondinax 60 AGFA Rondinax 350
AVAILABLE AT ALL PHOTO DEALERS
AGFA Solinett I I
AGFA Isolett I I I
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IBRAHIM J. SAAD & FILS - BAGHDAD
Tel. Nos. Main Office : 7488, 84184, 84185
Drugs Dept. : 7070
Insurance Eept. : 85251
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS FOR :
CABS & TRUCKS:
Willys Overland Export Corp., Ohio. U. S. A.
Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, U. S. A.
Nuffield Export Limited, Cowley, England
Leyland Motors Limited, London, England
Jaguar Motors Limited, Coventry, England
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY & FARM IMPLEMENTS:
Minneapolis Moline Company, Minnesota, U. S. A.
Hanomag ^Limited, Hannover, Germany
EARTH-MOVING & ROAD-MAKING MACHINERIES:
Le Tourneau-Westinghouse Company, Peoria, U. S. A.
The Huber Manufacturing Co., Marion, Ohio, U. S. A.
J. D. Adams Manufacturing Co.. Indianapolis, U. S. A.
The Thew Shovel Co., Marion, Ohio, U. S. A,
Iowa Manufacturing International Sales Inc., U. S. A.
GENERATING & PUMPING SETS:
Jaeger Machine Company, Columbus, Ohio, U. S. A.
D. W. Onan & Sons Inc., Minnesota, U. S. A.
PNEUMATIC & ELECTRIC TOOLS:
Thor Power Tool Co., New York, U S. A.
Snap-On Tools Corp., Wisconsin, U. S. A.
DIESEL ENGINES:
Cummins Diesel Export Corp., Indiana, U. S. A.
CAR BATTERIES: (VARTA)
Accumulatoren-Fabrik, Frankfurt/Main, Germany
HOUSEHOLD & COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATING & COOLING EQUIPMENT:
Nash Kelvinator Corp., Detroit, U. S. A.
Kelvinator Ltd., Crewe, England
U. S. Air Conditioning Corp., New York, U. S. A.
Silcox Refrigeration Corp., New York, U. S. A.
PHARMACEUTICALS, DRUGS & SURGICALS:
E. R. Squibb & Sons., New York, U. S. A.
F. Hoffmann La Roche & Co., Basle, Switzerland
Roche Products Limited, England
Johnson & Johnson (Gt. Britain) Ltd., England
Ortho Pharmaceuticals, Ltd., Bucks, England
Cross & Maxwell, London, England
STEEL BUILDINGS, TANKS & GBAIN BINS:
Butler International Co., Kansas City, U. S. A.
RADIOS & ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES:
Ferranti Limited, Hollinwood, England
Albert Manufacturing Co., London, England
LUBRICATING OILS & GREASES:
Sinclair Refining Co., New York, U. S. A.
MARINE, FIRE & ACCIDENT INSURANCES:
The London Guarantee & Accident Co., England
A L IRAQI 113
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C_^Cll products developed in the
nflay&Kt laboratories after exten-
sive clinical trials are considered
as outstanding scientific achieve-
ments. In the hands of the medi-
cal profession they have proved
to be successful remedies.
FARBENFABRSKEN BAYER
Leverkusen
Germany
Sole Agent :
.«, 1LTID).
BAGHDAD, TEL. No. 86535
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INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER REFRIGERATOR
£***,>
Distributors for Iraq : SADDHK <& MUJHflAMAIID
Tel. : 4430
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We the Jumbo play shoes
are for all indoor and
outdoor sports and games
as well as for daily wear.
PRODUCED IN THE FOLLOWING SIZES AND SOLD AT FIXED
PRICES THROUGHOUT THE KINGDOM OF IRAQ.
BOYS AND GIRLS
BOYS AND GIRLS
JUNIORS AND MISSES
MEN AND WOMEN
SIZES 9-11
SIZES 12-1
SIZES 2-5
SIZES 6-11
FILS 350
FILS 390
FILS 450
FILS 490
A
SERVE YOU WELL
m
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PHOTOGRAPHER
of
BAGHDAD COLLEGE GRADUATES
<>
SPECIALIST
i n
PORT RAITS
<S>
BABYLON STUDHO
JEAN, P r o p .
RASHID STREET — BAGHDAD
Opposite FETTO'S PHARMACY
TO THE CLASS OF 1954
Compliments of
Dr. A. ARIS
SURGEON DENTIST
FOR
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
RASHID STREET — SAID SULTAN ALI
BAGHDAD
TEL. : RESIDENCE 7829 CLINIC : 6894
K. & E. M. LAWEE LTD.
DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
FOR
BUICK and CHEVROLET Cars and Trucks
DEALERS IN :
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES,
TYRES AND TUBES, REFRIGERATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING,
STEEL OFFICE EQUIPMENT.
HEAD OFFICE : AL RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
Branches : BASRAH — MOSUL — KIRKUK
T. A. : « TAXI, BAGHDAD » Telephones : 87121, 3516, 5300
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International Sponing
Competitions were a problem owing to lack
of quick transportation
£a-dcuf..*
Thanks to Airlines, distances are no problem.
Sportsmen may compete thousands of miles
away from their homes and be back by the
morrow.
Jjtaaei, the &p&U&mea'6 way.
Go...
and
Go
THE SPORTSMEN'S CHOICE FOR
Lwvvuwtwt&... (Stuck...
SleliaMe S&uuce
AIR FRANCE
GENERAL AGENTS IN IRAQ :
THE LEVANT IMPORT * COMMERCIAL Co, Ltd
(LICCO TRAVEL)
SEMIRAMIS BUILDING TEL. : RASHID STREET : 5741
AIRPORT : 4106
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Now fknow why DIANA is...
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ZEISS
SAFILl
Lenses
Sunglasses
Lenses
Sunglasses
^b^^O11 l.M*J^\ ^Jibil OJb-l JjJ.^
v^
J
^»
^MEJRICMN
CONTINENTAL -
Lenses, Frames
ji^»
dllUT jja^j t—^Jb oljlis^lj
i^ij^ll oUjuIIj oljl^l Ji^lj
Rashid Street Baghdad Optical Go. Tel. : 86473
>Bf^ : Ojib
Prop. ABDUL SABKB HAIDARI
'S->-
)~-^ ^UJI
SALE AND REPAIR OF ALL KINDS OF SWISS WATCHES
U
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IRAQ'S CLEANING CENTER.
FIRST CLASS SERVICE IN :
ItltYM I VVIY4.
laundering
spot removing
fast color dyeing
the express will always please you
Rashid Street
Senak
Baghdad
Tel : 86320
/£~% Why suffer
pain from
RHEUMATOID
ARTHRITIS
TRY A COURSE
OF
URODONAL
RAFIDAIN DRUG STORE
PENCILS
PAPER
BOOKS
AND OTHER SCHOOL ARTICLES
BAGHDAD COLLEGE BOOK STORE
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THE BEST
FROM OVERSEAS
Bacon, Cheeses, Hams, etc.
from Denmark *
Fruit and Juices, etc.
from Australia *
Squashes, Confectionery, Biscuits,
etc. from England *
Whiskies
Wines
from Scotland *
from France *
and other products
from many lands
ALL AVAILABLE FROM :
SPINNEY'S (IRAQ) 1948 LTD.
KOTHARI INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO.
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
General Merchant and Commission Agent
Rashid Street
Baghdad
Iraq
Telegram : « KOTHARI »
Telephone : 4242
7125
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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AMERICAN AUTO Co. — Nash Cars & Trucks
AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE Co. Auto-lite products
Proxlin & Fleet X automotive paints
Kohler Electric Plants
Federal Mogul bearings
Bendix International Products
General Automonive Products
Sole Distributors for Iraq
B. BOUKATHER
Administratrix of the late C. Boukather
Ghazali Street
Tel : 6646
Baghdad
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The Mark BAHOSHY of Quality
Known in Iraq over as a guarantee for first elass
produets made by world renowned Manufacturer*
Myford Lathe Blackstone Engine Newman Motor
HUDSON
Tipping Wagons
N. H. Semi-
Rotary Pump
G. T. D.
Stocks & Dies
For further particulars please refer to the
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
J. P. BAHOSHY BROTHERS
Church Street
BAGHDAD, IRAQ
Phone No. 6 197
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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ABDUL MASIH RHAYYAT
GENERAL MERCHANTS
SINEK ST., - BAGHDAD & - iLJI
Cable Address :
"KAWKAB"
«^_ J"/.: (3^)1 (ji^
TELEPHONES : : oU^ikJl
Management : 3088 r>AA : Sjb^l
Scores 6752 \VoY : J>J.I
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS :
"HOBAT" Arc Welders, Electrodes and
Accessories, U.S.
A
"NEW BRITAIN" Machine Tools U.S.A.
"GORDON" Machine Tools, England.
"WOLF" Elctric Tools, England.
"EPCO" Hydraulic Equipment, England.
"George Angus & Co. Ltd.," England.
The Nerus Flexible Shaft & Equipment Co.,
Rye - Sussex - England.
"ALUP" Air Compressors, Car Washers,
Spray Guns & Garage Equipment, Germany.
"WEBERWERKE" Siegen, Germany,
Oxygen & Acetylene Generators.
' iJ U j>Ls-j]l JjPJjil
l^.jlj>-ij <uSu ,£Ssjl i>;>B.Ul (j-'lS.^ ((OjLi «*»
4.00^.3 )/l 4~l>tlLI Olj }(j)U
(
j>"l>wJlJ Jjp g(jU_/ <"'))
oljL*Jl L.*) £,»l>>« t i_jjJI oUjy jj ic—'jJ ' ))
#1 ijaij oL-x
Oificial Agents of ABDUL MASIH KHAYYAT in U. K. ant the Continent
A. F. Dee and Company, Ltd., London
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The
NATIONAL TOBACCO CO., LTD.
Produces
The Most Popular Cigarettes
LUX ROYAL
GOLDEN CROWN
TIE TIGRIS PALACE MOTEL
BAGHDAD
Baghdad's leading and best appointed hotel. One of the outstanding hotels in the Middle East.
Comprising 50 well-ventilated and comfortable bedrooms, each with a private bathroom.
Luxurious Lounge — Spacious Dining Room — Superlative Bar — Big Verandah on the Tigris
River — Elevator to all floors.
The most luxuriously furnished and modernly equipped hotel in the country.
The sanitary system is the best devised in Baghdad. Everything is scrupulously clean.
The cuisine is unique in Iraq, with a choice of European and Eastern dishes. «A Master Chef.
»
The highest standard of hotel service.
The acme of hotel comfort.
Proprietor and Manager : YOUSIF I <MII\V\
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FIRST CLASS THROUGHOUT
Air-Conditioning American Bar — Lounges
Famed for its Excellent Cuisine and Personal Attention
All Rooms With Bath and Every Modern Comfort
Fine Terrace on Tigris River
Cable :
Sindbad — BAGHDAD
Telephones
6478 - 86 18 1 - 86 182
THE MEN WHO DO
BIG BUSINESS
ALL
READ THE
IRAQ
TIMES
The Times Printing & Publishing Co. Ltd.,
Baghdad and Basrah.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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HALATAH BROTHERS (ENGINEERING) LTD.
(ESTABLISHED IN BUINESS SINCE i936)
Telegrams & Cables MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVE
HALATAH «Baghdad»
Code: Bentleys 2nd IMPORTERS - EXPORTERS
King Faisal II Square
Madhat Pasha Street
BAGHDAD - Iraq
Telephone :
Baghdad 84781
WILSON » Horizontal Diesel Engine First Prize
in New York 1939 Exhibition
SOLE AGENTS for :
« WILSON » Horizontal Diesel Engines
« HARLAND » Centrifugal Pumps
« LION BRAND » Flour Millstones
« ENGELBERG » Rice Hullers
« SABRO » Ice Plants and Air Conditioning
« WEMANCO » Patented Rice Shellers
« CARBORUNDUM » Abrasive Wheels
« BLACK & DECKER » Electric Tools
« BROOKS » Electrical Motors
« BAMFORD » Vertical Diesel Engines
« ELIN » Electric Products BROOK MOTORS
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TECHNICAL FURNITURE
and
WOODWORKS
ARTI\ KRIKOKIAK
Rashid St. — South Gate
Tel. : Office 3954 Workshop 84390
Supplier of Woodwork in the new
Baghdad College Chapel.
(M)
„..ill ta.L.L) y
CA>J
J^jJl i—>\j — JUi^Jl f-jli
AtrV : U*Llw
<L«JuSsJ 4-jJ^I JjUNI j^f
"I'm a member of the
International Set"
All over the world
car owners are calling for
more and more Valvoline
SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
SHAKIIt JANABI & Co.
Sinak Street — BAGHDAD, Iraq
Tel. : 7983
G. K. KOTHARI & ABDUL-LATIF JASSIM EL ANI CO., LTD.
CONTRACTORS
BUILDING - TRANSPORT - SUPPLIERS
Rashid Street — Baghdad, Iraq
Tel. : 3639 - Transport Tel. : 4242, 7532, 5812 - General Office
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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THOMAS PRINTING PRESS
Ras el-Qaria 7/177
Baghdad
tel : 5787
PRINTING
RULING
BINDING
PAINTING ARTS
RUBBER STAMPS
Stationery Branch
on Rashid Street
Our Motto is P. R. E. S. S.
PROMPTNESS
REGULARITY
EFFICIENCY
SATISFACTION
SERVICE
ifc
(j **A*
l>vl>06 fvJ
'":&"'"'™
i
- ajj^S j j?* 0\+j 'JIZ, -£C»
NAIRN TRANSPORT CO., LTD,
REGULAR PASSENGER SERVICE EVERY DAY EXCEPT MONDAY
BAGHDAD - DAMASCUS - BEIRUT
Special Reduction in Fares for Students
o-o
10% Rebates for All Return Tickets
AL IRAQI 131
t\uaSvLsims
DEALERS :
S. & F. JANABI
Sinak Street
Baghdad
tiJlm
Tel. : Office - 84085
Service - 91386
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calendacvatic
dust- and waterproo
non-magnetic
unbreakable crysta
shock -protected
and
R^XXQ GUjUMNTEED WATCHES
S4> v.
tijl 5>'L>- HA Jp S_>
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v
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Agents
THE SWISS WATCH CO. LTD.
Semiramis Hotel Building — Rashid Street - Tel. : 7476
(Not to be confused whith other firms of a similar name.)
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IEAMSS
The Leading Hotel
in Baghdad
oo
The largest and best
Terrace Garden
overlooking the Tigris
OO
Telephones : 86191
86192
85134
85145
Telegram : SEMIRAMIS HOTEL
BAGHDAD
FOR
PERFECT
PICTURES
v
Sole Agent for
IRAQ and the
Persian Gulf:
S. M. (GAMMBnANJ <& <C<0>o9 ILTim
BAGHDAD
GEORGE WIMPEY
(INCORPORATED IN
&
ENGLAND)
CO., LTD.
BUILDING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS
P. O. Box 63 Telegram : WIMPEY, BAGHDAC ) Tel. 6936
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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DUNLOP
PRODUCTS
WELL KNOWN FOR
QUALITY
COMPRISING :
TYRES and TUBES
FOR CARS, TRUCKS,
MOTORCYCLES & CYCLES
MOTOR CAR ACCESSORIES
GENERAL RUBBER
GOODS
DU1NL<0P!ILL<D
MATTRESSES AND CUSHIONS
DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
H. S. ABED & Co. Ltd.
RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
TEL. 5956 & 7845
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Cool offwith Coca-Cola
2^^
>i
-delicious and refreshing.1
'
When the weather is warm and damp
and you feel tired and listless... cool
off with a bottle of delicious, ice-cold
Coca-Cola. Pause, relax... enjoy its
matchless flavour and go on your way
refreshed.
sir i.i<i -„ © COCa-cola iss
Bottled under authority, ol the COCA-COLA COMPANY by EASTERN INDUSTRIES Ltd
EASTERN INDUSTRIES, LTD. BAGHDAD, IRAQ
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«When we say Tomorrow, we mean Tomorrow))
Samawal Street
^ ^h| ^ ^ t^
AL DAMARCHI Building j^Ul ajUf-
Telegraphic «ALBAQIR» ABDUL HADI BAQIR (( JU\ J : JjJljIj^ll
Telephone
: 6866 BAGHDAD
"\A"\"\ : jjiB ^j
CUSTOMS CLEARING AGENT
IMPORTER EXPORTER
Specializes in legal questions affecting Customs, Duties, Import Licences, etc.
Agent for FORSTER & SABBAGH Co. and LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT Co.
and other well known firms
Has served as Clearing Agent for Baghdad College since its foundation in 1932.
IMPORTERS - CONTRACTORS - WHOLESALE DEALERS
for : Electrical Goods and Fittings Radios and Accessories
Refrigerators and Air Conditioners Household Appliances
Machineries and Hardware Articles Tools of all Descriptions
Motors and Generators Electric Welding Sets
M
Consult :
F. and A. TAWFIK YONAN
Al-Rashid Street (Ras El-Quaria No. II 86) — Baghdad, Iraq
Telephone No. 4937 Telegraphic add. «YONANS Baghdad»
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HANNA SHAIKH
RIVER TRANSPORT CO.
Basrah - Iraq
REGISTERED COMPANY FOR RIVER. TRANSPORT
Freight Booked on through Bills of Lading for Through (Overside), Transferred and Local
Cargoes. Special Quotations for large shipments.
Competitive rates given for large shipments between
BASRAH, AMARAH, KUT, BAGHDAD and intermediate Ports.
River Fleet recently supplemented by the purchase of the entire craft, stores and equipment
of the Euphrates and Tigris Steam Navigation Co. Ltd. (In Voluntary Liquidation) represented
in Iraq by their Agents, Messers Gray, Mackenzie & Co., Ltd.
-HIP-
SELLING AGENTS FOR
KHANAQIN OIL CO., LTD. PRODUCTS
Interested in obtaining Agencies for First Class Shipping Companies
SUPPLIERS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
for A. I. O. C. at Abadan and Bandar Mashur
such as : — Bricks, Shingle, Ballast, Sand, Gatch, etc., and also K. O. C, in Kuwait
Mostly Delivered by own Craft
OWNERS OF BRICK FACTORIES
Head Office ; BASRAH Branches; AMARAH, BAGHDAD
Bankers : BRITISH BANK OF IRAN & THE MIDDLE EAST,
THE EASTERN BANK, THE OTTOMAN BANK & RAFIDAIN BANK,
Cables : «AL-SHAIKH» Basrah, Amarah and Baghdad — Code : Bentley's
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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EUROPE and the U. S. A.
Go by
can't Rainbow Tourist Service
am6#u/
* CUPPER* TOURIST SERVICE }>
Save up to 30% - and fly in the most modern airliners in tourist service !
When you fly Pan American, tou-
rist travel is really comfortable.
Your airliner is the most modern
aircraft in tourist service - a huge,
fast Super-6 Clipper. Your meals
are free. Two routes from Beirut
:
Rome - Paris - New \ark direct or
World's Most Experienced Airline
Istanbul - Frankfurt - Brussels • Lon-
don (connecting with the London •
New York Rainbow).
On your next trip, take Pan Ame-
rican's Rainbow Clipper Tourist Ser-
vice. You'll save up to 30% and
really enjoy your journey.
P&&
• Trade-Mark Pan American World Airways tn.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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SEY- HARRIS
C&tnhlnc harvesters
ERGUSON TRACTORS
and a kull ratiac el agricultural implements
• • • • m H, •
mobile air c&tnpress&rs
ONTRACTORS PLANT
ductube ^c&ncrete mixers etc.
RAFIDAIN DEVELOPMENTS, LTD.
BAGHDAD MOSUL
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L. & D. MANGASARIAN LTD.
GENERAL MERCHANTS
&
COMMISSION AGENTS
Wholesale Importers
of
Electrical
Accessories &
Fittings,
Generators,
Motors, etc.
7
Telegram : Electric-Baghdad
Phone : 7042
4255
Ras el Qaria
BAGHDAD, IRAQ
Automotive ^^
cal Co. Ltd. /=\
General
& Technica
fENAUl
BADI AMIN ZAKi & CO.
Exclusive Distributors in Iraq for :
Retail
D E SOTO
(A product of the Chrysler Corp.
of America)
Passenger Cars
All Steel Body Station Wagons
Utility Vans
Trucks All Sizes
Tanker Trailers
Tippers All Sizes
REGIE NATIONALE des
USINES RENAULT — France
Passenger Cars All Sizes
Trucks
Trailers and Tractors
Diesel Tankers
Special Body Busses
Wholesale
YORK INTERNATIONAL CORP.
OF AMERICA
1/2 to 15 Tons Package
Room Air-Conditioners
Reverse Cycle Modulation
System Air-Conditioning
Air-Conditioning Plants for :
Hospitals
Schools
Public Buildings
Cold Storage Plants
Ice Plants
Industrial Refrigeration
World's Finest Compressors
Industrial Steam-Heating
Ice Cube Makers &
Flake Ice Machines
H*£J
-AIR CONDITIONING
&££#H5«aS$S?£«
^»><^<
'^L^
3jA^
—
Jj
~<J> &£«£*>* - ca-Jm^:- :&£#*
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murphy
radio
Mohamed Amin El-Hadi i£j\£\\J^So*j£-
KING FAISAL SQ.
BAGHDAD JlD'tKJeiUf^L,
Telephones Ojik
Office
Showrooms
Workshop
84449
6435
6547
^tll^
itr°
SjfUl
ROLEX
Mohamed Amin El-Hadi
KING FAISAL SQ.
Baghdad
^^jUJ^^l^^^L^b^^^
Olympia LJLjl
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j^y J 1 jjh O'.-'J' f^—""
Ol SCijl_J Objlj ol^-J-i
Urt^a- ^_»l_/.l ^1^
vj^r'u. ^ji%i jJl_jj
l_j-U- ^Ul ^JlZ.
uy
cSjIJI <iJ*» ~>U*
,>-» 0-- v^A«ll A-t -1-- Jilt
jusjl Jj_* ->U
•—t Lir* J>jJl uLt
^.iXll _y»U» A^A (j.1?
6U_jSCi.
—>y I iJ^J
_j*- A^A iJUwJ A»A
ol—*i ?r'j «^- < •C*
ii3lt ja',L_5CJI jj ^»
jijj A^A ^J.) A^A Cr.-lJI fUt J-u
^ oi>l
*^> jj jLi.1 a^ f iJL*
ul
;
'i.,l_,r CnijJ (JU»jl_j
uL.S"
L^^l JjVl
( J) *.l
^jjk >)j. Ai-I
«_~ij JL-**- *-»l—l
To J.
^J"
Jilt ,jjj| J.u
ulpljll cijlJ rlj*
oil ^Jj; j-Jj
Ji->diJiVI
( _ i..i )
j-=tl I A.t J \,S" J_ I.
^>, o-LJI jJU
-Ji rV
£LJI
„
Jt ^_,Ujll j..t ji»-
Uii _j~i_jl o_..^-i
iSjxs xg-\ ^..It
:>!__,. Jl=»-Vl J--C ^»lt
,1-i-l OjU* |j«LjJI J..t J Li. I X.C
Jc tjjLt- jV—j=tL I xj.
l:^ -.«; <jl_t
ijJjS
^J^\ i-3jjl»
<_/-Lt
->.-«-. ol_«_j»
3 J J.) I ij-^* J™*
t_/*^,ia» L^-^i ^.<
oLioj jj:^._I ^Ij
liilil C«<l -Uji (.r^li
ttT j\:5 c5A^ ?->li>
AS- 1 k-WUI xj- OjL.
JJ.rf _^li J.-U
*_Lt J^Lo tSiU
•X-x f\ji\ xJsj
Jull Crt. I ^l_y.l
I"
<_'Ija, OjjL. jO\
^j'j' Or-J* J- 1:
_>=*-• J^f- ^»J
si-t- ii J_j.*-I
_«
—
jLA jij\ J jLi
^.v«JI o_,t j.j-1 ^_jL>
(jUj_ji j-5^ Jl*j* ?"i—
^
~-»->j \Jy r}^
ISM' <^y —--^
J=*-l Jjl-i Jr'j'l^
Jlji-I
_,».!» l5>]
oL_jjAi J jSLj ^1,1 jLJ
j I,- Lil; ^L r;_)> J5li
u.-<
£jj~ j/S^j isj.j
ojlj
_rUI Ji«-
j it jxlS-L^I 1 L^s
il ^1
-j; fl—» jljjl Aj.
~,U-I j..a rU-l Ujl -k-t
Jlj^- >-* oUj*
t_7- ^JaZt t$ ^ci 1 alaJ
Oj*~I Jj. dJL.
^jiiljall «JllA.t ,i—
ilj.^ UjI ^j-i^i
( j i*S )
uL.y L, ^l-i_jilt i>Jjl
fL-J Jj-il *.. Ll
^jj_olj| jjJ UliL-l
^Ul ujUl u^il il,l
r_L:s isj^; jLf-
UL-Ti; ^_jfl Jj;>
_^»llkJI jljjl X-t- J\&j
OLL ^jy X*j.*
(ijl^JI ^.1.3- (ijli
-^y- J:V jl:-J ' -S*
u^=- ^ j,«dl jj
# (ilj.ll f Yt
( J o^l )
U'ljl- c*C p.l^.1
<u_J» (ij^- j.»J
'•'J j^ J- 1 '.
jy^=r *i> £>yr
Try Uljkil jJU
ulcl- L':1^ ^j'-3
0_j-L J jU
_/J»j
_^*=.JI (iJ«,- J^i _alt
^i-l-DI J.4^1 OliJ,C
u- v- c^
;
01.
L-UC . ) »! I JU/
,1 >iAL CJ.; 0^5 OLa-JjIjr*_>
U-fjjf^
]a~j\\ dl
( - »..i )
0(JL j^V 1 Jut JJJ>
OLAy^S >
-^JJ^U
^jy ^,*- »] l_J -
IT,**- 1 a-Ud f Llfi!
Jol t^r ^
_/ -7. o .
jU. Ul jjl_,-
ij;^i iJI ^*=r (_SiU
U^< * Jl„_j» oLs-jjl_5
ijjiJI -»! jjj
J Li'li ^.iJI l:»_jj J;i
L «wf A - ' jl'JI
C E o- )
jlkJI A.J JiJU
J^SCiJI ^L^.
_>lo
0j*-- l^ y-L.
01—u ^_ ^oljl Of*y-j~
j_._ LiJI J-fj«i
J^__,S OlAij »li«a
U OLi
4i
r
^i
^^ .
J^Li J^i-.l ^i
jiru j/ir
ii^l;^VI x«- rl> iJ
OLS' J_>: > lj-1-3 ' j' O^J
OIjjI^. 0_jJ il^>
i_r-L_.j >.jt jSj-
J:i^ J-j; ->*
_LL»- 7t-_U j.-t rLy»
jl J^v5 i_n^l ^=^'
Ijjj Oljil ^-'jj
Jl:iJI JiU ji:-
U=»- ,-Jii*- ^>- . £•
Jj-0-'-' ^->y *L>j~a>
Jui~ jjali 0L_ji
J^-^ J1ill (jbi
u: )
Obal i>jjI Jjil
Olc-L.
^o=r JUl,
i—jl uU u*h:
,roi;j'j
0lj_j5Ci» O^sCl. 0U-
jlj^Ul i_j^* 0l_s-
j_j^. o-^v=~ ,_j-L
J.-* -i
'_/_! »U«t
J_UI *k ^t
pi if ^j. ou
J_>> ^J_«:r >'^
>u
_,,i ^fb ji,r
6l;jAiL-SC)l \j°j-j^j u-»--L
Tr 4 Ji^i f
;Gj!l ajb Jl«-
J..j ___,. ,n__
<_5 »- J 1 *JllX-t J-;4—
oi—i.;l»_jl j« It I __j_a-
_2| iij^. Jjlt
uU
15-i
6
<il «.?-j «Ui j,j-I
Lr"-j' Cr—=- «»'*;* jLL _^v.!
J^i j.Je Jt*-
ur ^ g.->
JUI JLi ^L.
t^-jjj1 _*JI _^—
-
oLjije <L)_.SCl. 0;->j-"
*~s^.* ptir ^jUjii j..t
j^Jj irLJI jjjli
l^.~« . Aw »1 JJ j9
jLA-l aj: f^TI ^5
<jUI jU-l xt i|ji
trr-j' ^^^ y*^1
oil—) wjJSi olJ^lj
( » i..i )
(i^JI LSJ-fll Xt p^fl
j^~ j^.i _a.I
j-^-olf -ii-*jlj
-Ujl^n;!
5 J^ai r^^" t ^*
jiUl ^-^ JJIj
^a; ^nJI aJj
Ja~ *=ll siJbl
(
uljiU ol^Ti ^Tlji
,>=>jl liAs- |>_i
#.* X.^ A^-i
J.^a-iJl iSJj'i . it _•>
J.
Ja~>dl JWI
*..£ )
J J-J Jc'_
JUL iliijl J-L
iSX^ jjj.sC-1 ^i-^.5C^
j._ij1
r
-:U jlc jJU
JJJ..LUI r*\j} JJ«~«
lV>
-jiCU
i-JU^r" l}-e.1cj I fLe&
^Jijll J.-C- A.- i_Jle
J.H Ju=dl J^x- ijl-i
,1
^ J:^ Jsj ;
4 4 ,JJI ^
i^ J »?^_il . a- »i 7-L^j ^-aUalJI _L-t
)Ulu
,
^Th >jl jI^*
)L»3 lj» ^j-ijl jl J
r
-IS ^4 jL;
( i i.»i )
•—a-_*J i
—
j »i«i
( J.
—
lj
f
x.s- Jb\i o\jy-
J.»IJ| ^jLlalJI J..C dUt
A^.lail ^Lt -.15
tSjlj»)l J.J- Ulia^i
TT
(i;jj-l ^AiJJi JX~-
kj-\*y
r^LV
^U^ JJU5CU l5^>j
lu> ^- ,laj i—a— a) 7*^wS
J>^,»
'-i
-_>i JJU»
^j l:_j _ji ja^C- I j.i Lj i^s
^,«L. ij-Lc- ^ni.
jitrfi- J.=-L. jLr
-
J tr -' J
( r A..i )
ulU. oli-U-l ^-.jLijI
ojlj i_rL)l _n-l
uLil^f ^-/"jL iLiljil
r\ t sJly.ll /
v
!• dA«j A.J. ^
M 8 i . n»r L-Jj-UI 4.~~i!
C T Lui )
iijy.ll a-A a.J
Ul i >_, .fl^:>V ii ;-j
j3tt U> <£j'J
.A-If ,_}se_ I 0_jtj
lSjIj^=- *-»-y fl-
_«ti j«ij j^tll A-t
^sta-LJI i^Af" ^UjSI A_t.
L?".Jr* urjt; ^->_)°
r~i yje- >_-
:
i
Ari-> 3zfy f 1-*
i5-i
c u*'y p'j
( u i^s )
f jSdl A-t illj-t. i-l_l
<jl> »»U <J,J Uljliyl
oUilUJ JLj y5l ^j-uljl
^li-. (jbjlj Uj.ol
Ol.ltli ul^SCo JjJAj
iSyy jl—)V i ai3_j=-
^iJLcVl
,
^lll
uLl xry j-.'jj^
(jL-ilj ilv ^Jj; yjj
r
lyi JjjI £_U
j„i.l
_yka^ Jilt
^U J-ij ^lc
J-fjjl. ^lij; JJyU=
u-'»y _>.y> i/Jt
UiJl i .us- J JjlJ
J" LT-iJ
1 Jc'^
oijij; jj£-is lj-i:-«
£.JJI L» j:u=; ffeti
( i v- '
ijlij^. OjJjU plijl
Jl> 13^. ^J_j»
^jj j^il J^r
l>Ujj JJl*. JJlijj
jjJI Jt*-1 ^.l.
^i uU-LJ y.L
is}': S?J~*> ur'f J-
Ljji j_jb oU-
tj_j-j J- 1 1^.~» ^ .* l«fl
<*- /^-Ji ^^^ ?"U<a
oijifOi. jbou
r
ur
_j-Ai'J_,s ul:.ir"jC
^_}U_JI ^i^; A_4 jU
^.Vl jljjl A.t JjA*
yy ^y j-' ^'.->J
Jt^jA- fJy: \>Jj [J"S- <» ]^ ^
4 jij.ii
'f
zb*t**)£=* JU-l enJUJI "Ulo^
N^O \ ^ o r *:
A..JI 6jU
_/.jll UjL.
iljVlj U.VI >i;
j-jii —;ir
j-jii —;ir
ytJ_ji ^j vvi
^Cj_jJI uliL, Oj;JJ —iVI
^^ji jr^i^; v vi
^j-JI ulf uJjU —'VI
j—j! >-jj>- i_j- Ja. j—Jl
\ ^ i _ \ <\ r -c.
_/_aII OjL*
JiljJI ~iJI >l
,V|
,VI
^c.^_JI oliL. o_/jj <_jVI
^j-Ji 014. ^jU. —.vi
t-VI
jl.jjl A-t W.L
rjj» -i^VI A.c
jUlkJI
J-.
-j. i j^*
f-*
- j;u
jUL ^l; it-VI
t-VI
t-VI
t-VI
l=-VI
t-VI
t-VI
it-VI
t-VI
t-VI
t-VI
t-VI
^t^-iii jjijj^r 0j=>- ._
^ej-iJI iij£- 6j» *_
^tj—jJI i_ju« j^> .
—
^j_JI {jTji ^^ -
^t j_JI ot>-_j o j.jj —
^tj.-JI (J-jl-it- ._.
^j-JI J ::S"L jjl. -
^ j_1.11 tsir jJ _
.
^tj—kJI ofcMI JJ —
^j-JI uL-i J j —
-L. z-»ljj it"
1 t .iw L-iJ 1 JS t—
VI J-s-y f*y>\^
VI ^J-JI ^jIjl. jjj! _,VI
VI ^J-jl ^Ij Jj.l ^^1
VI uPj-Jl c^ J j- A'^iJI^VI
VI ^c._i_JI _)4sl> u-UjJ >-jVI
VI yFjlji jji^r^ju^vi
VI ^ j-JI Jil ^IjU V VI
VI ^C^-JI ^jT\,^')y>. ^Vl
VI ^^c
_.
—Jl ^LJ_. ^jjjja- l_,VI
VI ^j-Jl^li^jj^^VI
VI ^j-JI JUs ^.J^^VI
VI ^j—Jl uy ^jjjj»- ^Vl
VI ^j—iJI iij^' v_HlJj=- wjVI
VI ^j_.JI ol^.V ^.jj» -VI
VI yPj-Jl^jTjl Oj.^VI
VI
__,* j—Jl J^rjl (Jj=>- —VI
\\ 4 <JM I r
l»-Vc .A *Ja«!l f-j^-ill ljA m\a\ . aij" ril (j£jn?OI iJiJI
f -**•-* <£?"A ou: <_r Lull ,1'UISCVI 3_^-_>
.
i y.5" ^jsCj ^Lj i^^Yi j«^uvi J°j^j
U i
—
ysVjw t>JyoJ iaJjZ. It ;»^ail ^a—I 4l!a-.l_j;_j
eJL;) • J.-aWllill iU^\l U d',,o)l L==~" t| Jj-A^
^Jj ISCli V^a.4. (j plJJj Li^-\1 rc.«lj^ll J»=~J Ju^l
v.j . I }Cf ^J'SO' V iijjJall »J*A ijl Si Ijl>- o-X-AJ
J_jjl jjjc l
T
X5dc iW^tVl oJv A 01 j JJ'j X-li-l
. l^UlsC' ail S-^-JI il^tA'i **Le (i
J ujijitll aJ LiL iSjJI p^JI dUi J, I fclL:J b'l
Xiliull ^Sj lc bj.tLj y^i 4, J I S^U ip-l^ UiY Jiljxll
*.i
T
:
_/>=» Jc )Li« bJI SI kln^^iil le— ^j ^^li! 6u
6ta_j ilt 2La» ujijildli • j-f y JJS liJ jujj
i JLJYl J^-ii- «iLj J Jp L» M^j L*L Jit I;. I
juII 01 j +IjJI (i Jlj U y>.j . UaLJ J J* I iJ*j-v4
>il 6y_>l:)l J 5 JL-j^l 1 juS" >Ul oLjl j J^d
L-lac b^ijl f-IJU-Y'l lift du».l J.IS . dllS doljl ^A
..P- (j -lie J*l *Ji . Ji_Li!lj ^eJlj ,JUllj jSdiSI 3
6L-j\! I aJ-^j It (jl~JVl ^JjjJj u\j!l jiUI liA .Ujl
• lf>*lj) b^Jjl ^alsl jl L-l _>l iJijjjl Ja-vljl j
J.>-1—-
Vt _jl oJ-J jl
^H^^ t -^¥" ^ i_rl* J <-^J ' juili
i5ilj*VI Lj-lll
CjI_j^>\I Jf- Jj l-.j f^"^> olT" j*L)a 4JM2II U^UjIi
. ;;^di iLoVi ji oji>ui
JJLoll j\t c^^l j^ljcl 3 ujijilxll JU^I—I j^p Jij
.LWVlj _L)I i-lL- Jt Sjdaii sOLJL-JI jaLI^ JiT"
3 .cLJI CLLi«JI rjt. ci J*-"-—' I* • r'
y
6
'J.
*J-»j>JI
>_j!^yi j-^j-^l *)—«> JjU.li-1 ja«j 4.^U.«:_lj i^lJIj
^Sjvi jl_J-l l-l* iL_lj; Lii.Uw r-ii J, 1 jrdl jjjbf
j
It ij ZA-» SZX-\ OJ^— I -W ^ • Ou (j XcUaJI 77 ill
6^Mi\j uijjil ^blijMT _,dl J i.UI 4il£)l ^
JSCdl c5^» u^ii^ll U I j»-^ Jijl jjj . dUj jvt_j
1-^Aj -li« (^J-Ij j-*J AJyO itll >_^j'j»- ,jl 4_L»j oj»o
. fiul Jlj^ll Jt
J-u» j SljJuLl 3^-1 BiA JT"j^ ^^b dlli «^J
ji/ji
^:
Ui_> v ojijibi 6i y,* dU3' cTvi J- l^Ju
61 i_j—}ll (V i' jislj'l i c i" S»~,Ll)l vIjIsI II j^c
S l»li«ll UlijJOl JjU-jJI _5vl<J V Jul u* diaJa
juii jiiljll J JlH ^ |T JL-jVI 3>«> 6s iLo1^ 1
JLltliVl oJia Ijoall- 61 C lj)A>-j 61 ) jJ3l ul^-—1
«^j . i^_iLbJL.I JJU5JI LJ j» JjJI i«iJI jij^I^ (X*
li\l
Z' u . LUI juj ;/ d;li d)Jb- -xii dll
:
<S~_fl*\ itlil t^'j: 6-x-l ij 6»>-^il j^aLI 6' i-Jlkj^ll
. LUI_j
. iJu>-\ f ^l*-i f-'- -' -* «—^ '-^ ••'i -^'J
ii iljC^Lil juJU- kjj Sjl.«j vljliL.* J,l ujij^l J I-j I
^J>l"-i-L . aiZi. joljl OjI=-j^ lj-SL-.j *.j,=- v^UjW
,_,»_; ( I
<_^_JI Jjrfj o>U^-L l^_.> j\y.%_ \f j3jS\ j 615^1.1 risy
.
l^jJJjS-Jk *__'JL p.. ,„ . jLJI (j i^. 6cL)' ,3 l^j^ J-V"_?
4 jijji f \K
oJk
...J . U Icy iol3- lij J2J J^-oJ ^"1 jL>- ^SCJl
-^Ijfll oUI ij^l L£U 61 615CAA CAT 3uj>)l
5y\'j L^=* JV OjJ^lli jSClj • * .*J Jail sJL iclill
IJJ ISdi' O—il ojni-Vl SJUjlJI oJL& 61 UtJ «JI Jte.Jaii*
j^.ju I-xSCaj oJL>. j^w-aJ L:l «ll (jl u Ijiil— •,.« ^*Li
. ^ 1.1 ji-i jlkji J ijLa ysCili
d'l.iat-l dl 1J' <uLajJ ujiJ«J-)l «Uai" (j UUll ul
lc oji^iJI JJU^il ^ 4jI^I d>JicL.j _^dc «_~.dl i)jH\
111/ lx5Cr ^Jl ^j^Cj i Bj-\^i)l JJU-Al 6jAj il <uU.
jljjjl ,j«yi!l oJcls JxJ_,c WA iX-» (jj . i.xs . i\ .V
Z)\jC£\ J *Jj^l J_^ j-«\'\V-\ii_ J 6jijil3l ^TJ
i.lf LJy_yd; iclil Jjl JU>lfj • J.UI jLAl J«»- J,'
Ijji: 5dJi ^-a> ^.. ^,.Mil-l JiJ i£f il \ l-cUx.* 6x1 <j
JL.jjAJ 6^^- 61 j I ^>- jCil L.«_j L«ji 6"^^- »-^
Atli\l ik£ d~lJ i < 6"i-« ^o-1 JV^-Vl 5.3-"M^ Zjj^uj
i:~~ ilUI *_>ji>-l f-V-ui 6lTj . f-^^ll juuJ' 61 UIIsjjJ!
2U-UI y ol»l dUi ^jSdj OjijiUI jrtJI i-ti W\
«L— oi-l »ljj|j_J 4.U—o=J oJuJ.»- Gl—
_J Jj^Sdljli i„J«!l
jllasl ^ia.JJ ^--iyj LJltajj; ) ITjI^I (j L.»_jJI ol-i-l ^«
^ >S^I 6 ^IJj>- I*ji»-j ITji^l J oJja-Vl i-ic j«JLJ • l jjjI
. JJu_ll ^j Jijjl li* >_ic lil) 6* J^^b 3^- 6)-^-* o^-^t
jiS^I
Jj ^il^ j]^\ Aj^iJI jL^-l lift «ci»l Sj& )
61 6 1 *3^J J^l >_^1:>.I jj! ^» li*_JI 3-XJ1j jia>-
^V^ 3 S obj Ic lj._!l JUj Ji^ J^i 4.X. 6jlil P-_jJI
o-X_ b'Lj jISCxjI U lJI il [rt «*3J -oJjlil
o^Cll ^UjVI dii 1-—Jl £ljW 615C« jjaI^-I v ,i:r-^
IjuJls- ^i.>- ^i^ziii .ljuirfjl 6.—.i'Ju 6,-»J^c J' C^l«o- JJ'
6ljJi j Ja—J \Li Jsl 61) IJJ ^>^l
|
_
rii 4^ ^-"'lI
riiji jrjjai i^ i du; y _aj,3 _.;;
ijljjl ifylll iSj^b J**^—1 o5/" ic^~ ia-ilj
ij^jll ojvill «lk"jl v« silil-uj'lj IJjJu^ ^jL—/- dilij
o^ .*> 61
. 6'jj-1 ^ *.£ j~~ x>j£ (_> ^5j"l.j ijJui 6"j
iji^
_lialj' ^Ij J.J^^.11 JLU^jJI J^ (J AjJLl AAJ^Dl
• ^.ijVI U^=.«jI i_jl— >• (3 l» L>-»b'J 4.«j
si* J^ Ljj u* SJtJI il5dll 61 dlli jy r_iIJ
is UAL ji \l
_j9b*JI U lr>-lj i5i)J ^•i«j /l> JjULiJI
• ij^W JuiJ J JuJ: Ur JL^JI JUjI J,
I
6y_jUJI
,y -i—f-Ar ^y ^J^* 1 ii I J~y ^ ^i
O j>s-_flj 6^ V Jj 4,ilc ijki <u)c ^
4j ^J jjJj IjulSCJI J J»L_aVI |« Is9 fUli LJc
J—j* Jjjl ^aILjJI £_i!l 6^ Ijls • oj.«~'« *JjU |»Lil
^Jij'_j . \l5C&j Jjj\: l 6^'JI i ic uCl—V ojLil
j^Vl *(5jLi ij—Vlj ^-A'l Oy'jitlj J-i;~ii J* ij^\
y~\ 6 _»U (J°>* JJa—.l_y. JJ ^U J,^> ^1 Ujaalj V.'SZ]
}
J, I oj_j^> JS ilj^j IjV.lSCJI ^y Xc^- ^-e'j jjjj
Ajr\ j}J\ 61 3 Jl^Jl Bi* J Ji>-^j_, . JoVI Uj)
6wl 61 ^^4 I J*- *4J'^ Jc_/o ^-jLo ^Ujjilj t lj~'ai-l_j
li a 6l5C*ljj L.Vi-1 6jlJI 6_5^1lJ 6lyV si* U^
*C-X3I l'iujd\ U Scliil «>ljj)l Jaiij 61 JUji-l jLi-l
.
.'^~\/lj J2-AI 6>JjUli Uu\
ij 3loU.J IS^Jul (j ojlj^ isai jlgi-l 1-iA OJj-I
It . Ij3l ol'j.' 4>-llil 61 i' *jUdlj I-cluJl ]a[~uj\\
\Tja\ j UU iU*l_ll i^LlcMI »jY>-VI ty 6}j^« *«—ill
Jll ^Ijjll Liny 61 t-j5Cc V L_ f:\ Ala-.1 » L5*:"-' ^
« X I « Ul
Jyj j_j—Vlj L_p~|Vl 6yVlj (J^- oJuai-l *L JalL plJo
. L_iJ JLjVI ^Lk^ jjti- ^ML'Vi 6l» dlli
"^jj^JI iV"Sll ^-j *iU3L dllij (Jl^^l d-U l«U-
NY '# J,\yi\ f
Zjj • lisCftj (jlill «jjll *.Jjj JjV «jjll
_>» BjjrfJI • -i>-l lg-«Ul ,__iij lil U"laU j.' *££ jJI LiCj'UjijVI
£~ ^-: S* 1 ' V dl a* *V< ci lvlTb SjjJI ^ ^- ^ ^ J^<!| 4^1 3>JI O/Cj
oyUi ul)i jc o^i w:i ^;ir j.- vi .^ji ^ iU... jj^ iiu ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^|
jJI oWUl\i bJ^ JfljjyOI dpi! ir ,ll jb jlnj ^^.jii _L>'Jl ^jrfiJI dlL j^^ij . Uul >i
Jl ILL l^i IT iUUiVI •** Jj^ *Je Li_i Uxp>.JUI Jjall, >\l dUJI J^y. ^ Q,\jf-^
*JLJ t£JJl JLjVI jiff ikJ_j! CjU-^I b-A* pliJ'j vlU-_jll jJjS Ll5C*>J »ptl oJl! «_• \oja ^_*blj iJtJ
.u.u o js~\ or ou jpiji j dJi .uii 4 jiu 4U'?:::), ^ 4
UJ JL jl *3t Ju^Lii *.i (5ill 0_j.JI qL^ 4 i'y ••Jj5^ L* y} cJ I—jVI i»> il JiJxL«.OjiJiidl
JJL' ^oy r-Lai! j-Ul jlLj.OS jl J^VI jltll B xll ik-,lji Li:L aILjI iljr i^ill ^lidl jl Sj^JI 01
'.
J^ jJU J.«j ^>.'4 UsjI i^> <J» 11 iJdl 4 Bjji JLA'I Ii> 01 o'^'j • *JU~JI jtldl LliJ! 4
. bj^ji jb iiiiJi u ix—li urui j iJ^ji . Uc ij^iii jpvi juU-j Jiidi
iLiiii ic^ji ^5dj
.
mm jc 4 01^ >-»' y^ 1 — ufii 4 °>>j^ »p-'c ^- ^^h ->->-° l/'j5 jc
^
#j Os-lj .j>. ^.L j«1j U«^ U»JI D^a lr p jll xJ^j. ojLi. ^jI=-:s (j^jiill i-I« Jl»5j — t JSC-
4 ij.4 U 4JLi ^aj 1^^ Llji 0_jC3' 01 jjJ V ;^J| ^ |.jr l^. ;j^|j y J>j5 dJJ^ J^Cls
jc ojji is; v ^jijii 4^ ^i jjje .uji ic-Ji jj^ji j^Lij c^a'i oijjij'.ijiu- ;«l 4> -j^ t>
^ Jjfci' la>. »^; r^t ;J5 iJli* 01 Jj jlj<i-VI (.j li-.Lil ;jil ja^ la>. Bj>^ i^ J,l <W~A"
^Jl J^A' l-> SJCII bj_^II Jr^- Ijjj J^^JI aT y j,^ L. Jj(i ^^| jt iUai> -j^j ;^J|
l5ClL .iaJi
J)l iL^LJIj l_r-Vl L-j3 01 -x.j 0VI U ^L ail ^^IJ^-jJLL j^I ^ j3 -Jijil ^ ^>^l Z^-l j ^>'j> ->
^iJ jJI J^Lil JC ^ir:J 01 JrJI jLjl \, f.j c:i:iiill j oL^<JI sjj^\ ^t\ ilJi oJ ^1 Ji-
=cOJI j. -^j . ^Ul a Jo I ^>_>Jj- ^j^r ^^r*" 1 **=r ij* -'^r1 '
iildl
°
,
Cr ' <=* T j oliljll ^SAtliJI^-ii >j . VUI jUJiJil Jl jL:JI iU
^JU^j, l^b" JLj Ip .> JT Jc ^'Jl II ^a^j oJ {- ^J, j^^ji ^ji j^'^ui ^jti ^ orvi ^_JI
L^Ul Jc ^j_y 01 _^ J^SII bI* y 01 dUi Jl .*JiJi a-l'^l Jl jL»-<JI ^LJI ^uyj^iii
i JM ¥ \-\
a Q ** 9
u3-r % ft. % jq eir dm t mi ^i j-^
#* i-§ >5 im
' Wi
>
«
• <Cl9 j\ .ji!l B-Xi.) IaSJ _.— lili jvidl Ii* ulj *^oll
f.—-fr^JI.} |«jiij*aJI ) Xjjlkll diljlill ilJUl 61 -*•>-_} (*"
jjjv^lJMl 61 dUj _wj 2Lol'£-l oi*
.
„AJ ( . .-1A ^-4 . . jAjl
lj>ls 4J*jJu JUaJ'^/l ,_JL«i CjI ,'Jill eiA ,.-»-jli-l jljil O
(l)jJ^5dJ\1 |i* J^it iJIS" a3>IW J^JlT .^ill "UlclJaa—
LU 6lf . JlJf5Cil jUI »UJl j jlLul *jji ^c
jf Is .bj^SCilj .pil utJ J^j>l ^ *j& JliJiTVI
Uil jJy
r
_jJI dlli 6lTj U^ ;:!yiJl1 -^ ^
J, I J-i~!l
-V>_) i^5Cr uy_jildl SjSCi J«9- i£i!l
^ijiVlj iaL-UI U II Ijjjtl ^ jj jlc iWljUl
icjull e_ijjk-vi dU3' «jf a. pn ^—jr v i
oj^ Bf dik uir tfiii j-ui ^ (jJl^fcj
^llj^UJ^I J_5^(^J\> l
?
J J£iJ
°^'sc j 61
lftj«j|j Bjj»«il i_iljS»
ij *Ia~*' VI ©-AA u
^1 J
dob iiiw 6ji>bi
6U\'I
..^ .^— _ _,_
bJ 6^-6 US»Lj U o J — l oi
.^Li* jLi dlli jj«j V 6^ 61 juj .1* iJLiVl Li^
,
a^lIS^I
,»_).;, ?-_yJ>_jil lift ^ i_Jlc o_jk>- Jjl cJlJ'
xij.1 ^-j\rJ\ iJiri -l^i ijtisCi J _si>Jdl J if Jb-i
^J II oil 61 Jb-y .|jJfSCil iil^sl il^ll I^jli.
\ m &J*'
\jj-a\lj Ij-i^l UJ.if VI
_^ «jljl ^J f ) *fJ*
. lb f^UI jb ,5klj |^i^J jll njj Jc
u^j^i j^Vi oir ft Sjjoscjvi i—-Vi jjir
. t \ii)l_j AJ_yii-l_J Jji-I iojl (i Y& Lie a^ia-—
•
D-x^-jll ic i-Vl aljil j——xSf Is —J. I Zjj\Jj j»I/»-I Zjj*&
uVl C-*=~<«b i-Tjlll 3Tyi OJ/» Itiljal (j Ijiilj
4 ^Jt-Vl A-Vl l^i ^A i*j . J-Jiji *-Vl i-Jut. j
ijrJI J>L jj> < i^yjl SJ_,l£ UblJ 1a) bl JlaJJ ,1 j!
^S""l _<A U JJleJtfM fl-Ulj j9eXll fbjlj o_jJL— ll ^,..
olyl Ja^ i ) (X.j*>\ bl»j liys l*_> ol^Vl *~3 u\»J.
tf 4J13 L_. Jfc 11 *J?UI B_^-Vl
.lj! j^i lyjISCjj
. -j'JIj lilZlllj jiJIj Sjlii-I jI^j- j Jjlj |«j£ll
«.*? J 4—.VI iljil Ou Jib il«»-j ^>j £- l«i«J
ulcU ubVf-l oUaj • oyillj jjball' Jjlil ^i>l
JjUl?-.j il>l Jc JW Jjl ^Ij^kJlj J-MiJVl Jc
JlL ji-lj il < Ic/jAl uJuJI J.«y J«ij i_jj»lll dU;
Ol^U jjJI ilLsCJb oi>£)l !*iJ VI Jli-l bai u
C'ljUl J L—b j- 1 Ll>- l«*Ju fjJuJI _.^ U'AO" ^
-JIT L. U IajuLc
,
\> c**'i> *•! ,v Uj . ub VI
j
^i-b'j -»Ji«l)l olS^ ijli • Jl>*> UJJu Lrl^j Jjl Jj- 4-le
JLIj^kJI Jjb_»| f-j-O a\ ^i- bl»i jjJaJlj -A«^' "^j-^.
pjb* JL-jj oliVlj >Jj'_JlI jb .Vtb ^>l o'Li
b'lj . iIjlclj\>-Vlj o.'iJl -Olji ^r^J itjl^aJlj «.jjl£Al
^7-UJI ^ b'l.lai (5-A—J— J>-_j Jc <Cul ol ^ uyo\J
;
*4| .^_)l
;AJ
• tjl—JVl e.«Ji=l (J b-Ui' i=-Ji (jl^ic Jj IaJc
.JLI jl* 5—41 OiVlj Ji4S zJte- b^\ 61 L_i"
V JJI S-«JJI OU.Ll».Vl ^ -ujJ if^Vi j J4-.1
4.15^U t^ill ^'^Jl lL»i li«i .bJc-_j IaJ^Xj ol «..Lr^
b-Ubj
. J^>-J if^y -i-Li^-J 9-jj -Xii 4jL» J.J (*
JljLi* L.taXJ' J ^l*^ 1 L* J*' Vl B^ili-I liU- J I J^i'
V Jl^l i^Ju ys l_il wJc -illiri jTj • 4.)l jj-
• ojj-^ V |^j LJt j-WI ujb ^^
«Jl AJ J.^ Asljjl IvJjj ^A-jjdl beO^J bl iJltJ
c»-
J~~ ^.j juji t5J)l 7-^1 JU!I J= |*l* tibJVl ^_yJI
lj Ji-JI JjUj J^iyj »-Vl CILU ^^?- Ju ^jjUll
. b-l yl i_i>til U u»-«llj /tjbJI JlLJ ^—._yj l^\J\t ^p-j
lip Jl 61 £-k_J V i-Vl iljil ^ ll-lj by olj
j zS~5^\ SHi-l i_> ^Vl -* 6 Is • ^^
uU1t'50lj . i «" -j'.c Jj^ol frj~h CL**aJ <U-J-U_J
C5ib \y-^3 <->j&J iW *^ l&5b I
IJSCAJ ^L' jl l^lc J^JJ < <5^bl si A jli-l iili
«jj j 1_'_
?
«iJI «.^ fJii-j ji yi . j-jUJI j?b C--UJ'
• rr^ e>*
'* l*bU U UjIjCj' jj)I |.jUII b-va J^ol
•,.. ^ )\ [s dlli J I 1-JjJ *j -tJI OUli-l ^Usi- uV
.
rr
Ab. J>~j ^i>i utbj p-Vi w\LU .j^tii
.UJI ^->U Jb=2 ^L jSj Sil-sil ^.Vl iljuLs (I ji (V-J
. -UVl <J,I oA>.lj ojJai- bi L" p-=o!l jJUJI |«-UJ* J
\,:~.y Jxi' 1 b'L-li . —>^tHi\ fSu js lj!y! IJ5Ca^
4 <Il« u
4 z->\^j iSf c>h Vr J J'
~ajy* c-X-\ kjL^* jiji J,l J.~A-iJ *JI 4^1 ^,.. 0^1
flbbjVj— ^yo JL lJb>j jlIJi iiili uUV
LA-»-i-9 • LolLl '<-<L~> .A.« lei O-^J ' jlseli^l bJUjI*
V til : &l» Ljl cJ^lj JjljfJI
t
£&* Jtfj ^j-vo (jl
Je ji ,i dUl ,XJL)I j> >l JV Ji> ti iliiljl
jil ;j|Xil 2UiJl ^a bJa ^ f illjJIj L_ilj dLiJ
^tl'Jl Ua'Ll li* 0' *«J • *-*Vl liLllI jl J-uil *SCj.
»J Ua)l ujj Sijidl >»li: uyyj ^ *^V LL-lj WM 6y_
dJJU J_o . jkUlj jl-\ ujJj r JyVI ,y rJLDIj
kJI tbU *)/ ^ L. zJf J* obj I. I'jb-lj \'ly~
j>.
^y 6^" ^ ^ ^-^» ^ ^*J j^jL-li 1*6 111 2L_ljjJl
joJt V li* dUj? 6Y JLadl dUi flic* 0' dLJb
uM f ^yJi ^ m iiAj ^us" ;ii-i 6i ' ibj
^WJI Ulj JtiJI Lis qUT .U~l 61 —J f lyJi; ij
Vj f 4U.JI_J tJv'ill JUliJI ^Ll3 (Jjljc li ^J-U V j5LI_>
.fJi^V
i LoJI cJlili il.il jl J, 1 J^-J *rj!l j dL*J : oUcVl iU- tfyll
ja j/I ^y ^>U t£ Li" ir UI 61 dU*,j£r~-. b~. "z'T or' 1 - ~ es-
£ja L)j>Z5 X> ,ja\ ^Lli.1 JL v_jI—.1 dil llfcj ^ i^i'lj
ilij 1j .id!
clUJI fJl Jil It _ >J
jK-l J Jy>-I 'i'^'j *3'U=J ,lJtLJ.J a1« ^}^-j\i *£ f-
lil _ij
,
=lJl 61 <" li* 6yCj 61 ^^ ^' lS~^ ^
^'oZjj ^-t- ZJt> J*$ i£j~^ f-s>- jJ <J«lj oJii-U ^^
£ja fyiij ^"j LI* I -u>- * >-_j!l (j j^jjiajij >jS it
C-s=*ai f LwCj ^ C ^ C 4^1 O^tl j,\ ^ iJlSC
*~Lf i^jr' JL'I-xjj SiU. Jsjl J,l -,J-I cii-j ^-U! ~>*z~o
A ll y lj\S~ iS C-^-^-l ul -A«j ^cLLo^'l ,j-idl
?f;J. ^j'^ 1 .ci5CL« ^ >Ui
(_r
-i^o <-i-l J-jU ^^
i^ily jiks f uL^j' OuJL lil J^ J LLg> U Lj
-wjj IaJ>I Z.-Js-\j ( $\sj c ibj f il^j : L^ ^?=^j
Ji> Ij ti^ V U clii ^s"L ^Jifa UjlIj ^.^jL-I 61
6'
,
^«~s /j v~j-i-
,
|t ojW- iLs ji^«„L3j ( djjyu (J Is
r ^j>u 6V bi uLi 6i
J^i ~, y, ' ^li y
AS Ji
^_V 6-* ^j' ii:^ ^-
Jl^yJL, L"jiLi I^LsLli OiUl-lj Cili-O-l 6)1 -a«j lilx*
6.^ ? J,J:.> I jyi-l jjl ll» _o_. U : MJU'
tejjj^
-^} fj"^ J;^lj6j^l j^l {j- ikS c\'~*j J,
I
ljl»^6i f i5j-a-= J^ ob'j tl^CJIj ^i^»i r' Pylij
'J C^>!j
• La J/f- _j dUc 6^ Z.S' Ju til J JJ C'S~
: Ij^C^ jIjlJ
?J
a.
t\j -jjl La j-Lj j^JI J,l i_jjdl y
D _ii ci_}—j; -i*^J L^^jL 6\ <• i£^~> jLIj (ijvl \»\
»jl jB
J=-
^Jaill ^«r>-J tfJlllj (ilj 61 L_i ^ 4.-11
I,, ill <" (J,^lfi U iilsU BjlaJ il U 4j-l.ee I J,yl»_3
lisOl f JtU LT U LaI : ^*j M,-U" p^'I oU
I Cj o,_J J5Lj i !^-iJ Li U- JLI < • A»^j.Jl 6»^L.J
J»l ,1 61 6UI ^:JL.l ^Jl JjJIj J^-j & 6LJ! alj
\r-
^ JljJI -
NT
iH
,j 61 O^ois iiy^iW ^)li-\j J1-^*J (^Lacl J^JjIail
*j liij f »t~l)l j^ I.jju.. >_j>-j\ o>-y jv-JI >«.J-C-
>U>) iS* Jt
i* ' .Ul
^jj y ju li ^ ^~UI li* j*»1!£ J_j/ Lf- ^^jj^j U?jI
^•Jl (3 ,e-*iJ O-^b *Uyc> « y (^J'Jtc-lJ ' *.c}t_'l (^
I
g-au" ijli U.J j.yl j«S i\,\ ^,_Lis p^Jjl ,_/>lc C,*>-
t5-U J_>;>ji . ^t\ j-JlLoj ^~~^ lil Ji'l tl ^-JJ
Jcl J, I >^^_i •" i£ju ii mj Jj_»L ^*is lili *al^
Sjdai-I SilliJI 5ijls=l j..j lisC&j o^.i ,-,* fiJ~\ L>-Ll/ r
iJ_»(> Ijlj ^"Lld
_j^ l.,lU^J ^ Oylill [of-'U? k ^3
**-V-> v" s?^ jl *i u"3*^ J~^ J^ 1
J I .L-v ',-• ^JS ^i» ^-'JSj ^' ei* ^
f 6l>lj
r
V
,jl*!jI| Ol^J-l
v.-•Jl JU.01 lj J,li>.l
^. L< ^»_jij ^i^ia^i (jljicl il (J.15C ^ -Ji-i^y
Olj
. JU. 6l> all ,C >"J w^ J y«J' 7^-)' l-V * i-lJJ
^Jji J^OJ {j\ \3 ( j,'}\ »«i 7J 1~. \,jj^ .Ja^Z |"-a»UJ
^ oljicl IclS^ Tuij ^_isjj *j'\ya£- cJ.»J (^ (jtoliJI
JuJ dlli J jsjl 1 J.5CI pjjl lift ii __,«,. oljU Xj
Jul Jul I *^lcjl ijl 1' llj f jMil *«i,l ^i«6j TjLil
ij/ (ii^ jisc.. j, ji,'jj ii50b_« f jij o«ii' «ry
(^Jk~J \ *.jK_a ^ IxS \ ~. *Zj\j> \ J^J- * JS-OJJ Out
4 Jij-Ji f \T
,y jyTVl .ji-l wiii'l t^jJI ulL^JI *JI • • • ( aGA-l
• • • U~* i^^-1
'
^* JUaiLl u ULvl j^-^-'j *" LL*
<" jil l_*Lc J.tjj . . . g^.\ J, I (jlU^JI^AiJ
lil—- ... il> CA>" Jb-jVl l,/> . . . Lw> dl!J5"j
juj . .
.
LLc -uL*«j jl aill rL^ ^y (••** j* <Jy—
'
itiJ i>.l JiyO \ ( AJ- ... fU> ,JjJ\ J-J^_*< L A
? . . . lA . . . |A . . I . . . ImJj"
;jlj ... i—jJL*- J ^j^ ^l~v a* ^
.
. Uc JjUV'i Lciku (i -fSCj i auui . . . ijSajI
jiiJj ilc (J ^A.} <" IaLc 4.J! JU2I- l« ^»lt c 1 -i*
-Uj ilji U .aU=~-. Ja ... dill I *JJ5Cjj oj^l ».U-jI
. Lx-t <JLjX-I
. . . Uaj oli- (3 l^lilc l*yf -.« i_a>- J^Jta Lui>._}
C-JlT {&* ipAJJ * Uj /leJ ._>_ i^J,5 UL Ja£ 1
Vt* i*>adl i}Cll JjlyuJI J^U. 3 l}i Of ... 0»lu
^ ... JU ^jt i . . . ^MA'ij wJ-lj o^jj
ol«JI JU.il aJsZj sJ>Z.) ^c lS>-\j lLk^4S *J _^*i
V -/^J ' LA» ^^r
.
.SjU-^l "iSOl iL-Le ^i
. .
.IJI 6fy U-'jJ i/" 1
.
. . *L_ 3 _^AiJj ^ V ulj
O; ^-i-5" . . . I A.U ily _jirJ ul Jliai- . . . S]s9=J5l
iSj-^j Jj-CL- LU iy>j uli l-iA ^Lf 01 L,:l i«J ^aj
^)L*J <USjli. Ic ^
—
£ 'A . . . y^JiZ i A«j ^ U Ij
. . . K.^\'5 UJ ^~J l^al* 4jL; ,j <JI Jlllj O-J^
«... -.«j »
.
o-UJ.— ij^ U*-°^
If-L i\LlU Ui ^i-Tj . . . ljH\ IajU U ji^j
. .
.
>J l.;l . -J & ••• *L»UH ?.i5CI dAlJ j\
dXL . . . Jj'ls" dii . . . d\Zj h Xry/ i>— l^^Cj
fjj; J IfU LL ^-U ... jii j) dli . . . _-Aj
<uil jA i^JJI ^_^JI IJa ... ^--(AS 1 • • • fwij iO ty
,-iVl. i_'ylZ.Ll L^oJi' (I)'—
'
J
j jT^ *iS^ 4^ olT a'ii IJA
yo cSJJI ^Udl IJa ... ^Udl SU ^U 0_,C; 01
. . . L^ojl oLi^l j- LI
. . . l^JWr (jS'i-»-' Jl It SJVj L«5Cj V IIa «_*•
-uU SJLVlj
.
• •
ji-l uU^-Vl y» l-y • • • ji-l U^
• • • ^>J \J" W-> q>j (^ L*^ ^ '^>^
jl ^tx» 1 gi'U- *i-a lial— jl ilji ^Ll ul jlo-J
. _J-lj . . . ubtlj ... Jikll
j_a ... .-i^-Jl £oitt L^ili f oUI Lc l Ujit-
1
? • • • l^jj " Lr^"'
. . !a_j~>.1j c <l?-\*o \yJj ju-^Ul
,
Lill IJa lyjl
? . . . U
.^ J*
^ilj*VI ,-.111 -^-L- *^
ijj J.J 1a . . . L
4_JI \j»JkJ i_)i/ <JI . . . _^.ii-l 7-l_)ll It BjtalJI TTjl
Oljl ^.«UI laa. tfJ DjLs- 3 Us>V'.M jV* /i^-1 -^ AjO _J
^^
OU C *«)l ^ rjll dlli tfi L.'- 1
Cf Jf"^ if ^° }*> ^"^* —^'"' ii' ^~^jl -^ <3>j~~u\
SjJU L.LJul ^ LaJil j{*jj * SLJi jioil ^-J ill Jj^l
L:lj. . .Ijl^-j Ijlj^ Lb ,jil i.LL\l »Ja . . . i=»y-*
65Clj. . . rljVl ^ ry_ J lay" / ^JTuI V-ii JJL3
. . . Out ,» Cl»j ij\j- Vl Ia^J- ,i LLajVI »-l* ttL^
-.
J
-
"
• L--
• lijill 0J1A Jjlii' i ^A^j J^IT _^i Li jL -li 1a
0o l^iS ^V JJI ijUVl SajOI iBjl j VI
ri
A!l
Lji. u^' L-Jt j^a* . . . isjy.1 ^yL^—ll *ajJj- jI>b-. I
J^_j ^ .U a_? j^Vl rrJI la y. Uj ... .Ll»Vl
jL a3^ VI (j,* 01 ... OjL^j- Juu JatV'l ij-Vi-l
^ (lit ) . . . >l ^ <il j&J jJWI ^
\ \ 4 jijji ^
?
— I«>. ,_AJI <^j.J li-i \SO_j 1*}\j\ "ul«« ScLJI C-O
^o'^ri> ;
JLl Oil /y I*' 1" ^*j' oil i!l .'.A la
.
.
. ii» ^ iri J^L r) Ujikji 6i ijuLii
zS^( l jUL Iflj^' J, ; ^ ~.
'Ul J /,' JLj ^ iy > ^ ^ a'
iJI »
jj *jj £» l<*'-«j **JG
»jjl
-Coi-S. ul j-^ J ( l^L>. ki J*-.
Jjlclj iSj Jl v.. ^_'V TTj" Jl)ltL- Ua~J>- jjl*i -^"J
« bo J.LJ' » ... « o->1 k *«J » o; • • •t/'^UI 3
V k-9*»-l tf-Ui JJlj U l)lc~, \Sdl_j . . . LJ» iJ
/«y>--_yl (Jjo- U u\c-j->*j .. . 7- *•.»_} L*l (3 1 i.ju—
U
\J\ l>u- . . . U <3*i> ^.« ^5^1 Bjj.AJj <i*J(^
JJ5H . . . 4! J 11. ju b'isCJ _l^ j ^.:)l ^ jl
^-^.olj Li*.,jtl Jc J-V JaijVl JJiJlj .IjdVI
...oU J5C
:<
AJ ^j^tj J^U-I ^.._<" . . . J\)
L.»- ilijvs l- sJ JU- ! (j t5_jij <ui*c jj.« ^lil jjj>ll
. Uju_ji IUJ i_jlil 3j& i£^\ **y&0 m.ji~i . . .oL*A5
Aij )l »Ujl j, Ujlit Jj^-i oliall jjc Liv^ J_^
iijc L^« ^T"l iJM. ijjc bSZ.~i 61 jisdj' ^Jl .Us^Jl
j—, «.-jJl pU ^ *_y_ J,l L;j li ^ iyo'j ... 6L_il
O jjt . . . L~i)b (.jJI dlli j^t ^ ioljl teUI
3)a US" Jl-JlS"j ^jUI )^ iLL «JiaZj JtLjt i_)jlij
kjl^-Sj . . . iji\j! ijll J-LJA1 dlli . . LILJjI zhj
Lli: ,^jV ;^ J" j • • • 3j\U\ i$j L-^ iyi^j
4 JijJi f \-
uiS^ . w.;y J,U -j* i.'«-~« C'l_j*a\l lili 4jL>. jh.Jj
jJs i_l*ljl_> P_>i-lj d-* -** -1* OJ^Ij *5CL'.I Ji ^_jdl
. juJl dUi J,l oyJ I g^AS" Jij*i 1 (£y-l i—Uj
_>UI >_*y iSbj JS^l buL a/ *1J olll ^ k_.'jrt*l»
Jiiji-I
J>-jj ^ULJI O^^ai *J tiji ic I jwj ^-«j;
U j^ »^.r J^liJI Vjl* t»V J^jjJI J* ^sOj
}Ul» jj,l«lj (^-^l Zji-O 0" *C— ! -C^Si?- J^*-i* oJUi
t3 WJl »• ui-J «—y (<*' iV* k-J_j-^J 4—liJI Jail J <ulo
dUS 0^ |V«J • ^"l^J Jc dij' Jj" 3~-.li)l -O^L 4JSI
illS O^ >l)^cJlj /j^jll £,<• Uoj*.' ,j-lc cSJJI *jj juaJI
. bjJIj « >- i$3]\
y»J \J\ }k- i g>-_J> j5jVl ^ JfaO fl>U jlL
jl ,!a L*J:)I |»Uj'Vlj SjiJI
(
_yi—,jil *JI^>- ^ .., S
AlUu-li jj^,—IIj oUI «C«»I ^Jij ,_iMi-l JjjUfUl
iJJir^l illxa SI (*£ja J, 1 J^jj -ui^l Jt «jV jj^-JI
*j iJL* ^<J jljflssiiil'uU^J ^-iJalj oi> ^ jyj -A~^
"kJj'Icj *JI ^aS^J iJl i> "C*^^^ -fi jl„cl^"yi A>-1>-
. . . «.JalI« \Lsya.) y^jvi aj~!i-a (_^l A_vlj I J.' »
ul_)*» ii«l 3— lill -oLJIj I jlj# y&JI j^at • -• J,Lj Uj
4Juj *j J_3 ^1 U J~a^ <J' -»-~Jt4 ? I JLg5^" >_jwa
ju-I 6l5Cl 4JI ( Z>\j~Zz ._j^5CJI Jjlit ^ *^dj
-1S"~ /;-• iji bin.. &T I U L«ji J^a^- _jl JC5Cj l!a>-
Ajj JZZJLsj lyi\ ^. ^ti j*l.i jfsj <L>Jj3 j, jL,
^f j (j t5jj"l w«dl 45C^il Uj-'^j f *J aUJI j<_d
jfciJI J |.l»j »ljjl ^i>=Jlj Ja;VI J^JUIj PjliJI
ly
.i_UJIj f-ji-b s—ttll ^ ^ ^ f ' •XjJcr ^*Ji ^j-'j-I
A^ 61 ll* Vj^ J^"j
_j*J J^lall ^>- -uij ^U
j>. uyji lyir Ji>vi ^i-^oi jjSC j kj 3'jj_ $j- <\
oy^-— «•* (•^UzJI (j*_j->- Cj»Uj jLJI (C^aJI . dlSCL* j,^
Pj*-lj ^_->dl sl'si>l Ji^ j,^"; Jlj^ \' AJ-lj iXjjJ.1 ^
^iJa^ ^.UaJ jilaj *J«I jj,ai!!j JjjJI »UI ^,i JuJltJI
£jl-l S'lUj Jjju^LI llj f i^jjbf. Oj^j j,5Clj
(_r«l *)J
oU-YI ^,c jsiC i^JJI Jl^Jb •*—i-i |ili ul JjU 4-ic
.^11 Ja*; jr^-ll Ijla olil a?j ? ^1 ulf ^ ? 4J
. Jaii Ij^si ojJ. jj^J
3p=X>.| 0_j5ol Jl-i^J lj I *«9aii5-« til j. ..~.)i Oj 1
,
«lJI bI',oI Jii sJL_ (J ii«^Jj ^~> Jj-lj SfliiJI *}l!aJI
«jy ^ eU-b IcjS Jli ^ JU-U JS^ f-ji-l 4Jv. iilj
J5 ^3*=!'—'I ^c^ bL>- U-1 iilli JLj <u'ls^ . l.JI 5^ a«^-J
jioj si~>-J CJ5-J [C 3- =-X,J^ *C»^J> CJ I—'J ' iljuJI IjLft
aI^-^j u b JaS^X Jj-I < • AjISCLjCr-^ J3 lt":'
ISli *? cAj Ij ISLJ» iijb ^.o iisC *l»j ub>l
?ljH (|l b ISli ?IJ*^ jul«i )iH Jtl l; juJIj 7^4-
¥ Jl .Jl *\ Sr">
4j d\jj <it «~>l w-iiacj <U-ftlij_J C*jJ .a^J /j^ *Jc Lll.clj b|J-I J Liu I •,-« *i».£j ? LJ I Lljc 4jJUj uli"
_Jil <JI Jl jj£ ulfj^- ' Li US Vej U* .JuJt U ll* jaJI j «U- o» ulf it f .lul .LVl *U4 V U
*" Jli-I lip *JLc 40)3 «jlc Lo iUI lift ij OyrJ J-» J* JJa)] **.?" Jtil f «0« _}Ju> iiaJi J>M ,_JLj_j j.J^
lS-M> Jf Jc ^Jl—'JaJI ti jL-J »j»1 Jc jy *J*I -V-J OOj Jj < 4J'jlj»J *1~U ^-Lf 4) »Jjj 4oU_- ^j-lf
(<\>l ^ (^ ,y B «-^i (i ai>j *~<j Jl)~)l uls" 1^-j jl^ij; ^ ^x,*. u ^j lj *JL;>-j -uJac ^ .^ .x>.l
fjW JJLU j jf-y jkl)\ Vij f JJJI jt- jj-' J- f i (^ j e^Ul£i ^ rVSll JI..J J*jl OlT Ux*
tf *)IjJ: vy*J -^ rvT Jjr
"
i
1 u5^' Jl^ A -Jl ' Lily ^Xj 01 G.-u 5C, ; 4l>j bJJIj
r
uL
i 1 uV^ V-" 1^ i' W4> r^ 1-- i' o- iJ1 ^ uu *;u 1:* ^j sUi s~j ;u -.i* *;u ^jr oij
Ji
I
1
-> '
U
-"V a* V:l5C * V^M 1 ^-^ ' lr>-> ! *_3y Jp j,U ihi.^ OlT il : <JU rU juJ iSd
Jiy_llj <Cj^L« Ic tJlJc V ulS" a*j ^ a*" I j<* UJ^ Oji j| ^ 1 cT
jl^'JI «JL>j jfcol Js_j->- cJIj
^J^- *^*i ij ^jv •*.— -a-J
J- ^ Jli V .jj-Ij jM» -^Ij rJr/» c£ttj - . .^
_"f „.jl bJU -i« U olt^^j *—
,y_j «u~,1»Zj L->^j XjI J^a^JIU * J, bJL_4 (^Sl Li fjf-'j w-JI »1
-
^>I^ jJall <JL - - -
. >liJ3^ .iui PjitJi -,, zf}\ c - c t ,; %
.;.y ^l: ^j oi-l sMt J ^Jl Ba_* JT^ . ^ "^^ ^ ^ b^ ^^ ^^ ^^^
.
b-^ J^Ui iJG Jlpl dUi c*3 Jl at "^ f »i*
^^
,
c j^ 6r ti vjC)j , ^^ ^ ^ bj^
^!U cju. bJIj ^5C jf JjU tu- vl^ 3^1 ^cj: jAj ^ ^ bjj| 0jJai f (
-
li , ol5C._ , ^
il ^ o ^. olT^iil 015CI Jl ^IJill >ll bL.
~^\j S,j\ 1 J..a ^rUI a^l lr_l» : EtU Juij
>JI ^ o5j!l Or oil . Jl^ >j liilj
r
Bj b-C,
^ ^j, ^, J Vj ^^ ^ ^, f ^.^ jjj,
£jfi . jjs ^3 < U3 du: v ,^^ ct\ ii» ^j j, ^ ^b" i__, l_J , jkl ^ A?1 j^
*l a^' ^ c5-- ' J'r- 11 fM t}^]] 4 U>^ «J^ uii |\| Ul » JyJI Lj'-Ju j Jyo y»j .L-j
1:1 illJ. I 4_.IjJI «.»j (jl j^^j J\~5 »*_? uu j «.il.j *j . ,^ ^ 1 „ _m _u v.. . ,^-
• • •
? $ CS ? ^ 0* : *>*i^ J'r-' 1 ^* ? ^! ,r.| L.j ? bIjJIj ^ f .1,^ *> J* ^
JVc J,l I JL* Jlj U JJ-lj aJaiulj L^jjJ jiall Ji 4Tj ' ^,J- yi. tf J>Z] ji-Cj ilu—Ml Jj—. J^jITj
T-li-l xJl\j ^y%\\ tJ-j *Ij-l_ J4JI ^z.j\ ^9. j^ai. ^^-j 1^ J5di 3jj I jij50_j ijl^. oiix jli Jly-
v_iii^ L. -^ *lc iJU»j U* ojJ=J J_^ ii-Ll aJc f-ji-l • j» /, Jr.' J*-1 ul d-lal—s >-J>S <&3j K^S" Itj*a
*Ul JALl JU3 jJla)I «J j^Jul I JVi-l ^ A-Lc ^ji-l bLWj -u 4] i/ ul t^ JJ^ _j*J *"J»i (j Lil«;.« Jl)_5l IjL*
~*J>} cU jLi ^IJI -lLT'I j;»L >Lf- LIS" yS' j^i i'» lijm> Vj LaJl. <d J* j*j V 4Ju_,L> j jL |^j c [Ay*
^L li-\j i_j^i]l Jc ^v-1501 (^-jll *»** JTVI Jc 1^ JJlyVl J Vj ,L>\I j L.I Vj LjI *l >-i^ ,j5Cl
*i^ >rJ _iOI _ii . r UL j. ^.ISCJI j.L.1 U <^ j^LJI J ^r.. IJLf ulTj { All lift J jl>.j ol
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«Jj (jjjjlj i*.r*"^ ""^
^ «4» j4 4 ^J^ U^ Jj Let J.5-1 ^^Cj ji
is- L j»i, u J_ji Jc> <jl>- jejuni*.i uir" ^ jisds^i
*JL J^S i» OlJu Xj. UL- *llc OT -x'il . j^l ^JJI ijj« .CI ^l-O jl^r ^^ ifij>"l ^
gji ^jir3 juJI jiVi ii>- j bLW n
^ u'ii-i ujUI i^-Ir »^> ii^ui
cJ^j .liL ^jljl)l C.^i.1 j- »jl> >r_ jUl iii
JU L ^ Ja> Lol it^ ,V VI ^1 ojl—11 J-'
;.)dl jjlo V L* ulT JUi ^ ^ ^jL)I
t^JJI Ij-UJI bjJIj «.V= 1 f^isr -Ui ' oWJI ,_,_?" JaS -U»li U b-Xj j jjj ijJb .UCJI vl-^ ^J w-«J ufe'
4 Ji^Ji ^
^jjju jrb illsO^I J ^j^j j^lydl j_^JI
c i_S
o_A _jl£., . Z>UUj jiUl i JsCJIj JjL^I
.y jl£ 61 1^50 Jj)l L_oVl ojilxll <.«?" Jk>-y I*H
^i < JJSCJI J*. JSCj l*y.. LLij Mp-j , J UaJl
j_,-2^i ^Jl ^i^lj (^Lll t/l^JI **jjl» J.'
-^-V
jJIEJIj *X"Vb -x_^iij su-ii-ij ^oVi JlL Jib
>Uai
,
.1 Us^J L^jli-I JLiUyJH J- £j£j ryi'jJI *~A,JI
ilbfcj . L.jJ ,_j,dl Zeis <3 UffiLj J^ll Ol -4_jl«ll £j£
• UyTJJ J If I j-Jj V i£>l iU»-
0.jJI : ^A villi J ibill aJvclills OloVl i-i^u LI
j^bli J^nai y»\k.
,y >T ^t, J,i ^.ji oVij
1 *jilj^li ..yu x!l jls=l B j.* ,&j ^IjkjL) aJs" i_»^Us ^
. ilj.!l L^J J)lj ix- JS" j ^;J.| j^J| ^.^L
iJLl Ji'VliUj ijjlS^iJ z.j\eJ -j' Li It sJsM oi* 01
iis" ^>lU
^y _JlU J5d Zr mj\u U SJp_j Ljil
L:^ XJ'G L& iy£ yjl Jil V SU ^ Li JU
. y»j]l ^ij^o ^Uljj -,^1 jvJol U Ijl jjjUl
>U1 .lx;Jlj jjijUl jSClJI Oyi-I ^A1
r
.xS1
r
til Jj
jC^lj ClyjJI s^-laj iJI j^t! J^ jjt *^L_* I I ^ It
lT>4j V--" 1 ^' ^-, ^'^ J;V ^' J^J > viy^ 1
^iij£U! sJj'l y_j *<-—t-l oJul »c /jj> Li^ Vj l*ic a**J
r
'
tS*\je.WuJk,\
dUi ^ JJ ^.. eJ^d i Ullij iljJL US" j, Zj.v>-j
^ AMAill iJLll yjlj L. ^jc)l u_^x iliill ^yi
ik-lji I
(
*JJj3 x-^ 1 J 1 Jt-^l 6jl»« (5-^ v_io Js
. Wl J _J lUl *JI ptir l« i-jjll »J* j "I'-As-J
Ljlijullj ijjlc^Cll Jjljusil ill -^i f ^j'^* *^—Iji
^Li^ j jJjcIIj ^Jl Cjj iJ rj3«l ^JJI y^i
i villi uir .i^- _j iui ujiaHj jji jAiy^iij jyVi
^.:5CJI • . Jal^^ i_sU«Ij JliU. iJ5C« iJlv* *)iS^ Ij*
,,*J *i~'-ii-lj CfJvill OU ^.^ *~0^'lj iJjl JJUs»lj
. jLJI JljUlj ^1 .fcl w.Myi JilsO s».yi.
jij <Sj£ Jll JJ3I.J1 vlii »LJI y ]^% siij
iHi J .^Jlj ol»LJI vili; J -Jt-Jl Jr \ jc ;jfB-i
r-jjl 3 j»ij \— jJvIl dJa |»l"*l ^1 dii ujJu >«->-U
OjSo j by ^- ^lejll IJ* J,l ^il1 UMU Oo L^Ljl
01 . JUI -J-l j aUI Jill 0V L. Jillj l>—i-l
Jju I eli ^ lc Ji 01 3—jjJlI bJ* J ^iljjl j»-Xftl)l
cl (j-lj «j^ >_jL1 ft"JtAj J JJi-l -i^JLl li* 5Lcj Jc
ufej'l i\u *lc j ^.i j? JLsj ^'^J 1 Otil^ J Ulc
iJLjVl olSlJI j ,^^ Ij'tJ alai IJr ^ Op'
mr j jjt>-T Xftjjl .jlijjl f u < 0-x-J j ojr jll
j ^-- j ojr jll s-iljji ilsLJl J ^^j Iji^J
4J'I
. cJI vilL"
dllij L^ iLlii jIj^j US" >_'MU j vlo>-j
^.y Util. illil^lj vZ)L«f- X-jjdl »i_* j 0V
f til J I $
tf
• uyull LT Jit
j
J. \-<T jJI ;IA-I jit 3—jjdl oift J oLi-i cjIj
'Ij J5C ^.jAL OjUI^j u_j-tj~jJI .bVl» ( J^* j-*
u" °J•L.ISC_1j \ oju I . \j s [)l /.* iln~o
C-JJ p*-"^' S? ^j5 <i" 4~t jjl
Ui] J^jlj
.1^1 ^l .lUi
>_jjl USCJI bJA
,J 5«jil JaJI Js«j j
. ^ljjVi diis /.i j ii/cui dDi" jjjM Bi* jar
'rt
iJ a'^ 1 0-* *^ Jrr* ^j* s? l/1*^ D^* ti*15
"
lS'l5C->.l Ujlyb ^idCXp-lj S._jjill oi* (JtjJv» i>J
• SJ5C.II oJA Vt %jlii-l
r
3 *-' CtJ-^> U 1 Jil» (&-'a»
u*= ^-3 * o ,-^t <lJMdl j tlj aljvii US' ^iij
Jl'-b-_ji f Jvli-1 4Jj>- J, I cJLtXJI Jjl JvgJll li* J, I ^aUl
V^ l£->V1 Cf J«-^ 1 ^U 1 ^J £-1^ 'Uti'l li»
CL?JLi>Ull
ay 77IUI wjJ.* A^JI iSjJi\ eh*s.> J.—.11 *Visi
(
-CJ jUI Ju~.ll j^y- i>~=* ^-Jl J,l««
»J>. J-UI Jujl ,«*>• c Lo JU-Jl (_^l«K
trir oui juJi jftlkJI Jljjl JUC J J( J.U
plr iJl i\j» (j-^tjJu'l a—
H
J5^^- JUS=I JLc a II J,lw
_jlsl O-JJ-U'I J..JI t^jU^JI ot_iy_ xj- JuJI J,l«.
jL*L— oy\ J..~'l o'jj otJ.ll J-*— J*"l -JuJI »iL
O^iaJI J-ij> J~~II _jL<3 Jtf\ —V.—^Jl OW—*
Uj^-U ij '^«>- —v—.—.J
'
~a\j\ c*~~£ -a—! 1 o-l*-
fJlJL, Jy jlJI 6jJ*~.ll jJji J-— II ol»—
4ft*"" .U.e-*u -V-.-wJ) Ajjjall
__>««;- J~" O <*-*
Jij.Vi dbi^ j-JI eJliy ^'1— J-— II ol»—
jIjiTjij ^.5^ LfL. J.— )l ^>- <yS' Jj-Vl -L-c JLtJI ol«—
.Cul a.*- J , Li? Ju-_Ji 4Jl!jUc JiUI -Ut J_._JI ol«—
^^ . Li J.„jl Jlff-1 _i.kJ)l J-c J.—H lol*_
-X?-l A?"Jl J-c a )l jj-lr' _x-jy J—Jl o'«—
Li jcl ffj^CH -i-t juJI ^Ja)! JL-< JuJI oL
s^'
L| <£/" V 11 (C-i'iJI j>l^ JU.' J.—II oU-
«i"
u"> u^V v!l i£ ,»«JI i^jy J Jl ol»—
\c X*g- J II l5jI*-s- ^Jj?- jj~< *!'
JUI ^ika. -V.JI rs^X 4J1I Juc j_^o jJ!
oJ1-o3
-r«; J.— J! ,_pU. j<..l |.^SCJU jj^jjl
uloJJL5CLll <J>&SZlJ Ju-JI JLlUlll <Ujlj~C i-^—jl
o'j-jj—s" j.jijjt j ii
Xj& -I.*' U^\aj y^\ y£l\\. J^i> .J ~yb fstU
U l-^y ^n «jS-L'J ^Jkt- y «Jj>\ U v-*-^l«iO CTP^'
\^o
CJj£-jC\.1
jjjl ATI J- II oU— j^-^sCs- -j Jl i-Jij
•j'j o-DI j— 11 jv: jf Iri jUI 41..
jjjc jyl J II ^Aj J^y -U-JI ^l«.
(Jj "c l£jj->- -X—Jl ^-Ujll JLc Jjr j Jl J,U
oU- ^*> -^-ii Icl iJi-J*' fjl» -A— Jl J,l«"
A S \Jl~ J Jl LL.JI glj £Jl~l JL.
L_-oJL _.^ j J! ^'fl jLi-l J-s J-JI ell-
jjAjCII fie /_,->. JuJI ^jiiii i^j jl-.ii 4'..
^yy di...jo -^~'' J-.LiJI arl jlJI bL
~.,.l)l l^ J,jij J—Jl
-i) U. e^-*l JL-— II O *—
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